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PREFACE
Eastern Illinois University has undergone a vast transformation during its first 75 years. Beginning in one building on a
40-acre campus valued at $227,000, it grew to a campus of 316
acres with 35 modern buildings valued at some $61,000,000.
Eastern started as an institution whose main purpose was to train
teachers for the schools of East Central Illinois, but in three
quarters of a century it grew into a full fledged university composed of one college, and seven schools, including a strong
graduate school. From a faculty of 18 and a student body of 125
in 1899, the number of students rose to more than 8,000 and the
faculty reached nearly 600 by 1973-74. In physical appearance,
programing, excellence of faculty, and public service, the
changes at Eastern have been dramatic.
But what of the future? In the mid 1970's, all public higher
education is faced with serious problems. And Eastern has not
been spared. Leveling enrollments, steady state budge ts, problems of faculty morale and limited capital expenditures are only
some of the difficulties being encountered in Eastern's 75th
year. However, I believe that Eastern's strong tradition of excellence and commitment to serving student needs will produce the
necessary support to assure co ntinued growth and improved
quality. Faculty members are engaging in scholarly and creative
activities to a greater extent than ever before; graduates have
earned places of leadership in a great variety of professions and
skills; the alumni are beginning to increase their support of
university programs ; all elements of the university are beginning to concentrate on continuing education and providing
off-campus se rvices of various kinds; accessibility is being expanded and the number of minority students is growing. The
institution is moving positively and its prospects for even greater
se rvice are expanding.
As an institution we must draw stre ngth from our history
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and traditions, but we must not be bound by them. The needs of
students change as society changes. Eastern will meet the demands of its students in the years ahead by being flexible and
sensitive to both individual and societal needs.
While the university will embrace change, it will cling to
certain fundamentals in higher education which students in
every generation should hold to. These include instilling a desire
to learn, ability to think and to reason, the desire to enjoy the fine
arts and to understand the culture of which they are a part.
Eastern, then, will hold to what is good of the past, but in the
future launch out bodily in new directions as it moves toward its
centennial in 1999.
Gilbert C. Fite
President
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CHAPTER I
The Last Years of
Dr. Buzzard's Administration
By DAVID

J.

MAURER

IN june, 1949 at the end of the Golden Anniversary celebration,
Dr. Robert Guy Buzzard could look back and note with satisfaction the accomplishments of Eastern Illinois State College during his tenure as President of the institution. He had arrived on
the campus in the middle of the Great Depression and although
his predecessor, Livingston C. Lord, had established firm foundations Dr. Buzzard knew that he would have to build a faculty,
seek additional facilities, and establish new programs to meet the
needs of the residents of southeastern Illinois.
Between the time of his arrival in 1933 and the Golden
Anniversary in 1948, a gymnasium and a science building were
constructed and ground had been broken for a library building.
Dr. Buzzard has recalled that these three projects were absolutely necessary if Eastern was to meet the challenges of the
future. 1 President Buzzard spent countless hours with department heads and in the solitude of his study he sketched floor
plans for four new buildings, a science building, gymnasium,
library, and a laboratory school. The first two would be completed in the 1930's but the latter two would not be constructed
until the 1950's. When he arrived on the campus, physical education activities were held in the "crackerbox," a small gym1

Interview with Robert G. Buzzard, September 27, 1973, Charleston ,
Illinois. In addition to the citations below the next several paragraphs were
enriched by the generous sharing of recollections by Hobart F. Heller.
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nasium located in Pemberton Hall, the school's original dormitory. The library and science instructional facilities competed for
space with other academic units in Old Main. At the beginning of
President Buzzard's administration, chemistry had one laboratory in the northwest corner of the second floor of Old Main,
physics had a comparable area in the southwest corner, and
botany and zoology shared space on the third floor west. Music,
which was only a service department, was confined to the third
floor of the Old Main tower and one room in the east wing, and
art, also a service department, had the remainder of the third
floor east wing. Governor Henry Horner visited the campus
shortly after Buzzard had determined that the school desperately needed a gym, library, and science building. The Governor
was taken on a quick tour of Old Main and the portly gentleman
had some difficulty in negotiating access to the science labs and
the stacks of the library. 2 Convinced by his experience that
Eastern needed additional facilities, Governor Horner pledged
his help .
Sometime later when the Public Works Administration
(PWA), a New Deal agency established in 1933, indicated that it
was interested in funding a gymnasium and a science building at
Eastern, Dr. Buzzard hurried to Springfield to ask the Governor
to redeem his pledge. Although Illinois, like most states, had
little revenue during the 1930's for capital improvements, the
Governor gave President Buzzard written authorization for
state funds so that the PW A would extend federal support for
the projects. With the completion of these two buildings, Dr.
Buzzard turned his attention toward the acquisition of funds for
a library building. Unfortunately attainment of this goal was
delayed by World War II and the greater clamor for funds by
other claimants in the immediate post-war period. finally in
194 7 construction was authorized and the building was dedicated on May 27, 1950.
Even as the original building goals were being realized, Dr.
Buzzard was aware that the rapid increase in enrollment after
1945 necessitated the building of other facilities. In 1950 he
outlined Eastern's building needs to the alumni. He said a new
laboratory school, vocational education facility, greenhouse,
2
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heating plant, women's health education building, and dormitories were urgently required. Although he would not see all
of these projects started in his administration, their validity
would be confirmed by the building achievements of his successor, Dr. Quincy Doudna.
In june, 1953 the alumni of Eastern learned that Dr. Buzzard and the faculty of the institution were commended by the
North Central Association for creating an academic staff that
was exceedingly well trained. Eastern's faculty had more earned
doctorates than many institutions with greater national renown.
In addition many of the faculty were actively engaged in scholarly activities while carrying a full teaching load of sixteen
quarter hours and three or four different preparations. The
report stated:
Eastern Illinois State College has the best qualified
faculty (both from the viewpoint of advanced degrees and of
experience) that the examiners have evaluated in a North
Central Association institution of higher education. 3

The praise was well earned and not realized without considerable sacrifice.
When Dr. Buzzard was appointed Eastern's President, the
Normal School Board 4 informed him that he would have to
improve the caliber of the faculty. The young President surveyed the educational background of his staff; he found that only
a few possessed doctorates or masters. In succeeding years he
encouraged his faculty to continue tpeir education. The school
did not have funds to aid them but their positions were protected
while they went on leaves of absence to pursue their Ph.D.'s a
not inconsiderable boon during the Depression years. The
President's hopes were aided by the energy and enthusiasm for
intellectual excellence by a core of young faculty including
Glenn Seymour, Kevin Guinagh, Emma Reinhardt, Charles
Coleman, Glenn Ross, Harris Phipps, Wayne Hughes, Hiram
Thut, and several others.
Resignations and growth provided an opportunity for the
acquisition of additional faculty with earned doctorates and the
promise of great teaching and scholarly endeavors. Dr. Buzzard
3

Eastern Alumnus, June, 1953, pp. 3-4.
• Renamed the Teachers College Board in 1936.
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believed that the academic departments should be responsible
for selecting the best qualified applicant for a position. 5 Although he professed aloofness from the selection process, his
contemporaries remember that his concern for the good of the
institution often led him to involve himself in the assessment of
the candidate's personal background. H several candidates
seemed to possess equal professional qualifications and scholarly
promise then an interest in contract bridge, good food, or flowers played a role in the selection .6 In the final analysis thousands
of Eastern students would agree that their professors possessed
not only intellectual breadth and depth but a remarkable human
quality that created interest and respect.
In the post-war years the influx of veterans created a demand for more staff. Because an excellent foundation had been
laid in the preceding decade Eastern was able to attract qualified
teachers. Additional faculty were obtained when college enrollments began to climb after the slight drop when most of the
World War II veterans graduated in 1950. 7 These new post-war
faculty members, ambitious and adventuresome, joined with
President Buzzard in pushing for the realization of a dream,
unknown to the Board when he was appointed; he believed that
the southeastern section of Illinois needed an institution of
higher education that prepared its students for business, and the
professions other than teaching.
The drive for a general education degree program at Eastern began in the late 1940's but the Board did not grant permission for the B.A. program until 1954. In the following year B.A.
and B.S. degree requirements were outlined. 8 The program's
popularity was limited to only a small percentage of the students
enrolled; the times did not demand a change in the college's
primary function-preparing teachers. In spite of the slow start
of the program, not until the teacher surplus of the 1970's did an
increasing number of students pusue non-teaching degrees in
s Interview with R. G. Buzzard, September 27, 1973, Charleston, Illinois.
6
Many of Dr. Buzzard's friends and colleagues remember with humor
and fondness his penchant for selecting a faculty that not onlv was intellectually active but sociable.
1
Easlent Alumnus , September, 1950, pp. 8-9, 12; September, 1951, p. 4;
September, 1952 , pp. 6-8 and September, I953, pp. 2-3, 12 .
8
Eastem State N ews , March 2, 1955.
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the liberal arts, the door was opened for other non-teaching
degrees in business, music, industrial arts, and home economics
during the administration of Dr. Doudna.
Although most of Dr. Buzzard's primary goals had been
achieved by the early 1950's, the school could not af.ford to
maintain the status quo. By 1950 most of the veterans of World
War II had graduated. As might be expected, many of them
began teaching, and in a few years they began to recommend
that their students attend Eastern. 9 An aff1uent America sent
more of its youngsters to college and the school had to provide
new programs as well as additional living space, classrooms, and
staff. One program that created a lot of interest and some
controversy was the "baby" project in the home economics program.
Dr. Ruth Schmalhausen, a professor in the Department of
Home Economics, was interested in a course that provided practical experience for the young women enrolled in home
economics. In 1950 the Teacher College Board approved of the
construction of two ranch style home management houses. 10
One feature of the home management experience for the girls
was the continuous care of an infant. Professor Schmalhausen
had observed the experience several years earlier at Penn State
University and had found it valuable educational training. 11
After construction of the houses was completed in 1952, she
requested the help of the Superintendent of Illinois State Child
Welfare Division, Dr. Roman Haremski, in locating an infant
that, for whatever reasons, the natural parent or parents could
not care for. He indicated his disapproval of the project and
refused to help. Dr. Schmalhausen then went to several private
agencies and the Salvation Army Home in Chicago said that a
mother was willing to place her baby in the care of Professor
9 Robert Sterling, a 1950 graduate, was featured in a story appearing in the
Eastern Alumnus, June, 1954, p. 16. Sterling was a teacher at Oak Lawn, Illinois
High School and he had brought nine students down to the campus to enroll.
Subsequently, Sterling joined the Eastern faculty.
10
Illinois, Teacher College Board, Proceedings, September 24-25, 1950, p.
475.
11
Interview with Ruth Schmalhausen, September 5, 1973, Charleston,
Illinois. The information about the "baby" project comes from Dr.
Schmalhausen and an extensive file on the subject in the University Archives
located in Booth Library, Charleston, Illinois.
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Schmalhausen for several months in 1953. Another youngster
arrived on campus in the spring of 1953. Infants and students
seemed to have benefitted from the experience. The St. Louis
Post-Dispatch heard of the project and it ran a story about it in its
magazine section. 12 The publicity attracted interest from friends
of the college but Superintendent Haremski was upset. He informed private agencies in the state that their licenses to provide
child care were likely to be revoked by his office if they furnished
infants to Eastern. Professor Schmalhausen's program was in
danger of being scuttled by this action butjust prior to opening
of the fall term in 1953 a mother called and asked whether her
baby could be taken for nine months. The mother, although
unwed, wished to keep her baby but needed time to gain a little
financial independence. The baby also needed some special
medical care that she could not afford. This baby, called David
"North," because David was his given name and would reside in
the "North" home management house, would attract national
attention.
In january, 1954 Dr. Haremski learned of David's presence
on Eastern's campus and he ordered an investigation. The
Superintendent believed that the baby would develop a bundle
of neuroses because too many persons were involved in David's
care. 13 Dr. Buzzard, faculty, alumni, and friends of the college
rallied behind Dr. Schmalhausen. Wire services picked up the
story and then several magazines developed stories on the controversy. Time, Look, and Pageant articles with pictures kept the
story alive through May, 1954. Letters poured in. Some contained cash to be used for clothing, toys, etc. for the baby. A
manufacturer offered baby furniture with no strings attached
and his offer was accepted. A television game show using a
stand-in provided additional cash for David's future needs.
Dr. Haremski, instead of retreating as gracefully as possible
from what was at least an embarrassing mistake, charged the
college with illegal activity and he tried to learn the mother's
name. Illinois' Attorney-General, Latham Castle, was called in to
rule on the case. No politician wants to be caught in opposition to
motherhood, even pseudo-motherhood. His opinion indicated
12
13
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St. Louis Post-Dispatch, February 22, 1953.
Time, January 25, 1954, pp. 56, 58.

that no statute was violated and that one state agency could not
command another to accept its procedures. This decision resolved the matter and Eastern continued to have babies in the
home management houses until Dr. Schmalhausen, because of
the press of other teaching and administrative duties, discontinued the program. 14
The decade of the 1950's would bring many changes in
program, as noted above, but also in styles to Eastern's campus.
Dr. Buzzard resisted the call by some of the faculty for graduate
degrees in education until better facilities were available or
promised. In early 1951 degree requirements for the M.S. in
Education were outlined and in a short time many graduate
students were enrolled. The program was praised for its careful
attention to the need for subject matter and cultural development of the student. 1 5
With new programs, and growing numbers of students,
faculty and administrators, President Buzzard found governance of the school increasingly difficult. The days when the
entire college community could gather for convocations in Old
Main were numbered. In order to aid the President in carrying
out Board policies and advise him about the separate and collective needs of the campus, faculty members requested and Dr.
Buzzard established the Committee of Fifteen. 16 The
Committee's recommendations were advisory but they generally
were given support by the President. Perhaps one reason why
the relationship between the President and the faculty remained
cordial was that Dr. Buzzard took care to establish a personal
connection with each member of the faculty. He sent every staff
person an individual note of congratulations on his or her birthday. He regularly included faculty at dinners with the Board.
These dinners were not only an occasion for gourmet food,
American or ethnic, but provided an opportunity for the faculty
member to hear about the Board's problems and the Board
14

Interview with Ruth Schmalhausen, September 5, 1973.
'';Eastern Alumnus, December, 1953, p. 9.
16
The Teachers College Board had given support to the formation of a
faculty governance group on each campus. A new Board member, Dr. William
C. Reavis, a faculty member at the University of Chicago, suggested that formal
faculty participation in university governance would further aims of the Board
schools.
·
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members could learn at first hand the concerns of the faculty.
On October 3, 1953 faculty, alumni, and students presented
Robert Buzzard with a portrait in recognition of his twenty years
of service at Eastern. In the picture's background the observer
could find the entrance to Booth Library. President Buzzard
believed that a library played a central role in the life of an
academic institution and the construction of the library was one
of his greatest accomplishments.
In spite of the fact that his colleagues respected his efforts in
the development of programs, constructing new buildings and
that the North Central Association had applauded his achievements in building a first rate faculty, Buzzard fett he should give
consideration to retirement. Although his relationship to the
Teachers College Board remained satisfactory, he worried that
the opposition to some of his building proposals by the local
Board member might limit the growth of the college. 17 Even
though similar difficulties with local Board members had occurred from time to time in the past, Buzzard's zest, for the maneuvering necessary to achieve what he felt was in the college's
best interests, began to wane as he approched his sixty-fifth
birthday. On March 27, 1956 he publicly announced that he
would retire after the selection of his successor. 18 Early in May
his friends honored him at a surprise program. Included in the
tribute to Dr. Buzzard on this occasion was the observation, "On
the big decisions he's always been right." 19

17
Even before Buzzard had been appointed the Governor's practice was to
appoint at least one Board member from the community in which the college
was located. Several of the local members that served on the Board during
Buzzard's tenure as President assumed that their position gave them a special
opportunity to administer the business of the college. Interviews with R. G.
Buzzard, September 27, 30. 1973, Charl.eston, Illinois.
18 Eastern State News, March 28, 1956. Officially Dr. Buzzard would begin a
year's paid leave of absence October l.
19
Eastern State News, May 9, 1956.
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CHAPTER II
The Election of
Quincy Von Ogden Doudna
By KEVIN GUINAGH

members of the Eastern faculty who were present on
March 27, I 956 in the library auditorium have certainly not
forgotten that afternoon, for it was then that President Robert
Guy Buzzard announced that he was considering retirement
after twenty-three years of service to the college. Though it
should not have been, this was a surprise to the assembled staff;
Dr. Buzzard had just passed his sixty-fifth year whereas h-is
predecessor, Livingston C. Lord, had held on to his position
until a fatal illness suddenly swept him away in his eighty-second
year. However, since 1933, the year of Mr. Lord's death, the
winds in the academic world had changed. During and after the
war, the Teachers College Board had inaugurated widespread
revisions in the direction of the several institutions under its
control. Prior to that time, tenure in the teachers colleges depended on the will of a president; this arbitrary exercise of
power was now subject to definite regulations. Faculty members
were conceded certain rights and could not be dismissed at the
whim of a president, once they were granted tenure. In conformity with these new rules, teachers were forced to retire at
sixty-eight years of age. Presidents were slated for retirement at
an earlier age than previously, though actually they did not
enjoy tenure as executives and might be dismissed for reasons
that the Board deemed justifiable.
The Committee of Fifteen, a senate of tenured teachers
THOSE
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elected by the faculty, had foreseen the inevitable retirement of
President Buzzard, and on November 8, 1954 had respectfully
asked him to present to the Board certain procedures they
hoped would be considered in the election of his successor. This
document called the attention of the Board to a statement in
By-Laws and Practices in effect January 1, 1953 that "in the
selection of a new president the Board will confer with a committee named by the faculty of the institution involved." The Committee of Fifteen listed four suggestions in its communication
signed by its chairman for that year, Dr. Florence McAfee: that
nine faculty members with tenure be selected from eighteen
nominees; that these be empowered to search for suitable candidates; that this committee be granted full discretion in formulating its procedures and adopting standards of selection; and that
the committee submit to the . Board a Jist of candidates with
recommendations. It was understood that the Board would not
in any way abdicate its legal responsibility in selecting a president. The receipt of the document was acknowledged by the
Board's secretary, Dr. Richard G. Browne; but the suggestions
of the Committee of Fifteen were followed only in part when the
time arrived for selecting a successor to President Buzzard. 1
On March 31, 1956, the Teachers College Board had chosen Dr. Robert Bone, assistant Provost of the University of
Illinois, as president of Illinois State Normal University. At
about this time, Mr. Royal A. Stipes, Jr., the Board's vicechairman lunched with President Buzzard and pointed out to
him that this was the moment to begin a search for his successor
at Eastern. It was suggested that this would save additional
expense since the Board had a pool of applicants among whom,
it was assumed, there would be willing candidates for a similar
position under the same board of control. The proposal that he
retire caught a busy, devoted executive off guard. Now he told
the faculty that he was taking the matter under advisement.
Actually the Minutes of the Board indicated that he had submitSee Florence McAfee to President Buzzard, Charleston, Illinois,
November 8, 1954; Robert G. Buzzard to Florence McA fee and David]. Davis,
Charleston, Illinois, November 16, 1954; Richard G. Browne to Dr. Florence
McAfee, Springfield, January 18, 1955; Committee of Fifteen to Dr. Richard
G. Browne, Charleston, February 22 , 1955. Copies of all letters and documents
cited in this chapter are in the Archives of Eastern Ill inois University.
1
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ted a request dated March 23, 1956 that he be retired, and this
had been accepted by the Board two days later. Apparently, the
conditions under which he was to terminate his service were
attractive; he would enjoy the following year beginning October
1 as president on leave with a substantial pension thereafter. In
all, he had taught thirty-six years in the teachers colleges of
Illinois, two years at Northern and eleven at Normal University
before coming to Eastern. 2
At the faculty meeting referred to, Dr. Francis Palmer, the
current chairman of the Committee of Fifteen, quite unexpectedly distributed lists of staff members with instructions that
each faculty member was to indicate his choice of a representative for his own rank. The purpose of this election was to form a
screening committee that would work with a committee of the
Board to find a new president. When these votes were tallied, the
two in each rank who had the highest number of votes were
listed, and a runoff followed the next day. The committee finally
chosen by the faculty was made up of Dr. Kevin Guinagh, professor and head of the Foreign Language Department; Dr.
David J. Davis, associate professor of mathematics; Mr. Arnold
J. Hoffman, assistant professor of physics and chemistry and
supervisor of off-campus teaching in his area; and Mr. J. Robert
Pence, instructor in the Music Department in charge of instrumental work in the elementary and the high school on campus.
Dr. Palmer, professor of English and advisor of student publications, was appointed by the chairman of the Teachers College
Board as head of the faculty screening committee by reason of
his position as chairman of the Committee of Fifteen, and
though Dr. Palmer pointed out that his term of office would
expire before the choice of president could be made, the chairman of the Board ruled that even so, Dr. Palmer would remain
as head of the faculty committee. 3
In the Eastern faculty there existed a considerable skepticism that the committee they had chosen would carry much
weight in the selection of the new president. There was a general
2

Minutes oft he Teachers College Board, March 25, 1956, pp. 332-335. Eastern
State News, March 28, 1956, pp. I, 4.
3 Minutes of the Teachers College Board, April 16, 1953, p. 436; Eastern State
News, April 11, 1956, p. I.
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belief that the group \vould serve as little more than witnesses to
the transactions of the Board. Two events had favored that
suspicion. Older faculty members recalled that at the death of
Mr. Lord, Dr. Edson Taylor, a member of the original staff of
Eastern Illinois Normal School, the head of the Mathematics
Department and a Ph.D. from Harvard, had been groomed to
succeed Mr. Lord. When the aged president died, Dr. Taylor
was immediately named by the Board as the acting president.
However, he was denied permanent appointment. The Democratic Governor, the Honorable Henry Horner, was shocked,
the rumor went, that politics had played a part in Dr. Taylor's
nomination. The inference was that the matter was removed
from the realm of politics by the election of a person with
Democratic leanings. 4
There was a more recent basis for faculty skepticism. Word
had spread that the appointment on March 31, 1956 of Dr. Bone
to head Illinois State Normal University had irritated the committee chosen by the faculty of that institution to work with the
Board in selecting a president. The Normal professors conceded
that his name was one of seven acceptable to the faculty representatives, but the faculty committee had further sifted the
number, and Dr. Bone was not one of these. Normal had wished
to have an educator as president, and desired to build up its
prestige as one of the foremost teacher training institutions in
the co1,mtry. Instead they received a subject matter man. As it
turned out, the administration of Dr. Bone at Normal was eminently successful. 5
The Teachers College Board was composed of nine members appointed or retained by the particular Governor in office
at the time they joined the Board; in addition, there were two
ex-officio members, Dr. Vernon L. Nickell, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and Mr. Morton H. Hollingsworth,
Director of Finance. The Board chose five of its members to
meet with the representatives of the Eastern teachers. This
committee was headed by the chairman of the Board, Mr. Lewis
M. Walker, a business man in Gilman who generously gave much
4
Charles H. Coleman, Eastern Illinois State College: Fifty Years of Public
Service (Charleston, Illinois, 1950), p. 2!9.
5
Minutes of the Teachers College Board, March 25, 1956, p. 335.
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of his time to serving as a director on boards of philanthropic
enterprises. His right-hand man was Mr. Royal A. Stipes, Jr.,
soon to become chairman of the Board. Dr. Nickell had surgery
soon after- the Board committee was formed and was unable to
serve. Mr. Alexander Summers of Mattoon, an active Eastern
alumnus, was the regional representative of the Board. Mr. Carl
Dunbar from Macomb and Mr. J. A. Houle, Jr. completed the
group. To Dr. Browne, the executive officer of the Board, fell
the task of advertising the vacancy and presenting a digest of the
qualifications of each of the applicants to the members of both
committees. The instructions from the Board to their committee
of five stated that at least three candidates should be
interviewed. 6
The first meeting took place on April 8 in Mattoon's Grant
Hotel. There was an attitude of good will on the part of the Board
while a feeling of doubt was evident among members of the
faculty committee that they would have a genuine voice in the
selection. The faculty committee was assured that there would
be no political tieu pin the choice of a new president, and that the
Board had no favored candidate. They had decided that the idea
of using the pool of applicants for the Normal position was
iii-advised, and they informed the professors that those dossiers
had been returned to their sources, and that they were beginning the search with no applicants on file. Chairman Walker
gave details of the vacancy and the qualifications of the person
they sought. The salary would be $13,000 with a strong probability that this would be raised the following January. Applicants
should be between forty and fifty years of age, though younger
men were not absolutely excluded; however, the opinion was
expressed by a member of the Board that there was an advantage in electing an older candidate, not only because of his
assumed wider experience in administration but also because, in
case he did not meet with success as president, h is term of office
would be so much shorter. Mr. Walker stated that the candidate
should have had experience as an executive and be a person of
common sense with vision in matters touching education. Mr.
Stipes summarized their aim by sayipg in his vigorous, emphatic
manner that the Board wanted to get the very best man for the
6 /bid.
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money they could offer. Mr. Walker emphasized that the Board
had the right and the responsibility to make the final decision. It
would welcome all qualified nominations, but no member of the
Eastern facu )ty would be considered for the position, a wise
decision in view of the difficulties such a person would have in
deal,i ng fairly with colleagues whose merits and failings he knew
by reason of his contacts with them over the years. 7
At that first meeting, the members of the screening committee were given an opportunity to ask questions; but the rules of
the project had been quite clearly laid out by the Board and no
explanations seemed necessary. However, the professors added
a requirement in addition to those mentioned by the chairman
of the Board: the candidate for the position should have the
Ph.D. degree and, if possible, be a subject matter man, qualifications the Board readily added to the others. It was agreed that
for reasons of internal harmony a president should represent a
level of formal training equal to that of many of the teachers on
his staff. There is no doubt that many applicants without this
degree might be extremely capable scholars and administrators,
but the decision was made that the Ph.D. degree would be a
requirement because this would eliminate a definite source of
complaint and dissatisfaction among faculty members if a successful candidate with less formal preparation were elected. It
would be difficult for one not a doctor to force members of the
staff to continue studies at a level he himself had not reached in
his particular area of competence. 8
One of the teachers asked if the headship of a department in
a large university would be a satisfactory background. They
were assured that there was no reason why such a person should
not be considered. However, in those days universities and many
of the better colleges looked down upon the teachers colleges as
if they were still in the normal school cocoon. The screening
committee of the faculty felt that if a first-rate scholar took over
the presidency, the school would gain stature in the eyes of the
academic world. To attain that end a subject matter man was
considered by the faculty committee as highly desirable.
Unfortunately, to go to Charleston was then regarded by
7

8
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many scholars as a step down academically; and herein lay the
difficulty in trying to corral a scholar with reputation in a subject
matter field. If the applicant was a university professor notable
for some particular research in his field, he knew that he would
be moving into an atmosphere where private investigation and
publishing were not only not applauded but even viewed as
inimical to the declared ideal of Eastern, a college where the
faculty should not worry about publishing but should rather
concentrate on becoming master teachers.
It was agreed that there might be other desirable applicants
who were not necessarily scholars. A successful dean at a large
institution might consider a presidency in a smaller school where
he could work out his ideas of administration. Such a candidate
knew, however, that he would have to surrender the liberal
atmosphere of a university community for the rural, conservative town that Charleston was in those days.
A second meeting was scheduled for the same place in two
weeks when it was hoped some papers of candidates would be
ready for study.
Names of many applicants were suggested without their
knowledge from a variety of sources. This had some value in that
a possible candidate might be looked over where he worked
without being aware that he was being considered. The disadvantage of such an approach lay in the fact that upon being
invited for an interview, he might express total lack of interest as
some did. Chairman Walker appointed a committee consisting
of Secretary Browne, Dr. Palmer, and Dr. Davis to make an
exploratory tour over a weekend to schools where possible candidates were located. No report of their travels or interviews or
observations was made in any of our joint meetings. This occasioned some wonder at the time; in retrospect, this seems a
strange lack of communication. Those who were not party to this
investigation in neighboring states felt that the trip had not been
a success since apparently they did not encounter a satisfactory
and willing applicant. 9
The search moved along rather slowly. Mr. Summers was
quoted as saying that the Board's goal was to find a successor to
Dr. Buzzard by June 1; but in spite of the fact that the joint
9

David Davis to Donald Tingley, Miami, Florida, April 24, 1973.
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committees met four times before the final meeting and tried to
decide from the outlines supplied by Dr. Browne who would be
suitable candidates, no definite progress toward actual interviewing was made. 10
The faculty at Eastern did not realize what a complicated
and prolonged task it was to find an acceptable and willing
leader in the way the search was managed. Many of the staff
would have considered this a delicious dish if it were set before
them, and they would have accepted the office without any
bargaining or demurring. However, those on the toea! scene
would not have to face the great problem confronting any
stranger who would accept the position, that of relocation. Since
the newcomer was likely to be a married man, he would have to
persuade his wife that such a move was desirable; if his children
were still in the grades or high school, they might noisily protest
the uprooting from their present environment, the surrendering of their status in school and the separation from their
friends. In addition, there might be the problem of selling a
home and moving the family possessions to a new area where
adequate housing had to be found. It goes without saying that a
desirable candidate would have achieved considerable reputation in the place where he was employed, and he would naturally
debate in his own mind the wisdom of giving up his established
position for the inevitable problems that arise in the administration of any college. In every faculty there are professional troublemakers, footdraggers, and paranoiacs who feel that they and
their work are not appreciated. Of course, a faculty is not composed entirely of such teachers, but there is always a certain
sediment in the bottom of the test tube that can ruin the experiment. For many reasons, then, a number of capable men, happily located and enjoying prestige in their present surroundings
understandably come to the conclusion that there was not
enough gain in the venture to lure them into the contest.
With all the conditions that hedged in the choice of a president, progress toward the election was stalled. Finally, on June
24, at the fourth joint meeting, Dr. Browne listed about five
candidates whose credentials appeared satisfactory, and he suggested to the Board that they be invited to appear for an inter10
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view on July 21 or 22. If all the letters sent were the same as the
one still extant, the Board offered to pay the expenses of each
candidate and his wife. The letter indicated urgency in that "the
committee has some hope of reaching a decision before adjourning on Sunday," July 22. 11 Three were interested and agreed to
be on hand at the La Salle Hotel in Chicago on the weekend of
July 21, 22.
The full Teachers College Board of eleven was scheduled to
attend this fifth and final meeting, but only eight were on hand.
In addition to the Board's committee, Messrs. William E. Reed,
Clarence R. Ropp, and Chauncey B. Watson took part. The two
exofficio members and Mrs. Harriet Lowden Madlener were not
in attendance.
Shortly before the candidates were admitted to the conference room for the interviews, Chairman Walker directed some
remarks to the faculty committee:
You'll find when we invite these gentlemen in for an
interview, they'll not be able to make an immediate, definite
decision to accept the position if it is offered. I can make
purchases involving large sums of money for carloads of
grain, but professors, it seems, can't make up their minds.
The faculty members were amused and seemed to regard this
prediction as a pleasant exaggeration of the judicial temper of
the teacher who tries to consider all aspects of a question before
making a decision; to them this was the stereotyped portrait that
businessmen often paint of the wavering, confused professor.
The first candidate was given a courtesy interview. While he had
his points, there was a general feeling that somebody had forced
his consideration, but it was not made clear to the faculty members who had created the pressure. 12
In the interview of the second applicant, Chairman Walker
saw his prophecy about professorial indecision come to pass,
though, in retrospect, one wonders whether he had not had
some inkling prior to the interview of the candidate's reluctance
to accept the position immediately if it was offered, especially
11
Richard G. Browne, to Quincy Doudna, Springfield, june 22, 1956. It is
assumed that a similar leuer wenl to other candidates.
12
Recollection of Kevin Guinagh. Minutes of the Teachers College Board,
July 21-22, 1956, p. 3.
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since the Board members were briefed extensively by the secretary before they met this applicant.
This gentleman had recently been the principal speaker at a
dinner for scientists on the Eastern campus. The writer attended
that meeting, to the wonderment of some of the science faculty
who could not understand why a teacher of foreign languages
would be interested. Actually he was observing this possible
candidate for the faculty screening committee. The candidate's
papers revealed that he was distinguished in his field and enjoyed a national reputation; he had the rank of associate professor at a large university, was a forceful speaker, and had shown
organizational ability. The Board promised him considerable
freedom to continue his lecturing in promotion of the national
project in which he was involved.
After the interview, he was shown from the conference
room so that the joint committee might come to a vote on his
election. Nobody dissented , and it was decided to tender him the
nomination for the presidency. The Board chariman suggested
that Dr. Palmer make the presentation, and this he did in his
quiet, thoughtful manner. The gentleman was not enthusiastic;
he began to raise questions. The replies of the Board were always
to his advantage. He was willing to take the appointment under
consideration; he would have to have time to consider the offer
and to counsel. with those he felt he must consult. In short, he
had come unprepared. Secretary Browne claimed he had told
the candidates that they should be ready to accept the presidency
if it was offered; the applicant had no such understanding of the
matter. When he left the room to await in the hall nearby the
decision of the Board as to whether he shonld be given time to
co nside r the proposal, the writer sought and obtained permission of the Board chairman to speak with the candidate in the
hope of bringing him to an immediate, affirmative decision,
suggesting telephone calls to settle his problems; but he had
negative replies to the professor's proposals. It was clear that he
felt he was being rushed into a d ecision. While this conversation
with the applicant was in progress, a message came from the .
Board to the effect that no mination was withdrawn because the
c<1ndidate had given the impression that he was indecisive. 13
13
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Chairman Walker's prediction had come true. However, in
defense of the candidate it must be said that a businessman's
indecisiveness in buying a carload of grain, a field in which Mr.
Walker was experienced, is not to be compared with the complicated project of moving a family and all its possessions to a new
environment. The purchase of grain by a dealer can be a frequent, routine occurrence; accepting a presidency is generally a
once-in-a-lifetime decision. Many employees of companies are
forced to move their families to distant cities to retain their
position, but in this case an applicant would not be subject to a
. threat of unemployment.
In a statement made by Mr. Stipes to Dr. Donald Tingley on
May 23, 1973 with reference to the search of Eastern's president
in 1956, the former chairman of the Board recalled the procedures used in the search. He began by saying that at that time the
Board had little experience in hiring presidents, and that their
first exercise of that office occurred at the death of President
Fairchild at Normal when Dr. Bone was elected. Certainly this
lack of experience was evident in this search for a president
when the position was offered to one man before the third
candidate had appeared before the joint committee. Had the
second applicant accepted, the third would have been told that
the position was filled, and he was free to return home. The
Board would not have carried out the instructions to interview at
least three applicants. It is just possible that the Board was going
out of its way to prove they had no favorite candidate and readily
sided with the members of the faculty screening committee to
··
give the teachers the man they wanted. 14
The third candidate to appear before the joint committee
was Quincy Von Ogden Doudna. Born in 1907, he was just
within the upper age limit that had been set. At the age of twenty,
he was graduated as a Bachelor of Arts with a major in chemistry
from Carroll College in Wisconsin. His graduate work leading to
the Master of Arts in 1930 and the Ph.D. in 1948 was pursued at
the University of Wisconsin. The title of his doctoral research
indicated an interest in the financing of public education. Board
members liked this sort of study, even though the material dealt
with a neighboring state. His dissertation was entitled, Financing
14
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Wisconsin Schools: The Relation between the System of Paying State
Aids and School District Reorganization. 15
On finishing college, Mr. Doudna took a position teaching
science at the Antigo High School, Wisconsin, where he remained for seven years. While there, in 1930, he married
Winifred Zimmerman, a graduate of Cornell University in New
York. Her major was home economics, a subject she taught for
a time in Antigo. From 1934 to 1937 he was employed as supervising principal of Lone Rock Public Schools. From there he
moved to Richland County Normal School where he was employed until 1940 when he was elected principal of the DoorKewaunee Rural Normal School, a position he held for five
years. With this wide experience, he advanced to Wisconsin State
College at Stevens Point where after serving as Director of Rural
Education from 1945 to 1947, he became Dean of Administration, the position he held at the time of the interview. 16
There was, then, ample evidence that Dr. Doudna had
valuable executive experience quite in line with what was acceptable in the tradition of Eastern. The joint committee was impressed by the entries in his dossier stating that he had been sent
by the U.S. Department of Education to Lima, Peru, to Alexandria and Cairo in Egypt, and to Rubio, Venezuela, as consultant
in 'teacher education. His professional progress had been steady,
and he offered a wide, basic experience in the field of educational administration .
His aim was to be a college president, but he had tried for
only one such position before he applied for Eastern. He had
travelled at his own expense to one of the western states for an
interview, but on arriving he realized that his election seemed
rather improbable when he learned that one of the five competitors was a member of the governing board of the institution.
However, this experience was valuable in that it familiarized him
with effective techniques in applying for a presidency. 17
From May 11 , when he first heard of the vacancy, he made a
careful study of Eastern, its prospects and his own in that situa'~Quincy Doudna to Richard A. Browne, Stevens Point, Wisconsin, May
15, 1956; Vita of Quincy Von Ogden Doudna , in files of the Board of Governors; Quincy Doudna to Kevin Guinagh , Charleston, Illinois, April25, 1973.
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tion. He studied the catalogue and visited Charleston and the
campus. After spending two hours with Dr. Hobart Heller, the
Dean of Instruction, he realized that they had much in common,
solid academic standards and respect for high performance of
faculty in the classroom. He concluded that they could very well
work in harmony. After making a formal call on President
Buzzard, he ended his visit, certain that he would accept the
nomination if it was offered him. 18
Before the actual interview Dr. Doudna introduced Mrs.
Doudna to the Board members and the faculty committee. She
made a very favorable impression. The wife of a president of a
small college can happily or sadly influence the effectiveness of
his administration; indeed, one of the members of the faculty
committee maintained he had received more advice from his
colleagues on the kind of wife to look for than the kind of
president. Mrs. Doudna was attractive and personable and gave
every evidence of being a help to her husband in the many social
contacts that take place in a college. After the exchange of some
pleasantries, she left the conference to pass the time with the
wives of some of the Board members. 19
The interview, with Dr. Doudna was certainly not a formality; on the other hand, there was no attempt on the part of
anyone present to work him into a corner by posing esoteric
questions to determine his educational philosophy or his reaction in hypothetical situations touching discipline. There were
questions from the faculty on general degree requirements, for
there was a feeling among one or the other professors that at
Eastern these set a rather low standard. Mr. Stipes, a successful
businessman in the printing business, asked searching questions on the budget and other financial and administrative procedures; from his answers it was at once evident that the candidate was articulate, fluent and positive, ready and eager to field
18

Quincy Doudna to Kevin Guinagh, April 25, 1973.
David Davis to Donald F. Tingley, Miami, Florida, April24, 1973. At this
point in time the character of the presidential wife was regarded as being as
important as that of her husband. Dr. Davis reports, "In passing it may be of
some interest to note that I, personally, received more advice from faculty
members on the kind of wife to look for than the kind of president." Dr. Davis
also commented," . . . Mrs. Doudna in her quiet, gracious way would charm
even the most demanding faculty member."
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any questions that were tossed his way. This attitude encouraged
questions from Board members on general requirements for
graduation and on his attitude toward public education. It was
clear that his public relations quotient was high. He had done
considerable public speaking, even giving us the exact number
of speeches he had given throughout Wisconsin. Furthermore,
as a candidate for public office (he had run, unsuccessfully, for
State Superintendent of Public Instruction) he had no doubt
learned much in the business of presenting issues to the public.
His voice was clear and resonant, his diction smooth and careful,
thus assuring the academic group that they would have a capable
speaker to represent them in the area served by the college. 20
Mr. Walker invited each of the faculty members to satisfy
any doubts he had about the candidate's suitability by asking any
questions he pleased. They all illustrated the egocentrism of
occupation by staying with their particular disciplines. The
music teacher was interested in his attitude toward that subject
and was happy to learn that the Dean's two sons were majoring in
that area at the Milwaukee Branch of the University of Wisconsin. The teacher of chemistry was pleased to know that he had
majored in chemistry and had taught that subject in high school;
this argued well for the treatment the physical sciences would
receive. The professor of mathematics was delighted to learn
that there was a graduation requirement in his subject at Stevens
Point, and that the Dean believed in that requirement. The
professor of foreign languages asked what he thought about that
area, which was often on the edge of extinction in recent years at
Eastern. He naturally felt kindly toward the candidate when he
learned that he had had an unusual exposure to languages in
college, formally studying French, German, and Latin. In addi~
tion, he had developed considerable conversational skill in
Spanish during his assignments in South America. Dr. Palmer
did not ask specifically about the Dean's attitude toward English,
for his interest in our mother tongue was taken for granted.
However, our chairman learned that at the Dean's school the
sections of freshman English were kept small, a policy that he
favored, and one that would gladden the hearts of overloaded
theme readers. 21
20
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Kevin Guinagh, April 25, 1973.

Some may think it amusing that each member of the screening committee was interested in his particular subject, but the
teachers had already satisfied themselves that the Dean's intellectual interests were broad. What they had heard and seen they
liked, and when invited to put a final question to him, they
preferred to talk about something with which they themselves
were familiar. Self-preservation is an academically as well as a
biologically recognized principle.
Dr. Doudna displayed a quiet sense of humor that pleased
the members of the Board. At one point in the interview he was
asked about the ethnic origin of his name. This question he
deftly turned aside, promising to disclose it later, if indeed our
paths would ever cross in the future. The story in his words was
so fantastic that if he told it to the group, they might very well
believe nothing else he would say in the interview. 22
As Dr. Doudna left the conference room to await the decision of the joint committee, Dr. Browne suggested that he might
wish to discuss the possible appointment with Mrs. Doudna in
case he received a favorable vote. He replied that there was no
need to discuss the matter, since they had decided before the
meeting that they would accept the position if it was offered. 23
After a discussion about the candidate, both committees as
well as the other members of the Board who had joined the
session agreed that the position should be offered to Dr.
Doudna. Mr. Summers moved that the Board unanimously
offer him the presidency, and that if he accepted, he should take
over such duties no later than October 1, 1956. This motion was
seconded by Mr. William E. Reed and was passed unanimously
by the eight members of the Boa rd. Since Dr. Palmer had offered the position to the candidate who wished time to mull the
matter over, the chairman suggested that the representative of
the rank of professor should formally express the decision of the
Board. Accordingly, Dr. Doudna was invited to return to the
conference room, and when the position was offered him, he
accepted without any hedging. He said simply: "I am prepared
22
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to accept your offer and hope I can deserve the confidence of
this Board and its support and the cooperation of the faculty and
its support, and even sometime its affection." 24
It was clear that he wanted the presidency, and both sides of
the conference table were happy that he did. His ample preparation in the more than two months from the time when the
placement bureau at the University of Wisconsin had informed
him of the opening had made a strong interview possible.
During this period of searching for a president, the two
committees developed respect for each other. The Board
realized that the teachers were sincere in their desire to find a
person of proved integrity, wide intellectual sympathies and
sound experience related to education; the teachers noted the
zeal with which these appointed members of the Board served
the cause of public education unselfishly without an y financial
remuneration. At the final meeting there was a feeling of friendliness evident on both sides.
Later, the chairman of the Board showed his a ppreciation
of the services of the faculty committee by sending each member
a document loaded with whereases in which he thanked the
teachers for their cooperation. Other members of the Board
expressed their pleasure in meeting the faculty screening committee and working with them . T he writer rece ived a letter from
Mr. Alexander Summers written shortly after the election in
which he wrote: "I cannot tell you how much the entire Board
enjoyed working with you and your committee which helped
select the new president. May his tenure be long, happy and
honorable." Mr. Stipes, who continued to serve as chairman of the
Board for many years, recently wrote the writer that he often
smiles as he recalls the first joint meeting when the representative of the rank of professor expressed his doubt that the Board
was sincere in working with the faculty group.
The procedure for electing a college president in one of the
teachers colleges had indeed changed from the days when Dr.
Buzzard, the retiring president, was elected. In 1933, the Board
settled that matter as an ite m in one meeting. Then there were
two candidates: Professor Edson Taylor and Dr. Robert G. Buz24
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zard. The tally was nine to one in favor of Dr. Buzzard. Dr.
Taylor's only backer was State Superintendent of Public Instruction, F. G. Blair. 25 In 1956, when Dr. Buzzard's successor was
chosen, the papers of eighty-four applicants passed through the
hands of each member of the joint committee. The expense
involved in the search was considerable, including meals, travel
expenses, office help, and hotel accommodations, all of which ran
into thousands of dollars. The exercise of the democratic spirit is
expensive as well as clumsy and sluggish; but modern American
society, lay as well as academic, is willing to pay that price to
insure the democratic procedure, realizing at the same time that
the most carefully scrutinized appointee may not fulfill their
hopes.
Dr. Buzzard's period of service ended on August 15, 1956,
and Dr. Doudna's arrival could be as late as October I. To head
the institution in the interim, the Board appointed Dean Heller
as chief administrative officer until Dr. Doudna would actually
take over the duties of his office.
On September 18, President Doudna began one of the most
demanding offices in our society, that of directing the progress
of a college over the rough road of hard decisions in matters
financial, administrative and educational. As an experienced
executive, he realized that he would enco unter problems from
within and without the college, but he was hopeful that a majority of the staff would approve his aims and cooperate with him in
his attempt to promote the progress of Eastern Illinois Stat~
College.
Every effort has been made to make this record informative; however, no minutes were kept of the joint meetings. The
writer has found a few jottings among his souvenirs of those
sessions, but they are very sketchy and were not written with the
idea in mind of furnishing a solid basis for later research into the
election of Dr. Doudna. Of those persons connected with the
project, some are no longer with us; others destroyed their
papers and remember little of the events of those days; still
others have simply admitted the total inadequacy of their recall.
Articles published in The Charleston Courier, Eastern State News and
some items in the minutes of the Teachers College Board have
25
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been helpful. The more secret matters handled by the joint
committees did not find their way into print, nor were these
revealed by members of the faculty screening committee. Now
that a history of Eastern's last twenty-five years is being written,
details that were guarded eighteen years ago may now be published, it is hoped, without harm or offense to anyone.
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CHAPTER III
Administrative Change
Under President Doudna
By ROBERT E .. HENNINGS

WHEN Quincy Doudna assumed the presidency of Eastern
Illinois State College in the fall of I 956, there were just six state
institutions of higher education in Illinois. Three of themEastern, Illinois State, and the University of Illinois-had new
presidents that year, and all of them together enrolled over
46,000 students for the fall term. Of the 2,181 resident students
coming to Charleston, nearly a fifth were veterans while only
slightly more than a third were women. The college was still
largely a regional school with almost twenty percent of her
enrollment coming from Coles County where she was located
and with fully half her student body coming from homes no
further away than fifty miles. No students at all came from forty
of the state's 102 counties, and the Chicago area accounted for
fewer than five percent of those attending. Costs were low:
registration and activity fees ran $90 for three quarters plus
$15 per year for textbook rentals. Two out of every three grad-

For their help in making available the materials upon which this chapter is
based, I am indebted to many individuals throughout the University, but for
their repeated assistance I am especially grateful to Norma Winkleblack,
Donald Swope, and most of all to Gary Henry, my research assistant.
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uates began careers in teaching and could anticipate annual
salaries of around $3700. 1
Over a quarter of Eastern's faculty were new in 1956. An
equal number were well established as full professors, including
all twenty department heads, five of whom had led their departments throughout the preceding twenty-three year Buzzard
administration and three of whom were women. The eleven
professors at the top of the salary scale drew $7920 for teaching
nine academic months, while the lowest instructor earned $4680
for the same period. But three-fourths of the faculty from the
previous year had been able to teach two months during the
summer so that the annual income of most of the 154 on the
teaching staff exceeded the top yearly pay of the 101 classified
employees whose highest paid member, the bookstore manager,
earned $6420 annually, but whose lowest paid clerk made only
$1920 during the year. Yet the sums paid the teaching staff
were not undeserved. Considerably over half had an earned
doctorate and twenty-three, or more than one out of every
seven, had published either a book or an article. Moreover,
the teaching load was heavy: sixteen hours of classroom contact per week for everyone except department heads. But it
was a young faculty whose median age was just over forty.
All of them could expect to receive tenure after three years of
probation, and one out of every four was a woman. 2
1
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Opening Enrollment
in Higher Education at Institutions, Fall 1956, by W. Clemens Johnson and C.
George Lind, Education Office Circular 496 (January 1957); Illinois, Teachers
College Board, Proceedings (July I, 1955-J une 30, 1956), pp. 346-350, (hereafter referred to as TCB, Proceedings); ibid. (July 1, 1956-June 30, 1957), p. II 0;
Eastern Illinois University, Office of Institutional Research and Studies, "Enrollments by Counties, Eastern Illinois State College, Fall 1956"; Illinois,
Teachers College Board, Executive Officer, Report #44 (April 9, 1956), #51
(January 17, 1957), and #53 (March 8, 1957)-(hereafter referred to as E. 0.
Report); Eastern Illinois University, "1972 Annual Report of the Placement
Center." (Hereafter Eastern Illinois University referred to as EI U.)
2 TCB, Proceedings (July 1, 1955-June 30, 1956), pp. 338-353; E. 0.
Report#52 (February II, 1957); EIU, Faculty Campu.s Newsletter, February
4, 1971 (hereafter referred to as Faculty Newsletter). The twenty-one
resignations the year Doudna came were about double those of previous
years-E. 0. Report #49 (October 5, 1956). In calculating the number of
faculty members I have omitted faculty assistants of whom there were five
budgeted for 1956-57.
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The administrative staff numbered twenty-four excluding
the President. Preeminent among them was Hobart Heller,
Dean of Instruction for thirteen years and Dean of Men for nine
more before that. Not far behind in terms of service were
Raymond Gregg, Business Manager for the preceding twenty
years, Bryan Heise, Director of Extension for eighteen, and
Elizabeth Lawson, Dean of Women for seventeen. Rudolph
Anfinson had been Dean of Students and Men for the past nine
years though his total years of service to the college nearly
matched Dean Lawson's. Despite their twelve-month contracts,
only the four highest paid administrators received more during
the year than did any of the full professors who happened to
teach during the summer, and the differences were not great:
Heller received $400 more while both Heise and Anfinson
earned $180 more during the year than those at the top of the
teaching scale. The President, of course, had the highest salary
at $15,000 or just slightly less than half again as much as Dean
Heller received. At the other end of the scale was the Assistant
Director of Public Relations with a rank of Instructor who received $4280 for the year. More significant than the salaries
paid, however, was the fact that one-third of the administrative
force came on board when President Doudna did, though none
of them were his appointees. Another fourth had only served
one or two years. Among the newcomers or recent arrivals were
the two directors of the women's residence halls. Together with
Dean Lawson and the Director of the Food Service they comprised the four women on the administrative staff.3
The governing body for the college was an eleven-member
Teachers College Board which had been created only five years
before when the old State Normal School Board had been
abolished to allow Southern Illinois University to have its own
board, an arrangement which Eastern had lost at the time of
the First World War. Responsible for four of the six institutions of higher learning in the state-Western, Northern, Illinois State, and Eastern-the Teachers College Board met once
TCB, Proceedings Uuly I, 1955-J une 30, 1956), pp. 346-350. President
Doudna's original contract was for $13,000 per year-the same as the other
presidents under the Board-but all four had their salaries increased by
$2,000 beginning January l, 1957-IIlinois, Teachers College Board, "Minutes," November 19, 1956, p. I 7 (hereafter referred to as TCB, "Minutes").
3
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a month during the academic year, though the presidents of
each college made formal reports only quarterly. Representatives of the Associated Press and the United Press regularly
covered the Board's public meetings and the annually published
minutes included salary lists for everyone under its jurisdiction
but no longer printed verbatim accounts of its discussions. In
charge of the Board's overaH operations and responsible for its
liaison with the Governor and the Genera') Assembly was the
Executive Officer, Richard G. Browne, assisted by three secretaries, a financial officer, and a part-time legal advisor.
Browne was a former high school instructor and professor of political science at Illinois State who had been associated for over a
decade with many state-wide educational commissions. He was
dedicated to the improvement of teaching and consistently
championed the virtues of laboratory schools. He met regularly
with the presidents of the institutions under his care who had
been meeting as. a council of their own since before his time. He
recognized the need to protect academic freedom and tenure
and was proud of the increased faculty participation in college
affairs which had occurred during his tenure as Executive
Officer. 4
Pursuant to a Board policy first adopted in the fall of 1950
which provided for democratically chosen faculty structures
through which faculty opinion might be expressed on all matters of school policy, Eastern's faculty had transformed an
earlier presidentially-dominated "Overlook" Committee into
a faculty-elected Committee of Fifteen by the spring of 1951.
A Facuhy Personnel Committee of three was created at the
same time with its members elected at large from among the
tenured faculty. All other committees except Curriculum
were filled by nomination of the Committee of Fifteen and
appointment by the President. In addition to this local participation, there existed even before 1950 two system-wide
committees composed of faculty and administrative representatives from each campus which dealt with matters of salary and
4
E.O. Report# 14 Uanuary 8, 1953), #48 (September 7, 1956), #75 (May
11, 1959), and #84 (May 9, 1960); TCB, "Minutes," January 16, March 19,
April 16, September 17, and October 15, 1956; "Richard G. Browne," Who's
Who in the Midwest 1967-68.
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policy. Meeting sporadically throughout the year with the Executive Officer, the Council of Presidents, and sometimes a
Board member, the committees might recommend changes but
could not initiate them. 5
Potentially more powerful than the formally structured faculty committees on Eastern's campus when Doudna arrived
were the department heads. Over half of them had served in
their positions for more than a decade and three-quarters had
been in office before the innovations of five years before. They
held a dominant majority on the Curriculum Committee and
had immediate access to the Dean of the Faculty. Their power of
recommendation on matters of budgets and personnel within
their departments was undisputed. And Doudna early gave a
hint of his recognition of their importance: he addressed them
5
Illinois, Teachers College Board, Governing Policies for the Organization
and Administration of the State Teachers Colleges in Illinois, September 25, 1950;
idem, Joint Faculty Salary Committee, "Minutes," January 18, 1948, and May
23, 1950; Eastern Illinois State College, "Overlook" Committee, "Minutes,"
September 27 and October 6, 1950; idem, Committee of Fifteen, "Minutes,"
October 25, 1950, and March 28, 1952; idem, "Minutes of Faculty Meeting,"
October 3, 1950, March 6, 1951, and May 8, 1956; President Buzzard to Mr.
[Arthur] Edwards, April 5, 1951, El U Archives. Before Doudna arrived, the
Board had begun to whittle away some of the privileges it had granted to the
faculty in the fall of 1950. The following passage was excised on May 17, 1954:

"No suggestion adopted by such faculty organization should be arbitrarily over-ruled by the president. If the president does not concur in the
faculty action, he should so advise the organization in writing, briefly
stating his reasons. If the organization still wishes to press its suggestion, it
should notify the chairman of the Board and the president, and the Board
should then decide the matter after a full hearing."
In its place was substituted the following:
"Every reasonable effort should be made to reach general agreement
of administrative officers and the teaching faculties. However, administrative responsibility rests with the president subject to the jurisdiction of
the Board."
Added also as part of a new paragraph was the following:
"Communications from individual faculty members and faculty organizations should not be made to the Board but to the president of the
college."
-TCB, Proceedings, Uuly I, 1953-June 30, 1954), p. 567.
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as part of his administrative staff in his memoranda, and when
he inadvertedly addressed them as "Chairmen" instead of
"Heads" he openly apologized at the next faculty meeting. 6
The new President had been in office less than three
months before he was at work on an administrative manual
which would outline the responsibilities and lines of communication for every administrator, as well as the functions and powers
of the Curriculum Committee and a new presidentiallycontrolled Administrative Council. Although he was careful to
consult and meet with both the Committee of Fifteen and the
Curriculum Committee, he did so only after he had first plotted
his course with the aid of the four administrators who would
const itute his closest advisors during the early years: Deans
Heller and Anfinson, Business Manager Gregg, and Director of
Public Relations Ruyle who had joined Eastern's staff at the same
time Doudna did. When it came time to win faculty approval of
the document, the only serious opposition came from a
memorandum signed jointly by nineteen of the twenty department heads. It was a serious challenge. First of all, the heads
resented the creation of two new administrators each with the
title of director who would be responsible for advising all teaching candidates. They also wanted to be regarded as "leaders" of
their respective faculties and not as "administrative assistants."
They proposed eleven specific functions in place of the four
vague ones assigned to them in the original draft. They also
wished to elect two of their number to sit on the proposed Administrative Council in place of members from the Committee of
Fifteen. Finally, they suggested that they and the Dean of the
Faculty-the new title which would be assigned to Heller-should
constitute a Dean's Council which would supplant the Curriculum Committee. Confronted by such a united stand by the only
really entrenched group on campus, Doudna made concessions.
Although he considered the idea of a Dean's Council, undoubtedly favored by Heller and very similar to the Curriculum Committee already in existence, he vetoed the suggestion that the heads
6 Eastern Illinois State College, "Minutes of Faculty Meeting," April 23,
1957; Hobart Heller Memorandum, October 20, 1967, Heller Papers, EIU
Archives.
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should elect the two faculty representatives on the Administrative Council and decided to do nothing about the makeup of the
Curriculum Committee for the time being. Though he agreed to
eliminate the two directors responsible for advisement and accepted the proposed wording for the department heads' functions, he made one significant change: department heads would
be responsible for advising under the Dean of the Faculty's
"supervision" rather than his "leadership." It was apparently a
small editorial refinement but it would allow the section on
department heads to remain unchanged in all subsequent revisions of the manual with the exception that the individual providing the supervision of advisement would shift in coming years
as Doudna sought to wrest control of that important function
away from the departments and assign it to the administration
proper. 7
The publication of the first administrative manual in June,
1957, was the culmination of six months of planning and consultation and was later recognized by Doudna as the chief accomplishment of his first year. His four top administrative advisors
had been given new titles, their responsibilities had been spelled
out (but not significantly changed), and the Administrative
Council created. The latter, patterned precisely on a plan Dean
Heller had suggested three years before to Doudna's predecessor, would include the President, his four chief administrators,
the Dean of Women, and the newly created Assistant Dean of
Student Teaching, William Zeigel. In addition the Committee of
Fifteen sent two of its members. It was intended to be a powerful
group and would have authority to pass on all matters of policy
as well as to inaugurate change. By coincidence, the functioning

7
Quincy Doudna, "A Proposal for Administrative Reorganization: Eastern Illinois State College," January 29, 1957; idem, "Draft of Administrative
Manual," March II, 1957; Doudna to Heller, Anfinson, Gregg, and Ruyle,
December 19, 1956; Doudna to Donald Moler, January 24, 1957; Doudna to
Curriculum Committee, January 24, 1957; Leo Dvorak et al. to President
Doudna, n.d. (in pencil: "Received April 17, 1957")-aH in EI U President's
Office. Heller consistently favored the use of department heads wherever
curriculum was concerned-see for example his memos to Doudna for June 12
and August 22, 1961, ibid.
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of the Council would begin shortly after Eastern became a university in name. 8
The inclusion of the Assistant Dean of Teacher Education
in the Administrative Council was a better indication of the
direction the institution would take than the change made in its
name by the General Assembly. Both the Board and its Executive
Officer had protested the move, but Doudna did not need to
take his cues from them. Committed by both training and conviction to uphold the mission of teacher education, he continued
to view it as Eastern's principal function so long as he was
President. When he arrived the college was producing the lowest
proportion of graduates entering teaching of any of the four
schools under the Board, and Doudna was convinced that the
trend must be reversed and that attention must be given particularly to increasing the number of elementary school teachers.
During the next decade he exerted a good portion of his administrative skill to doing so, and he was fortunate in receiving
the continued backing of the Board. 9
Early in the fall of 1957 he created two joint committees of
faculty and administrators to deal with academic standards: one
was to propose general requirements and retention rules while
the other was to devise procedures for admitting qualified students into teacher education. He set up another committee to
prepare a policy which would spell out who ultimately was responsible for the teaching coordinators. The outcome of his
efforts was that the general education requirements were expanded at the expense of two required education courses, the
coordinators and laboratory school instructors were placed
under the final authority of the Office of Teacher Education
and not their departments, a new committee was formed to
8 Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, September 4, 1963; Doudna,
"Administrative Organization, Eastern Illinois State College, Effective June I,
1957" (hereafter referred to as "Administrative Manual" with date of issue in
parentheses); Heller to President Buzzard, March 27, J 954, Heller Papers. In
the same memo Heller advised Buzzard not to dissolve the Committee of
Fifteen.
9
E. 0. Report #95 Uuly 7, 1961); Heller to Doudna, October 26, 1960.
Heller Papers; Doudna to Board members, May 26, 1961, EIU Archives. In
1956, Eastern saw 68.3% of her graduates enter teaching while Western had
the highest percentage of graduates enter teaching (82.3%) of any of the four
Report #53 (March 9, J 957).
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screen teacher education candidates. and ad mission to the teaching program was limited to those with cumulative grade point
averages above 2 .l. Doudna acknowledged that the ad missions
policy in effect by l 958 was "essentially a very weak one" but
thought it was "a start in the right direction." He would continue
to suggest that the teacher training program be more restrictive
and that a higher GPA be adopted, but that goal was destined to
run counter to much of the prevailing faculty phi_losophy. 10
Besides moving to improve the quality of teacher education
majors, Doudna began at the same time to explore the possibility
of a year-round operation. At his formal inaugural in October,
1957, he had "startled his audience mildly" by suggesting that
the University might consider a trimester system in place of the
three traditional quarters and an eight-week summer session.
He soon set up a joint committee to study the matter but quickly
concluded that the addition of a fourth quarter during the
summer would be most practical. Actually this had been the
arrangement twenty-five years before at the end of Mr. Lord's
administration, but the re-introduction of a full summer term
would be one of the chief innovations of the Doudna years and
one which he would continue to encourage throughout his administration with such later devices as open admissions and
exemptions from summer tuition in order to increase attendance. Although the number of students enrolled during the
summer quarter never rose above 63 percent of those on campus
during the preceding spring, the ever-increasing enrollments
during his tenure made the program an apparent success. lt also
clearly had the backing of the Board's Executive Officer. 11
One of the President's avowed reasons for advocating yearround operation was the effect it would have of assuring summer employment for a large number of the teaching staff. During
his first summer only half of them had been able to teach and it
had been necessary to evolve a rotation policy with the help of
10

Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, May I, 2, and September 29,
1958, and September 4, 1963; "Report to National Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education on Eastern IJiinois University . . . January, 1963," EIU
Archives.
11
Decatur Herald, October 22 , 1957; Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, January 13, 1958; Doudna to Faculty Senate, August I, 1968; E. 0.
colleges-E. 0. Report 53 (March 8, 1957).
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the Committee of Fifteen. By 1961 when the long summer
quarter was made permanent, nearly al l interested faculty could
receive year-round employment. Long before that, however,
Doudna had been able to abolish the cancellation clause in summer contracts which meant that those designated to teach in the
summer would have their extra employment guaranteed despite
what might happen to enrollment. But in that era of growing
faculty shortages, the prospect of certain summer teaching was
an added inducement for recruiting staff, and recruitment
loomed as the most immediate difficulty faced by the administration during the spring and summer of 1958. 12
Doudna's relations with the fac u lty in general during his
first two and a half years were exceptionally good. Afthough he
met with them as a whole somewhat less frequently than his
predecessor, he scrupulouslly consulted the Committee of Fifteen about appointments and policy decisions, and whenever he
sought to make a major change he would create a special sixmember committee composed half of faculty sitting on the
Committee of Fifteen itself and half of his own administrative
appointees. But he regularly informed the faculty at large of his
major intentions and administrative procedures. When time
came to evaluate the staff for the following year's contracts, he
duplicated the instructions he had previously given the department heads. He was wont to quote from relevant portions of
Board policy about the need for faculty participation in matters
of personnel evaluation, and he informed those with the rank of
instructor that under Board regulations they would be unable to
receive tenure unless they completed more advanced education.
He unilaterally abandoned the mandatory requ irement that all
staff members belong to theN ational Education Association. He
explained budgetary restrictions as they occurred and defended
12
Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, January 13, February 4,June 12,
November 6, 1958, and September 4, 1963; Doudna Memorandum to Department Heads and Other Administrative Officers, July 10, 1958; E1U Administrative Council, "Minutes,"- October 3, 1957, and February 13, 1958.
Although summer employment became common, the Board decided that after
1960 the monthly rate of pay would be the same as the individual's monthly
salary for the preceding year; before that time the individual was paid according to the higher salary he would be receiving during the succeeding year
-Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, May 29, 1959.
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his reasons for giving more salary money at the top of the faculty
ladder than at the bottom-but there was no serious complaint
so long as Eastern paid more at every rank than any of the other
three schools under the Board. When recruitment of new staff
became difficult, Doudna could count on their help. By October,
1958, a weekly Faculty Campus Newsletter was helping to maintain
close relations among an ever-growing staff and there seemed
good cause to believe, as Executive Officer Browne's poll of the
faculty would later show, that faculty participation in university
governance had grown at Eastern under Doudna's tutilage. But
the happy pace suffered a rude jolt at the end of January,
1959. 13
The crisis came as a result of a student disciplinary case that
the editor of the campus paper thought had been improperly
handled by the administration because of its bypassing the
recently created Student Court. But the editorial denouncing
Doudna's administration was inaccurate as well as impolitic, and
the joint Faculty Student Publications Board eventually dismissed
the editor by a narrow vote, with the student members voting
with the majority. Doudna had been out of town during the
middle of the controversy but shortly after he returned, a Mattoon Board member published a letter in the Charleston Courier
charging Doudna with violating the spirit as well as the letter of
the Board's policy which expected him to support academic
freedom and student participation in policies affecting their
13
E. 0. Report #84 (May 9, 1960) and #85 Uune 17, 1960). The fairly
regular monthly faculty meetings of the Buzzard years apparently ended after
Doudna had been in office a year; in any case the recording of minutes ceased
with the meeting of September 26, I 957. The six-person joint FacultyAdministration Committee structure was incorporated into the first Administrative Manual of June J 957; it was missing from all subsequent revisions.
Doudna's frequent memoranda to the Faculty became less necessary after the
inauguration of the Faculty Campus Newsletter where short notices could be
carried of less than a full page; by February 3, 1961, Doudna began his
"President's Page" printed in blue where he had the opportunity to acquaint
the faculty and administration with his views on many matters affecting university governance. Although Doudna promoted the idea of increasing faculty
salaries so that the spread between the best paid professor and lowest paid
instructor would resemble a ratio of two to one, the policy undoubtedly originated with Executive Officer Browne-see E. 0. Report #42 (February 15,
1956), #65 (April3, 1958), and Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, April
17, I 958.
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welfare. Through the mediation of the executive committees of
both the Student Senate and the Commiuee of Fifteen the affair
was resolved. A new staff and editor were found, the Board
members were convinced that the matter had been properly
settled, and Doudna called a major convocation of the entire
university to declare that there would continue to be "studentfaculty participation in the affairs of the university of direct
concern to students and faculty." And so the matter ended, but it
left an aftertaste of bitterness and doubt for some. The students
involved were soon gone. The Board membership and its Executive Officer would change. But many of the faculty remained
throughout the rest of Doudna's administration, and the days of
complete confidence were over. 14
If the Eastern News affair caused some misgivings or resentment, Doudna's decision the same year to restructure the Curriculum Committee undoubtedly conrinued an earlier opposition within the Department of Education if not elsewhere. Using
his established device of a joint study committee, he obtained
within six months a restructured Curriculum Committee which
eliminated the former hold of the department heads over the
university's academic requirements. The new organization, renamed the Council on Academic Affairs, increased the old committee to nine members, three to be appointed by the President
and six to be elected from among the tenured faculty at large for
overlapping three-year terms. Doudna specifically ruled out the
idea of area representation, thereby eliminating the ancient
prerogative of the venerable Head of Education, Emma
Reinhardt, to be directly involved in all curriculum matters. Dean
Heller wou ld continue to have an influence as the executive
officer of the new council, though neither he nor the recording
secretary (the Assistant Dean of Admissions and Records) would
have a vote. Otherwise the Council would operate much as the
Curriculum Committee had in the past, meeting weekly and
passing on all new courses and requirements for the university.
Within a year of its organization the new policy had borne the
14

Doudna Memorandum to Students and Faculty, February 2, 3, 6, 9,
1959; Doudna address to a University Convocation, February 17, 1959; TCB,
"Minutes," February 16, 1959; newspaper clippings, Heller Papers. Doudna
had earlier protested a critical editorial which ignored the facts-Doudna to
Dr. Palmer, August 5, 1958, ibid.
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expected fruit and the CAA had considerably strengthened the
general education requirements for all undergraduate degrees.
At nearly the same time Doudna created a new Council on
Graduate Studies composed of five faculty members appointed
by the President which would meet at least once a month to
screen all candidates for graduate degrees. 15
No sooner had Doudna succeeded in raising the educational requirements for all students than he announced to the
faculty at the opening of the fall term in 1960 that he intended to
reorganize the administration of the university. Only eight
months earlier he had told the Illinois Commission on Higher
Education that there seemed "little likelihood" that Eastern
would reorganize administratively "in any major fashion," but
his success in upgrading the general education requirements
may have prompted him to move quickly while he stiU had the
initiative. 16
At his meeting with the faculty in September, 1960, Doudna
presented seven possible organizational plans but specifically
avoided expressing his own preference, implying that the result
would somehow be the result of faculty choice. But Doudna's
intention to strengthen and expand the training of elementary
and junior high school teachers began to be evident in his remarks to the laboratory school faculty a month later when he
indicated his concern to give "added prestige to the Laboratory
School and to elementary education." To that end he also indicated his concern about academic ;1dvisement of students--the
very issue on which he had backed down before the defiance of
the department heads in the spring of 1957-but which retreat
he ascribed to the opposition of some members of the Commit15 Heller thought Doudna had been tackling several problems at once and
that the Eastern News controversy gave the dissidents an opportunity to rally
their opposition to the President-HeBer to Lewis M. Walker, May 19, 1959,
ibid.; Doudna to Gilbert Faust, April 12, 1962, Doudna Papers, EIU Archives;
EIU, Committee of Fifteen, "Minutes," February 20 and September 30, 1959;
idem, "Report," July 15, 1959; Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty, September 8 and October 12, 1959; Doudna to Committee Studying Reorganization, November 7, 1961, EIU President's Office. For the workings of the old
Curriculum Committee see the file of its minutes in EIU Archives.
16
Doudna, "Statement Prepared for the Commission on Higher Education," January 8, 1960; idem, "Remarks to the Faculty," September 6, 1960.
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tee of Fifteen. In an apparent departure from past procedure,
Doudna instructed his appointees on the three-man reorganization committee to work either independetly or in cooperation
with the sister committee appointed by the Committee of Fifteen. This innovation may have almost wrecked the idea of
incorporating faculty participation, for after four months the
committees had come to a stalemate. In the end, however,
Doudna prevailed and out of the two plans submitted by the
respective committees he evolved a total of four ostensibly different administrative schemes though the two new ones were
mostly variations of the first plan which he favored. It was
chance, perhaps, that the one finally selected would create the
greatest number of administrators, a point noted confidentially
by one member of the faculty, Donald F. Tingley, who wrote that
a hasty count indicated that there would be a 44 percent increase
in the administrative staff within four years. Doudna admitted
that the plan he chose would create the greatest amount of
change, but he defended his decision on the grounds that it
would eliminate the need to require any further shifts for years
to come. If the faculty at large had serious objections to the plan
he unveiled on May 1, 1961, there was scant time for reply for
the Board had already been informed of the direction Doudna
was going to take and would approve his changes on the 15th of
that month. Two days later he announced the major reorganization of his administration. 17
The university was split into two major administrative parts,
each under the supervision of a vice president. Dean Heller
advanced to the position of Vice President for Instruction with17
lbid.; Doudna, "Remarks to the LaboratOry School Faculty at the Meeting on OctOber II, 1960"; Doudna to Giffin, Merigis, & Ringenberg. October
3, 1960; Committees Studying Administrative Reorganization to Doudna,
February 14, 1961 ;Barry J. Merigis to Doudna, February 17, 1961: Doudna w
Committees Studying Administrative Reorganization, February 21 and March
15, 1961: Doudna tO James F. Giffin, March I, 1961; draft plans for administrative reorganization dated February 23, 27, March 9, and 13, 1961; Doudna,
"Supplement to the Report of Eastern Illinois University for the meeting of the
Teachers College Board .. . April 17, 1961; Donald F. Tingley to Doudna,
May I, 1961; F. R. McKenna to Doudna, May 16, 1961-all in EI U President's
Office. Doudna apparently did not reply to either Tingley or McKenna. Heller
was als9 opposed to a large-scale university organization-HeBer to Doudna,
October 26, 1960, Heller Papers.
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out really changing many of his final responsibilities. The
academic departments were placed within a College of Letters
and Science with a new History Department carved out of the
Department of Social Science and the two joined into a Division
of Social Studies headed by a chairman. To lead this new college
as dean, the President chose Lawrence Ringenberg who had
been Head of the Department of Mathematics for the fourteen
years that he had been at Eastern and who would continue in
both positions for the next six years. All graduate programs were
included in a Graduate School, also under the direction of a
dean. That appointment went to Heller's former assistant,
Lavern Hamand. Finally, a School of Elementary and Junior
High School Teaching was created which had no faculty except
the laboratory school staff but which would be responsible for
advising all students majoring within its area. The director chosen to run this new school was Harry Merigis who had been in
charge of the laboratory school since Doudna's arrival. The post
of Assistant Director of Curriculum and Academic Advisement
went to Martin Schaefer who had taken over Extension when
Heise resigned in 1959, while Merigis's former assistant, Don
Gill, moved up to become Principal of the Laboratory School.
Not yet formed that spring, but within the instructional side of
the organization plan, was a Faculty of Professional Education to
replace the old department of the same name. There would also
eventually be separate schools of Business, Music, Health and
Physical Education, Home Economics, and one for Industrial
Arts and Technology. The timetable envisaged for their
creation-all before 1966-proved to be remarkably accurate. 18
18
Doudna to members of Department of Geography & Social Science, May
I 0, 1961; "Report of NCATE Revisit to Eastern Illinois University of March

23-24, 1964"; EIU Administrative Council, "Minutes," April 2, 1961 ; press
releases, May 17, 1961 . For the positions of Graduate Dean and Dean of the
College of Letters and Science, Doudna consulted at least Anfinson- see his
memo to him of March 17, 1961; in the case of Merigis, Doudna was already
highly pleased with his performance on the Committee Studying Administrative Reorganization-see Doudna to Merigis, March 9, 1961; part of Tingley's
criticism of the President's plan was that· "in all probability most of these
appointments will go to the same tired old faces who are not doing very well the
job they have and who have resisted at every step most of your efforts to
improve standards and curriculum in the past months"-see his note to
Doudna of May I, 1961. All in EIU President's Office.
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The other side of the organizational structure was headed
by a Vice President for Administration though none would be
appointed for two years. Until then the three principal administrators under his jurisdiction would report directly to the President. Two of them-Dean of Student Personnel Services Anfinson and Director of Business Services Gregg--continued in the
main to do just what they had already been doing, but the third
member would be filling a post created for him. William Zeigel
had been Director of Placement as well as Acting Di rector of
Student Teaching when Doudna arrived, and within four
months the new President had won the approval of both the
Committee of Fifteen and the Board to perpetuate the arrangement. When the Administrative Council was formed eight
months later, Zeigel was a member of the inner circle. As Dean of
Student Academic Services he retained his control of Student
Teaching while his former assistant,] ames Knott, became Director of Placement under him. But most important, Zeigel took
over the supervision of all academic advisement which had formerly been one of Heller's responsibilities as Dean of the
Faculty. It was a move destined to strip the department heads of
yet more of the power which they had held under the old
system. 19
Clearly within the administrative rather than the instructional framework, but reporting directly to the President, was,
Asa M. Ruyle, the former Director of Public Relations who
received the new title of Director of Regional Services. Operating as the university's man of all trades, Ruyle would continue to
take charge of alumni affairs, information and publication, and
general public relations as he had in the past. In addition he
would now be responsible for administering the programs of
extension, admissions, and consultant services for schools. 20
Although the profusion of titles and job descriptions announced in the spring of 1961 may have appeared to complete
the university's reorganization, the central capstone was yet to be
fitted in place. No sooner had Doudna announced his new
19
See press releases for February 18. 1963, as well as those of May 17,
1961; TCB,Proceedings Uuly I, 1956-June 31, 1957), p. 216; for clarification of
specific duties, see "Administrative Manual" (October 15, 1962).
zo Ibid.
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appointments than he was at work on plans to reconstruct the
Committee on Admission to Teacher Education which had been
created in 1958 merely to screen candidates. After first exploring possible ways to expand its membership and functions with
his Administrative Council, the President consulted the same
joint study committee which had earlier approved the administrative reorganization and by early 1962 a tentative structure
had been suggested for a Council on Teacher Education. It was
to be somewhat larger than the Council on Academic Affairs
but, unlike it, would represent areas within the university rather
than the faculty at large. The principle of representation pleased
Vice President Heller, but he failed in his wish to see the Council
composed of only administrators and department heads.
Doudna argued privately that the established councils were "already heavily loaded with administrators" and believed that only
three representatives from the College of Letters and Science
should be elected from among the faculty. Even so, the Committee of Fifteen was determined that the elective process should be
used as much as possible with the result that all nine area representatives were elected. While the President made concessions, he retained the right to appoint one faculty member at
large, and three administrators h eaded by the Vice President for
Instruction would sit on the Council ex officio with vote. By
October, 1962, the new organization went into effect. 21
Considered at the same time as the Council on Teacher
Education, but causing little controversy , was the enlargement
of the Council on Graduate Studies to six faculty members from
the top two ranks, the Vice President for Instr uction, and the
Dean of the Graduate School who would serve as both chairman
and executive officer. When the joint committee supported the
inclusion of department heads on the Council, Doudna opposed
with the argument that they already had sufficient influence
over the graduate program. Likewise he opposed giving the Vice
21

Heller to Doudna, March 9,June 12, August 22, 1961, and June 2 1 and
July 16, 1962; Doudna to Heller, Se pte mber 6, 1961, and July 16, 1962;
Committee Studying Reorganization to Doudna, October 12, 1961 , and
January 23; 1962, and to Committee of Fifteen, July 12, 1962; Doudna to
Committee Studying Reorganization, January 17, 1962, and to Committee of
Fifteen, July 23, 1962-all EIU President's Office; Doudna Memorandum to
the Faculty, September 4, 1963.
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President for Instruction responsibility for appointing three
faculty members outside Letters and Science because he would
presumably be a voting member of the same council. The final
arrangement saw half of the faculty members appointed by the
Dean of the School of Letters and Science and the other half by
the President, but neither the Dean of the Graduate School nor
the Vice President for Instruction would have a vote. 22
Before Doudna's overhaul of his administration became
complete in the fall of 1962, two more councils also came into
existence. One, composed exclusively of those deans and directors on the administrative side, including Ruyle, would replace
the four-year-old Administrative Council, while the other was a
new forum in which all the instructional deans and directors
would have a voice under Vice President Heller's leadership.
The President sat on both councils, but their makeup suggested
a loss of influence for Heller who no longer sat on the smaller
Council of Administrative Deans and Directors which continued
to operate just as the original Administrative Council had
done-though without his contribution or that of either the
Dean of Women or the Director of Student Teaching. Heller's
Council, on the other hand, was very much like the old Curriculum Committee writ large with its area representation.
There was loss to the old academic departments, however, for in
their new status of belonging to the College of Letters and
Science they now had but the single voice of their dean. The
Committee of Fifteen was not consulted regarding the creation
of either Council but was allowed to have a single representative
sit on each body-without vote. 23
By the spring of 1963 Doudna completed the major appointments anticipated by the reorganization approved two
years before. William Zeigel became Vice President for Administration while Martin Schaefer became Dean of the Faculty
of Education which would replace the old DepartmentofEducation. As a result it was now possible to transfer the direction of
student teaching away from Student Academic Services where it
22
/bid.; Doudna to Committee Studying Reorganization, November 7,
1961, EIU President's Office.
23
Cf. "Administrative Man ua1" for June 1, 1957, with that for October 15,
1962.
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had tern porarily resided for two years and place it under
Schaefer's guidance under a new name, "Teaching Practicum."
Ruyle was given a new title as Assistant to the President but his
responsibilities for admissions and high school relations were
taken away and given to the Dean of Student Academic Services.
Both the School of Business and the School of Music had been
created-each with their own departments-and the College of
Letters and Science had added four new divisions and more new
departments. As in the past, the President continued to draw
from within the faculty for nearly aU appointments. It was a
policy that was bound to attract support from the staff for as the
institution grew, so apparently did administrative opportunities.
·But it was also clear that as a result of the proliferation of
administrative posts, the old departmental power structure
would never again challenge the President. And despite faculty
participation at the committee level, the influence of the professoriate was declining. 24
Just what may have caused Doudna to revise his ideas concerning the faculty's place in university affairs cannot be determined, but the change from rather open acceptance and even
courting of faculty opinion was clearly evident by the fall of
1962. To a degree, of course, some of the growing distance was a
result of greater length of service in an imposing office. After all,
few presidents continue to close their communications to those
within the institution with "Cordially yours" and Doudna stopped
doing so after a few months. But until he had completed his
major reorganization he continued to rely on the Committee of
Fifteen and his favorite device of joint study committees to
implement every significant change or innovation. The second
edition of his administrative manual published in October, 1962,
would disclose some revealing omissions, however. Gone were
the provisions of the 1957 manual which had given the representatives of the Committee of Fifteen two votes on an administrative council. Likewise missing was the whole procedure for setting up joint study committees involving the Committee of Fifteen in all major changes. Also missing for no apparent reason
was a relevant section of the Board's By-Laws which had been
24
Press release, February 18, 1963; "Administrative Manual" (September
15, 1963).
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quoted in the introduction to the original manual along with
other sections from the same By Laws relating to the powers and
responsibilities of the President. The missing section specified
six functions that a campus faculty organization should genera11y have in order "to achieve democratic participation" in the
affairs of the university: among the functions were determination of the curriculum, advising the president and the Board on
the appointment of administrative officers, sharing in the development of basic policies, and participating in preparing and
administering the budgets. Although the Board would later
amend the wording of the section very slightly, it was never
repealed and was in fact as yet unamended in any way in the fall
of 1962. Doudna retained the rest of his introduction virtually
intact in this and all subsequent revisions of the manual, but the
only allusion left to faculty participation was a fragmentary
reference that they should share in the process of university
governance where "policies affecting their welfare" were concerned. The authority of the President and the Board, however,
continued to be elaborated at length. 25
There is no record that anyone noticed the above changes at
the time nor that very many would have cared even if they had.
The emphasis was upon continued but controlled growth. Enrollment had swelled over 60 percent during Doudna's first
seven years and as he entered the midpoint of his presidential
career during the fa'll of 1963 the chief concerns were finding
time and space for all the university's dasses as well as qualified
instructors to teach them. Although turnover of staff held to
under 11 percent, Doudna was concerned that the number
holding doctorates was declining to 64 percent of those teaching
college-level courses. In seven years the teaching staff had increased around 67 percent or roughly equal to the added
number of students. Salaries had risen in accordance with both
the Board's support and the national competition for university
teachers so that the highest paid professor was receiving 84
25 Doudna to Heller, Anfinson, Gregg. and Ruyle, December 19, 1956; to
Donald Moler, Curriculum Committee, January 24, 1957, ElU President's
Office; "Administrative Manual" for June I, 1957, and October 15, 1962. In
the 1957 Manual all changes in basic policies were to have at least majority
approval from the Committee of Fifteen. The provision was missing in all
subsequent manuals.
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percent more for nine months of teaching than he did when
Doudna arrived, though the lowest instructor's pay increased
only 27 percent during the same period. The difference
between top and bottom had spread in accordance with
Doudna's stated policy so that the professor at the top received
142 percent more than the instructor at the bottom; seven years
before the difference had been merely 69 percent. Yet the
proportion of the internal budget spent on instruction-that is,
salaries-was significantly lower than it had been when the President arrived. The additions to the administrative staff, however, meant that their costs were rising to a proportion slightly
higher than when Doudna came, though the early years of his
term in office had seen that proportion decline. By 1963 the
President's salary had more than doubled while Vice President
Heller's had gone up 93 percent. On the other hand, the lowest
person on the administrative payroll received only I 8 percent
more than the man who occupied that place seven years earlier
(though the positions were different) so that his annual salary of
$6240 was less than a fourth of the President's $26,000. As
important as salaries to the overall costs, the administrative staff
now numbered forty-nine or more than double what it had been
in I 956. 26
The first professional evaluation of Eastern's programs and
progress during Doudna's tenure came injanuary, 1963, when a
team from the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education visited the campus. As a result of their investigations,
they raised doubts about the organizational structure of the
teacher education program, the heavy teaching load of the campus laboratory school teachers, and the inadequate coordination
between the curricula required for different levels of teacher
training. They also noted that data was unavailable on the quality of students completing the programs since no comparisons
were made to either national or campus norms. Likewise they
saw need for more full-time counselors and thought the general
26 "President's

Page,"' Faculty Newsletter, February 14, October 24, 1963,
October 22, 1970; TCB, Proceeding~ Uuly I, 1962-J une 30. 1963), pp. 563-572;
E. 0. Report #46 U une 16, 1956), #67 Uune 17, 1958), # 106 Uune 18, 1962)
and# 129 Uune 15. 1964). See a lso notes 2, 3, and 13. Instructional expense
had dropped from 63.4% in 1956-57 to 57.62% in 1964-65; administrative
expense for the same dates rose from 18.9% to 19.43%.
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teaching load was high in comparison wrth other institutions of a
similar nature in the Midwest, particularly since no released time
was allowed for those engaged in writing or research. Many of
the doubts first noted were resolved by the time of the revisit a
year later and the university's program was duly reaccredited. 27
As a result of the NCATE visit, perhaps, Doudna began
planning during the next year to place freshman advisement in
the hands of professionals and thereby relieve the departments
of all responsibility at that level. It would, however, be the fall of
1965 before the program was really begun. But he did nothing
about reducing the sixteen-hour teaching loads for the faculty as
a whole although the matter had also been raised at a meeting of
the Council of Presidents with the Joint Facuhy Policy Committee under the Board shortly after the 1963 accrediting visit. The
first tentative steps toward a research policy had, on the other
hand, already been taken at the time of the visit and would be
announced in the spring of 1964, but reduced time for research
or budgetary support for it were only minimally recognized.
Indeed, Doudna was never seriously deflected from his vision of
Eastern as a "teaching" university, and down to his last year in
office he would continue to cite evidence supporting his conviction that the institution would reward research only at the expense of its primary mission .28
If the NCATE visit caused some minor administrative adjustments, the visit from the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools two years later had more profound
effects. It had been thirteen years sin(:e the association had
visited the campus, and while the 1965 report continued the
accreditation of all programs leading through the master's degree, it did point to more serious faults than might have been
27

"Report to National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education on
Eastern Illinois University . . . January, 1963"; "Report of NCATE Revisit to
Eastern Illinois University of March 23-24, 1964"; Doudna Memorandum to
the Faculty, September 4, 1963.
28
TCB, Joint Faculty Policy Committee, "Minutes," April 24, 1963;
Doudna, Inaugural Address; Memorandum to the Faculty, May 14, 1964;
"Descriptive Material Prepared for Committee on Visitation," August 25,
1964; Address to the Faculty, February II, 1966; "President's Page," Faculty
Newsletter, March 25, !965, April 14, May 5, 1966, and October 15, 1970. As
late as 1962, Eastern was the only institution under the Board which had no
budgetary allocation for research funds-E. 0. Report# I 05 (May 21, 1962).
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expected after the less critical NCA TE report. Half of the eleven
weaknesses summarized by the North Central team dealt in
some fashion with deficiencies relating to the graduate program,
especially at the recently inaugurated sixth year level-serious
enough to require a revisit the next year. Also noted were weaknesses in the quality of student academic records and the need
for more space for both records and business affairs. But over a
fourth of the criticisms dealt with the conditions under which the
faculty operated. Although the visiting team found the staff
exceptionally competent in terms of training and dedication to
teaching, and while they lauded the emphasis upon teaching and
small class size, their observations nonetheless suggested a relationship between the heavy sixteen-hour contact load and the
"relative paucity" of published books and articles as well as the
faculty's declining use of the library over the preceding decade.
They also noted the "policy of selecting the most suitable faculty
member for academic advisement without reducing teaching
load." Finally, while the team commended the institution for the
quality of its administrative staff, they noted as a weakness the
"degree of faculty participation in policy-decision making" and
earlier in the report mentioned that despite active faculty participation in educational planning there was some discontent,
particularly on the part of the Faculty Senate, about its role in
University governance." 29
The fact that the Committee of Fifteen had voted to change
its name to the more prestigeous title of Senate only two months
before the North Central visit was indicative, perhaps, of a
growing sense of frustration among certain staff members. For
some time past the faculty had been receiving anonymous
mimeographed communications through the mail which alleged
administrative mishandling of the building program, the use of
automobiles, and the distribution of salary raises. Even though a
self-appointed faculty committee had gathered the signatures of
29
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, "Report
of a Visit to Eastern Illinois University," April 4-7, 1965. Even before the NCA
visit, Doudna was defensive about the amount of faculty participation at
Eastern, saying that it took the form of "influencing decisions, rather than
determining them"-see his "Descriptive Material Prepared for Committee [of
the Legislature] on Visitation of Institutions of Higher Learning," August 25,
1964.
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70 percent of the staff on a statement of confidence in the President, the discontent referred to by the North Central team would
continue. But when Doudna addressed the faculty about the
report early in 1966 he concluded that "the positive relative to
participation [in university affairs] greatly outweighed the
negative, in the eyes of the visiting team." So while the idea
crossed his mind of creating a joint faculty-administrative committee to study the matter, he did nothing. 30
Some of the other points noted by the North Central report,
however, received prompt attention. Three-quarters of the
graduate course work were placed at a level beyond the reach of
undergraduates, more graduate courses were offered, and the
Council on Graduate Studies was made entirely elective--over
three years after the Committee of Fifteen had advocated it in
1962. Doudna also began studying the possibility of reducing the
sixteen-hour teaching load by one-fourth over the next three
years. But the changes were not enough to satisfy the objections
of the Dean of Minnesota's College of Education who conducted
the North Central's revisit regarding the Sixth Year program in
May, 1966. 31
If the team had been somewhat critical, the Dean was discouraging. He concluded that the institution had not yet "resolved what . . . 'University' status should mean" and cited the
small graduate body and the heavy emphasis upon teacher training. He found the administrative processes by which curriculum
change came about "both clumsy and complex" and noted at
least eight necessary steps before a new program could be instituted. He called the teaching and advising loads carried by the
graduate faculty "clearly unreasonable" and thought the textbook rental system for graduate students ignored the fact that
they "shoufd be acquiring the beginnings of a personal professional library." He thought the practice of selecting graduate
examination committees from within the candidate's major field
reduced the possibility of fruitful interchange between fields
30
EI U, Faculty Senate, "Minutes," February 3, 1965; Pau1l Stone to the
Faculty of Eastern Illinois University, March 25, I 965; E. G. Gabbard, George
Rommel, and Robert Sonderman to Faculty and Staff, March 29, I 965;
Doudna Address to the Faculty, February II, I 966.
31
/0id.; El U Committee of Fifteen, February 6, 1963; Doudna Remarks to
the Faculty, September 7, 1965.
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and tended to perpetuate weak departments. Finally, he remarked that all areas within the university "should become more
accustomed to raising questions about evidence which can be
generated locally before making policy decisions or plans." 32
There is little evidence that the Dean's strictures affected
policy with the exception that the move to reduce faculty loads
received added momentum and the anticipated reduction was
accomplished in one year rather than three. No hand was raised
to aid a Faculty Senate committee which sought to abolish the
textbook library-the third time during Doudna's tenure that
such an effort had been made by some part of the faculty. In
1967, however, he did not need to oppose it again, for the faculty
at large killed it for him. The process by· which curriculum
changes were made remained unaltered although the many
councils kept busy adjusting the general requirements to meet
the current trend toward greater flexibility and fewer hours.
The principal preoccupation of the university continued to be
the ever-increasing enrollments and how to house and teach
them. The President had set up a new Council on University
Planning in the fall of 1965, and the university community as a
whole endorsed the junior college movement which would presumably keep away weak students and feed in advanced ones
while at the same time providing opportunities for graduates of
new six-year programs. By 1969 the university had half a dozen
such programs in operation or ready to submit to the scrutiny of
Board review, and the institution's Ten Year Plan anticipated
9,500 students in 1973, over half of whom would be at the upper
division and graduate levels. Although the professional areas
were expected to grow, the "main undergraduate thrust" would
"continue to be in the tradition of preparing teachers," and even
the graduate program would not be too far removed with the
first anticipated doctoral program to be in the field of
education. 33
32
Robert]. Keller, "Report of Consultant Service to Eastern Illinois University," May 12-13, 1966.
33
EIU Committee of Fifteen, "Minutes," February 7, March 28, 1958,
April 29, October 23, November II, 1959; EIU Faculty Senate, "Minutes,"
February 2, 16, 1966, January 4, 25, February 15, 1967; Doudna, Remarks to
the Faculty, March 18, 1966; Doudna Memorandum to All Instructional Officers, April21, 1966; "Administrative Manual" (February I, 1967); EI U, "Planning for a Decade 1969-1970," December 1969.
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To accommodate the prospective growth and the increasing
number of detailed reports required by the Board and the State
Board of Higher Education in particular, Doudna created two
new administrative offices in the spring of 1968. Harley Holt,
the incumbent Director of Business Services, became Vice President though his functions did not change materially. Martin
Schaefer, however, took over the totally new post of Vice President for Development (and later Staffing) for which there was
not even a job description at the time of his appointment. With
the addition of these two men to his high command, Doudna had
practically changed the whole leadership which he had found on
his arrival. The summer before Vice President Heller had retired after thirty-four years of service to the institution and his
place had been filled by Peter Moody from the Air Force
Academy. Only Vice President Zeigel remained of the original
Administrative Council but he would retire in another two years
and Doudna's final reorganization would be complete--on the
eve of his own retirement. At that time Zeigel's post would be
abolished and Glenn Williams, Dean of Academic Services,
would become Vice President for Student Affairs with five deans
under his jurisdiction. 34
The emphasis of the last phase of Doudna's administration
was expansion and refmement of positions. Before the end of
1969 all directors of schools had been given the title of dean
with the exception that the School of Elementary and junior
High School Teaching had been made into an ordinary department within the Faculty of Education since there was no longer
any need "to provide prestige" of a separate status in order to
increase growth in its area. Most pressing seemed to be the need
for additional staff. Vice President Schaefer had been in office
only a few months before he was requesting an additional assistant as well as another secretary. Shortly thereafter the internal
reorganization committee for student services noted that the
number of professional staff employed within its area had
risen from ten when President Doudna arrived to forty-one
Asa M. Ruyle to Doudna, April 19, 1969; Harley J. Hollto Doudna,
April 22, 1968; Doudna to P. Mood y, May 14, and 28, 1968; P. Moody to
Doudna, May 29, 1968 ; Martin Schaefer to Doudna, November 27, 1968-all
in EI U President's Office; "Administrative Manual" (December I, 1970).
34
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some twelve years later, even though student enrollment had
barely tripled during the same period. 35
If the number of staff members involved in student affairs
was increasing at a more rapid rate than the students themselves
it was undoubtedly because of administrative concern with possible stuqent disorders. As eady as 1964 the Council of Administrative Deans and Directors had discussed plans to deal with
"water fights or riots" but the President had opposed the carrying of side arms at all times by the security officers. But from the
mid-sixties onward the administration was deeply concerned
about possible campus disturbances which seemed to Vice President Heller to rise to a crescendo by the time he retired in 1967.
More serious student involvement would face the administration two years later, however, and when it did, it coincided with
increasing faculty discontent. 36
Part of the unhappiness among the teaching staff arose over
personnel procedures for younger faculty members which
seemed either loosely structured or designed to ignore widespread departmental consultation. The President specifically
opposed election of departmental personnel committees and
requested repeatedly that heads consult only senior staff members when preparing evaluations. After 1960 the probationary
period for granting tenure had been extended from three to
seven years by Board action, and the use of any merit principle in
determining raises had been all but eliminated by the President's
belief that "the great majority of faculty members do not get
'merit' raises but rather get regular increments for people in
35
/bid.; Doudna Memorandum to Schaefer and Merigis, July 31, 1968;
Schaefer to Doudna, November 27, I 968-EIU President's Office; Baird et al.
to Dean Anfinson, February II, I 969; Doudna Memorandum to the Faculty,
October 13, l 969.
36 El U, Council of Administrative Deans and Directors, "Minutes," July 2,
l 964, January 21, 28, l 965; idem, Council of Administrative Officers, "Minutes," November 18, l 965, November 16, l 967; Heller note, n.d., Heller
Papers. On November 14, l 968, the Council turned down a request from the
Student Senate that there be a voting student member but by March 26, I 970,
the Council agreed to let either the president or the vice president of the
student body attend its meetings as an observer, but before that action was
implemented, the whole Council was abolished-see Council "Minutes" and
Faculty Newsleller of August 13, I 970. To understand the new pressures from
students after Heller left, see files of Eastern News from l 968 onward.
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their general categories." Such a system worked to the advantage
of the older, established faculty, but often seemed unfair to
more recent arrivals who chafed under rules which prevented
their appointment to major committees and which often relegated them to insignificance within their own disciplines. At the
end of his career Doudna would advise the faculty that their
g'r eatest opportunity to influence university affairs lay within
their own departments, but in fact during most of his administration participation at that ]evel varied widely within the institution and was rarely democratic in procedure. Doudna always
considered heads as part of the administration, accountable
ultimately to him. By the late sixties he made his control over
them completely clear when he announced that thereafter all
heads would serve in their positions on an annual basis only. The
departments themselves were to have no autonomy. 37
More obvious than individual or departmental discontent,
however, was the increasing antagonism on the part of the one
faculty organization which was intended to represent their interests in all university affairs, the Faculty Senate. Actually it had
never been strictly a faculty organization from the time of its
inception as the Committee of Fifteen, for administrators at all
levels always had the right to vote for members, and administrators regularly won election to it. But the organization was
dominated by the teaching faculty and was as accurate a reflection of their thinking as it was possible to get. If there had earlier
been expressions of discontent or criticism, they would appear
minor in contrast to the increasing alarm that began to make
itself heard after 1967. The senators became suspicious of the
President when he failed to take them into his confidence re-

37

Doudna, Memorandum to Department Heads, March 10, 1960; to the
Committee of Fifteen, January 23, 1962; Address to Faculty, February 11,
1966; to Dr. O'Brien, July 16, 1962-EIU President's Office; Rex Syndergaard
to Members of Department of History, September 12. 1969; "President's
Page," Faculty Newsletter, March 25, 1971. The faculty voted on March 22, 1957,
to restrict membership on the Committee of Fifteen to tenured staff only; those
on the Personnel Committee had always had to be tenured-see Faculty Meeting, "Minutes." The concept of contingency clauses to encourage staff members to complete their doctorates before their next contract was introduced in
1965-Doudna, Remarks to the Faculty, September 7. 1965.
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I

garding changes in the administrative manual or the appointment of new staff and they began the slow process of writing a
constitution designed to prevent his unilateral action in the
future. When they opposed the raising of activity fees to subsidize athletic grants-in ~ aid, Doudna submitted the proposal to
the Board anyway. Appeals on personnel decisions began to
come to their attention, and they fought a successful battle
against the administration's plan to bring an ROTC unit onto
the campus. As the students became more vocal, so also did the
Senate, and often on the same side of the issues. Common to
both groups was the fact that they had very little power. As
Doudna himself wrote to ex-President Bone, "The Faculty Senate has really not had an important role, but it wants one." But
as he also noted, if the Senate once gained strength it would be
only at the expense of his office. In any event, the President
during his last years dug in his heels and made concessions to
faculty demands only when he could do nothing else. 38

38 A comparison of the Minutes of the Committee of Fifteen (and later the
Faculty Senate) during the mid-sixties with those from 1967 onwards reveals a
considerable shift in !heir concerns. During the earlier period the group dealt
with matters like nepotism, changes of committee names, or release of course
grades-but lirtle of major substance. For opposition to administrative
changes, see "Minutes" for September 13, 20, October 25, December 13, 1967,
January I 0, April4, 1968, and February 12, 1969. For opposition to ROTC, see
same for April 19,June 14, October I 8, I 967, February I 4, 2 I, a nd March 13,
I 968. For opposition to athletic grants-in-aid, see "Minutes" for December 14,
1966, February I, May I 0, September 27, and October I I, I 967. The system of
tuition waivers for special students began in the fall of I 966. While Doudna in
his address to the Faculty on February I I, I 966, said he was opposed to any
"free ride" program for athletes, the record shows that the major share of
money and waivers at EIU went to men's athletics. During Doudna's last year,
men's athletics received 495 out of a total of 702 waivers for the entire university; women's P.E. received ten. The year before $56,925 out of a tota l of
$78,575 in waiver money went to Men's P.E. At no other institution under the
Board did athletics receive even half the total waivers distributed there-see E.
0. Report # 194 (October 8, 1970) and #204 (October 14, 1971 ). Doudna to
Bone, March 31, 1969, Doudna Papers. See EIU Sena~e "Minutes'' for April
16, 1969, for Doudna's assertion that the Senate did not have to be consulted
about administrative appointments, and was enabled to give advice only when
requested to do so; apparently no one on the Senate either knew or remembered the arrangements before 1962.
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The academic year 1969-70 was a particularly trying time.
While the university continued to experience rising enrollments, both faculty and students became increasingly aroused
over both institutional and national issues. Vietnam cast its long
shadow over the campus with the student call for a moratorium
in October and the Kent State tragedy in May. For the first and
only time an underground newspaper was published off the
campus. That fall the new Executive Officer of the Board of
Higher Education, James B. Holderman, was proposing the
reallocation of un~versity resources to benefit the disad vantaged, and the following spring Governor Oglivie was slashing
Eastern's budget. Throughout the year a great internal controversy raged over Doudna's decision (transmitted through the
Council of Instructional Officers) to require all department
heads to visit the classrooms of all nontenured instructors semiannually. This challenge to professional status and integrity
brought in its train the alternative faculty proposal that all instructors regardless of rank be evaluated by students. When the
Senate inquired of the President what plans were being made
about Vice President Zeigel's position after his forthcoming
retirement, Doudna replied that he had not yet made any plans
but when he did so he would consult his advisory council and not
the Senate. Some months later he created a new Dean of Student
Housing-also without consulting the Senate. By that time the
faculty had finally approved a constitution and the senators had
given their Minutes the more imposing title of Proceedings.
There was much to concern them during the spring. They
protested the local policy on campus disturbances, took over a
major personnel appeal, became alarmed over increases asked
for athletic grants-in-aid, requested the formation of a university budget committee, and opposed the Council of Instructional
Officers over regi,s tration procedures. But the largest issue of all
was the right of a department to determine its own leadership
and the role that its members might play in personnel decisions.
Involving many individuals across the campus, but centered in
the Department of History, the matter provoked a special investigation by the outgoing Executive Officer of the Board and
brought his recommendation that there needed to be systemwide consideration of the issue so that no institution would have
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policies which tended to "produce difficulties unnecessarily." 39
At the summer commencement in 1970, Doudna announced his retirement a year hence-twelve months ahead of
the mandatory age limit. It would be a year of tidying up the
loose ends: a final revision of the administrative manual and a
valedictory series of "President's Pages" in the Faculty Campus
Newsletter which quoted appropriate sentiments pointing out the
dangers of politicizing universities in general and of too much
faculty involvement in particular. Enrollments were still rising,
year-round operation seemed assured, and the most serious
administrative prospect appeared to be the Board of Higher
Education's attempt to limit the student population under
10,000. Tuition raises were under consideration as the budget
further tightened, but there were yet only faint intimations of
the difficulties that lay ahead. While the Senate's opposition
apparendy helped to kill the idea of creating a new position of
University Legal Counsel, the Dean of Letters and Science appointed a new assistant dean without consulting the University
Personnel Committee. But change was in the air. President Fite's
selection was announced in April and the following month the
Board approved policies which a system-wide Council of Faculties had helped to develop. Henceforth individual departments
would be the "locus of initial responsibility" for personnel affairs
and the Faculty Senate would formubte policies regarding the
selection of department heads. The month following Doudna's
departure from office, the Senate overrode his earlier veto of
renaming the University Union and appealed directly to the

39
From January through July, 1970, the Faculty Senate styled its records
"Proceedings." There is no point in citing specific Senate records for the
academic year 1969-70 as nearly each week's account contains items of
significance-partly as a result of the careful work of the Senate's Secretary,
John H. Keiser. Doudna had Holderman's position paper reprinted for the
faculty on October 29, 1969. Frederick H. McKelvey became Executive Officer
following Dr. Browne's retirement in 1961. By coincidence McKelvey had
begun his teaching career in Charleston as Junior High School teacher and
principal. See his letter to the Board of Governors of State Colleges and
Universities [the new name for the old Teachers College Board] of May 8,
1970.
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Board, and the Board followed the Senate's recommendation in
the end. 40
It was a larger and more flourishing Eastern that Doudna left
after fifteen years. The student body had grown almost exactly
four-fold and every county of the state except Brown was represented among its members. More young people were coming
from the Chicago area than from Coles County itself, but students from the surrounding areas still constituted a major portion of those auending. The same proportion were being placed
as teachers, but the cost for the three regular academic quarters
(exclusive of food and housing) had risen six times. Studentfaculty ratios had gone up, however, as the number of full-time
instructors had not quite tripled. Those faculty members who
could remember the Buzzard years were a dwindling minority;
of the twenty department heads at the time of Doudna's appointment, only two would still be connected with the university
when President Fite arrived. By the latter time there was proportionately more teaching staff at the two lower academic
ranks-56 percent-than there had been fifteen years before
when the percentage had been forty-four. The professor at the
highest salary was making somewhat less than three times as
much as his earlier counterpart during the academic year though
instructors at the bottom of the scale were makingjust once and a
half as much. The number of civil servants had increased slightly
more than three times, and while none of them improved his income at the rate that several of the professors had, those at the
bottom of the scale had starting wages which, while very low, represented a slightly greater increase than the academic instructors had seen who were in the same relative positions. Of all
university employees, however, the administrative force had
grown the most-by over three and a half times. But only six of
the original twenty-four administrators were still with the university and nearly all of those at the top echelon had joined the
institution since Doudna arrived. Some of them were drawing
~ 0 Doudna, Remarks to the Faculty, September I 0, 1970; "'Administrative
Manual'" (December I, 1970); "President's Page," Fawlty News/etta, December
IOand 16, 1970,January ]4, 28, AprilS, 16,june 10, 24, 1971; EIU Faculty
Senate, "Minutes," AprilS, 12, 26, May 17, September 10, 1971; Illinois, Board
of Governors of State Colleges and Universities, "Minutes," November 17-18,
197 I, p. 26.
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salaries that had trebled during his term in office while those at
the bottom were doing at least twice as well as the Assistant
Director of Public Relations had done back in 1956. 41
If the University had changed, so also had the overall
supervision and the problems which lay ahead. The only one of
the original Board members still in service was its chairman, R.
A. Stipes, Jr., who by coincidence had headed the search committee which brought Doudna to Eastern. Neither Northern nor
IHinois State were any longer under the same Board but their
places had been taken by the two campuses of the old Chicago
Teachers College and a new upper division institution called
Governors State. The Board itself had received a new name and
its third Executive Officer, Ben L. Morton, had just been installed. Over them all loomed the increasing power of the State
Board of Higher Education and the Bureau of the Budget. If the
days of increasing enrollments were numbered--or of larger
summer sessions or the laboratory school, for that matter-that
fact was not yet clear. President Doudna had been fortunate in
presiding over Eastern's destiny during times of steady growth;
he was equally fortunate in being able to avoid the painful times
of contraction that the seventies would bring.
41
For purposes of comparison I have used data indicated in notes I, 2, a nd
3 as well as the following: E.O. Report #205 (November 18, 197 I); " Report to
Lhe National Council for AccreditaLion of Teacher Ed ucation"-Appendices
Uanuary 1972); EIU, General Catalog (1971) ; EIU, "Internal Budget"
(1971 - 1972). For purposes of comparison there is the difficu!Ly that by 1971
two figures are given for all categories: Head Count and Full Time Equivalent.
In all cases I have attempted to give the most liberal interpretation-e.g., for
the number of faculty in 1971 I used the fTE figure including "Others"
(meaning teaching assistants) even though FTE was not used in 1956 and only
staff with rank were included in the calculations fifteen years before. Hence,
the increase of teaching staff may appear somewhat larger than it might
otherwise be. Even so, the rise in the other groups was greater . So far as women
within the administration were concerned by 1971, I could discover only six on
I2-month contracts, two on 11-month contracts, and nine Resid e nce Hall
Counselors on 9 or 9Y4 month contracts. (There were, of course, six secretaries
or nurses who also earned as much or more than the minimum salary paid
administrators, but their status was civil service.) The total number of
administrators-by headcount-was 9 l excluding the President, but the
length of contract for all within the category is not clear. The total number of
full-tim e women on the teaching staff was 120 by my count out of an FTE for all
teaching faculty of 440.
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CHAPTER IV
The Doudna Years: Campus Growth
By HARRY READ

DR.

HOBART F. HELLER, Vice President for Instruction,
Emeritus, introduced President Quincy Doudna to Eastern students for the first time on September 20, 1956. Among his
remarks were these: "If the founding of a tradition was the work
of the first president and the extending of facilities was the work
of the second, the challenge of the third is the guidance of this
school in a coming period of great expansion." Doudna quickly
learned that construction was a major component of "expansion." In his inaugural address delivered on October 21, 1957,
Doudna noted that "during this past year, also, there were the
problems of buildings to be built and buildings to be planned
. . . I scarcely need tell you that there have been numerous
meetings with architects and engineers and with building committees and financial advisors that have consumed a rather considerable portion of the time of the new president." Growth of
the campus-in a pre-planned, orderly manner-continued to
take "a rather considerable portion" of Dr. Doudna's time until
his retirement in 1971.
While planning committees were established for each building, in the 1960s Dr. Doudna established a University Planning
Council under-the chairmanship of the Vice President for Development to coordinate the work of the planning committees
and to continue developing long-term plans for the future development of the campus. This committee is still functioning.
The main campus consisted of 190 acres in 1956. Permanent
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buildings included Old Main (Livingston C. Lord Administration Building), Pemberton Hall, Practical Arts Building, Blair
Hall, Science Building, Green House, Power Plant, Lantz (now
McAfee Gymnasium), Lincoln and Douglas Residence Halls,
and the Mary J. Booth Library. On the campus at the time but
since removed were the Quonset Service Shops, Quonset Band
Room, Quonset Cafeteria, Quonset Student Lounge and
Annex, the temporary Training School, the temporary Student
Apartments, and the North Home Management House. (The
South Home Management House is still in use by the School of
Home Economics).
Three dormitories for women, named for former faculty
members, Ellen Ford, Isabel McKinney, and Annie Weller, had
been planned and were under contract in November of 1956,
and were completed in 1958. Planning for the University Union
(now named the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union) was
in final stages in 1956 and construction began in 1957. The
structure was formally opened in December of 1958. Under
construction in the 1956-57 school year and completed in 1958
was the Robert G. Buzzard Laboratory School, named for
Eastern's second president.
At the time of Doudna's retirement there were 35 m~jor
buildings on the 316 acres of the "main" campus. Under construction were major additions to the Fine Arts Center (completed in 1973) and the Physical Science Building (completed in
1972). Two more mctior additions to existing buildings-the
Martin Luther King,Jr. Universi ty Union and the Physical Plant
structure-were planned during the Doudna administration,
but contracts were not let until Dr. Gilbert C. Fite became
president.
In the latter years of the Doudna administration, two major
building projects were planned and received approval of BOG
and BHE, but were not funded by the Legislature. These buildings were Phase 3 of Life Science Complex (later funded, but
deferred) which would have doubled its capacity, and a substantial addition, including an infirmary, to the Clinical Service
Building.
In a statement prepared for the Commission on Higher
Education on January 8, 1960, President Doudna discussed
Eastern's physical campus needs. He told the Commission that
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"we have tried to be realistic. We believe we need every building
and every dollar that we are asking for. We believe, also, that it is
entirely reasonable to expect to get what we ask." Then Doudna
stressed a point that was to be extremely important to Eastern's
building needs and those of the other five state-supported universities. He said (and the emphasis is his) "I express stmngly the
hope that passage of the bond issue next fall will make it possible to
construct most of the needed facilities during the early part of
the decade. They will then be available when the increased
number of students arrive. We want every college generation to
have the advantage of fine facilities .. ." 1
Doudna referred to "An Act to authorize the issuance and
sale of bonds of the State of Illinois for the purpose of obtaining
funds to be used for making permanent improvements at educational institutions owned by the State and to provide for the
payment of the principal and interest upon such bonds . . ."
Charles F. Carpentier, then Secretary of State, certified that the
seventy-first Ge neral Assembly approved the act on July 23,
1959. The working name of the Act was the Universities Bond
Issue and it provided for the issuance of $195,000,000 in bonds
for construction at the six state-supported institutions of higher
lean1ing.
The Universities Bond Issue Committee \vas created on
October 5, 1959 at a meeting of the Joint Council of the Presidents of Eastern, Western Illinois University, Illinois State University, Northern Illinois University, the University of Hlinois
and Southern Illinois University. Harold E. Gibson, Illinois State
University, was named chairman. Asa M. Ruyle, Director o f
University Relations, headed the committee at Eastern. Kenne th
E. Hesler, now Director of University Relations a nd Alumni
Services, was an associate member of the committee. By election
day on November 8 , 82 organizations of a state-wide membership had endorsed the bond issue. Two organizations were on
record as opposed. 2 In June, the Universities Bond Issue Committee was joined by the Citizens Committee for the Universities
Bond Issue. Park Livingston of LaGrange was appointed chair1 Statement Prepared for the Commission On Higher Education by President Quincy Doudna, Eastern Illinois University, January 8, 1960.
2
Harold Gibson, Facts About The Uni11ersities Bond /.-;s ue, (November 12,
1960), hereinafter cited as Bond Issue Report.
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man by Governor William G. Stratton. More than 250 "leading
citizens" of Illinois served on the latter committee. 3 Illinois was
blanketed thoroughly by millions of printed pieces of information and by members of a Speakers' Bureau. Eastern faculty
members supported the project unstintingly. By October 4,
more than a month before the election, faculty members had
filled 128 speaking engagements before a variety of audiences. 4
It was not until December 15, that the final results of the
massive campaign became official. The bond issue carried. Passage required a majority of the votes cast for state legislators.
"Yes" votes totaled 2,633,859 to 1,266,480 "no" votes.;; The
excess of "yes" votes was 371,273. Under the Universities Bond
Issue, Eastern received new construction totaling $8,325,961.
First to be built was the Life Science Building. The major wing
was completed in 1963 and an Annex finished the following
year. The construction project also included a greenhouse complex. Total cost of the main structure, the annex and greenhouse
was $1,768,700. The complex houses the Departments of
Botany and Zoology, under the administration of the Division of
Life Sciences. Other buildings constructed under the Universities Bond Issue program include the Clinical Services Building,
completed in 1964 (Health Service, Reading, Speech and Hearing clinics, Counseling and Testing, Speech Pathology and Audiology); Coleman Hall, 1965 (Speech, Foreign Languages, English, History, Sociology-Anthropology, Economics, Political
Science, Philosophy); Physical Plant Building, 1966; Charles P.
Lantz Health, Physical Education and Recreation Building,
1966; and the Applied Arts Education Center, 1967 (School of
Home Economics, School of Industrial Arts and Technology,
and the School of Education).
Coleman Hall, a functional and beautiful classroom building, was named for the late Dr. Charles Coleman, eminent
Lincoln historian and long-time member of the History Department faculty. The original structure cost $1,091 ,058, and
was formally dedicated, along with the Raymond Gregg Triad,
3 Bond

Issue RepMt.
Asa M. Ruyle lo Quincy Doudna, Oclober 4, 1960.
5
Associaled Press, Springfield, December 15, 1960.
4
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the Physical Plant Building and Phase 3 of the University
Apartments, September 25, 1965. Dr. William Graham Cole,
President of Lake Forest College, was the dedication speaker.
Drawing the most national attention of the Universities Bond
Issue structures is the building named in honor of Dr. Charles P.
Lantz, Director of Athletics at Eastern for 42 years. Opened at a
cost of $2,860,000, Athletic journal in its May, 1968 issue, described the Lantz Building "as considered to be one of the finest
of its kind in the nation." The complete complex houses the
School of Health, Recreation and Physical Education, comprised
of the Department of Physical Education (formerly the Department of Physical Education for Men and the Department of
Physical Education for Women); the Department of Health
Education; and the newly-created Department of Recreation.
The complex has a basketball gymnasium seating approximately
6,500, a glass-enclosed swimming pool, fitness gym, rifle range,
handball courts, wrestling room and a gymnastics gymnasium.
Because of the recreational facilities in the building, a portion of the construction costs came from revenue bonds supported by student fees. Phase 2 of the building was a fieldhouse,
containing an indoor track and a rubberized asphalt floor, completed in 1967. The $825,000 cost came from General Revenue
Funds. The Lantz Building \Vas further enlarged in 1971 at a
cost of $386,44 7 under the Illinois Building Authority Funds
program. Total cost oft he three-phase building was $4,071,440.
Dr. Tom Katsimpalis, Director of Athletics, reports that many
athletic directors and physical education administrators planning new facilities have visited Lantz with the view of incorporating some of its features into their own physical education and
recreation plants.
Allegations of faulty design and construction and other
irregularities accompanied much of the extensive building
program, culminating in an investigation by a blue-ribbon committee appointed by Governor Otto Kerner. The committee,
appointed on December 7, 1966, was charged with this responsibility:
An objective investigation must be made to determine
whether there is evidence to substantiate the allegations .. . I
would very much appreciate your assuming this responsibility
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to assist state government in determining whether the contracts were, in fact, executed according to proper plans. 6

Although the allegations in one form or another had been
given some circulation prior to 1963, an incident in December of
that year triggered a series of investigations, statements, and
resolutions. An article written, but not published, for the Eastern State News, student newspaper, alleged faulty construction
in a number of buildings dating back to 1957. The article also
contained charges of bidding irregularities. 7 Mr. Kenneth E.
Hesler, faculty advisor to the Eastern News, directed that the
story be withheld on the basis that it contained, in his opinion,
potentially libelous material. RichardT. Dunn, legal counsel for
the Teachers College Board (now Board of Governors of State
Colleges and Universities) in a letter dated December 17, l 963
said, "I have examined carefully the 'copy' which you left with
me on December 16, and which I understand was intended for
publication on December 18 in the Eastern State News. In my
opinion the proposed copy is libelous per se, unless the matter
asserted is true." Mr. Dunn also stated in the letter the following:
"You could not possibly permit publication of this material unless you knew it to be true; and, as a matter fact, you know a great
portion of it to be untrue . . . I therefore advise you not to
permit publication of the proposed copy until fact has been
separated from fiction, fancy and rumor." 8
On January 21, 1964, Doudna formally requested Ralph
Glenn, at that time State's Attorney for Coles County, to "consider the advisability of checking the story to see whether in your
judginent it warrants taking the story through the usual legal
procedures to determine whether there have been any improper
actions by architects, contractors, or others associated with our
building program which justify your attention." 9 The Mattoon
journal-Gazette subsequently reported that "A study of charges
concerning constliuction at Eastern Illinois University has uncovered no irregularities, Coles County State's Attorney Ralph
6 1llinois Information Service, Department of Finance, Springfield, Illinois, December 8, 1966.
7
Printer's Proof of Proposed Article .
8 Richard T. Dunn to Hesler, December 17, 1963 .
9
Quincy Doudna to Ralph Glenn, January 21 , 1964.
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D. Glenn said today ' ... The issue is closed as far as we are
concerned.'" 10
The "issue" was far from closed and was in fact gathering
impetus. The ninth annual report of the Legislative Audit
Commission of the Illinois General Assembly reported that during 1965 the Commission's attention "twice was directed to
anonymous communications received by members of the General Assembly in which the writer or writers alleged that responsible officials at Eastern Illinois University had permitted various irregular practices in connection with the disbursement of
State funds . . . primarily . . . they may be characterized as
pertaining to the quality of construction or rehabilitation of
physical plant facilities at the University." 11 Commission members decided to submit all copies of material relating to the issue
to the Office of the Attorney General "and solicit his views as to
what, if any, further action should be taken." 12 William G. Clark,
Attorney General, State of Illinois, responded to Mr. Dick E.
Viar, Executive Director of the Commission, in a letter dated
April6, 1966. Clark's letter, in part, stated: "I called for a review
of the documents by my staff, and recommended that no further
action be taken in connection with the anonymous complaints
for the following reasons: Their validity, both on their face and
in effect are subject to question; notwithstanding the veiled
nature of the charges and the absence of supporting information they have been investigated and answered to the satisfaction
of the Board of Governors; and, no effort has been made by any
complainant to bring information to the attention of a grand
jury." The Attorney General's report was discussed at a meeting
of the Commission, according to minutes dated April 13, 1966.
The minutes reported that Representative Qames) Loukas,
Chicago, "pressed his request" for a further investigation.
Loukas and Senator Richard Larson, Galesburg, were appointed as a special committee "to look further into this matter
"13
0

Mattoonjournal-Gazette, May 19, 1964.
Ninth Annual Report, Legislative Audit Commission, State of Illinois, Springfield, February 28, 1966, hereafter cited as Commission.
12
Commission.
13
Minutes of Meeting of Legislative Audit Commission, Springfield, Illinois,
'

11

April 13, 1966.
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Rep. Loukas and Sen. Larson submitted the results of their
investigation to the Commission on November 23, 1966. Their
report stated the investigation "has resulted in a number of
disclosures. These findings were derived from conferences with
more than ten persons who at this time prefer to remain
anonymous, although they are personally known to us and have
said they are, if subpoenaed, willing to reveal their knowledge
openly. They are responsible citizens in their communities, and
we believe we can rely on their allegations." 14 The eleven-page
report contained fourteen items, most of which dealt with the
alleged building program irregularities. The report stated that
"the succeeding itemized findings are substantiated by documents and interview material." 15
Allegations in the report included: "One person cited numerous painting contracts at Eastern which required two coats of
paint, although only one was applied"; "Steel reinforcing rods
were allegedly omitted from part of the building (Andrews Hall)
after a construction worker stole a number of the rods"; " . . .
the quality of the concrete (in Thomas Hall) and its handling
were not in agreement with specifications"; "more state money
was expended when light fixtures in the theatre work room were
replaced after the originally designed lights failed to provide
adequate illumination for the area"; ". . . the alleged poor
planning of the Life Science Building. . . and is equipped with
only two men's toilet stools for use at times by as many as five
hundred students and more than thirty faculty members." The
Commission's tenth annual report, dated February 2 8, 196 7,
noted that "after consideration of the sub-committee report, it
was the concensus of the Audit Commission that Senators (formerly representative) Loukas and Larson should submit copies
of their report to the Governor . . ."
In the meantime, on May 16, 1966, Doudna asked the
Board of Governors to "request the appropriate agencies of state
government at the highest level to finance and supervise a painstaking building-by-building and record-by-record study." 16 A
14

Loukas-Larson Report , November 23, 1966, hereafter cited as Lou hasLarson Report .
15
Lt:mkas-Larson Report .
16
MinuUs of tht M eeting of the Board ~f Governors of State Colleges and
Universities, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois, May 16, hereinafter cited as Minutes.
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resolution moved by Richard Nelson and seconded by H . M.
Hollingsworth stated that Doudna's request for an investigation
"is neither appropriate or necessary." 17 The resolution further
said: "The Board of Governors feels that it would be derelict in
its duty to the people of Illinois, the Governor, and the General
Assembly, if at this time it did not publicly express it~ confidence
in the integrity and ability of President Quincy Doudna and its
deep concern for the unwarranted attacks that continue to be
made upon him." 1 8
The special committee named by Governor Kerner included Walter E. Hanson, an engineer and president of Walter
E. Hanson Company, Springfield; Leonard J. Graff, a retired
general contractor from Lincolnwood; and Philip Will, Jr., an
architect and a partner in the Perkins & Will Partnership,
Chicago. The committee's report was submitted to the Governor
on May 5, 1967, following "on-site observations (which) then led
to the further study of engineering calculations, examination of
plans and interviews with technical personnel involved in design
and construction. The conclusions stated in this report represent the judgment of the Committee which has placed primary
reliance on that which it could observe directly or reasonably
infer from existing conditions, contract documents and factual
data." 19 Forty-five allegations, some of general items and other
building-by-building, were investigated. The Committee did not
hesitate to report that "some mistakes were made, that not all
work was of good quality . . . there are examples of poor judgment and poor workmanship." 20 However, the report stated
"the evidence appears to be overwhelming that no fraud was
intended or has occur red. True, there have been errors in business and professional judgment, misunderstandings, false
economies and examples of poor workmanship. None, however,
is of an order that the Committee considered unusual in a
building program of such scope and so located . . . In general,
the Committee is of the opinion that the University is being well
17

Minutes.
Minutes
19
R eport of the Special Committee Appointed to Investigate Allegations With
Reference to Contracts at Eastern Illinois University, d ated May 5, 1967, hereinafter
cited as Special Committee Rep(Jr/.
20
Special Committee Rep(JTt .
18
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served and is developing economically a handsome and functional campus."21
In finding that some of the allegations were either true,
partly true, or true but satisfactorily explained, the report said
"the basic question is whether the omission and errors in design
or workmanship indicate negligence or fall within the reasonable expectation of human fallibility. The Committee finds no
evidence of negligence. [n certain instances, however, where
mistakes have occurred, corrections are being or have been
made by the architect and/or the contractor voluntarily and at
their own expense." 22 The report added: "With respect to the
allegations investigated by it, the Special Committee is of the
opinion that difficulties are being adequately handled by University officials and require no further action by the State."
Eastern's enrollment was 2,179 when Quincy Doudna assumed the presidency in 1956. Despite the fact that the University practiced the "controlled growth" theory during much of his
administration, enrollment increased steadily. By 1960 enrollment had nearly reached 3,000 and continued to grow about 10
per cent each year. It rapidly became obvious to Doudna that
housing facilities, both on and off-campus, were not keeping
pace with the student population growth. The only campus
residencies were Pemberton Hall, completed in 1909, and Lincoln and Douglas halls, built during the administration of President Buzzard. Adequate rooms in private homes were becoming
scarce and some students were living in rooms considered by the
University to be sub-standard and, in some cases, unduly expensive.
Ford, Weller and McKinney hans had been planned and
construction begun the fall Doudna arrived. These halls were
named for Ellen Ford, a former Latin teacher and Dean of the
College; Isabel McKinney, former Head of the Department of
English; and Annie Weller, former Head of the Department of
Geography. Doudna launched a dormitory building program
that was to result in seven additional new facilities, plus an
addition to Pemberton Han. Living quarters for married students received the top priority and the first of a three-phase
21
22
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Special Committee Report.
Special Committee Report.

project was completed in 1959. University apartments totaled
154 units after the second phase (1966) and the third and last
phase (1968) were in use. Completely furnished apartments
consist of 54 one and one-half efficiency and 36 two-room
apartments. Sixty-four partially furnished apartments are tworoom units located in two story concrete buildings.
Construction of the University Apartments represented the
first permanent plan designed to alleviate married housing
problems since 1946 when the first influx of World War II
veterans and their families prompted the temporary development of"Campus City." University housing accommodations at
Eastern in the immediate post-war period started with the donation from the Federal Housing Administration of 15 surplus
trailers. By 1946-47, when the acquisition of 30 war surplus
barracks, also donated by the government, established "Campus
City," there were approximately 60 trailers in the area named
"Trailerville." Sale of the temporary barracks when the new
quarters were ready for occupancy was authorized by the
Teachers College Board in 1958. The east end ofTrailerville had
been eliminated when the site was selected for Lincoln and
Douglas halls. The remainder of the trailers were gradually
phased out. The students who occupied those barracks and
trailers were perhaps no more happy than Doudna to see them
go. As he often remarked, "There is probably nothing more
permanent than a temporary university building."

Four new dormitories were carefully planned to form a
symetrical complex that also includes the Coleman Classroom
Building and the Applied Arts-Education Center south of Garfield Street. Andrews Hall and Lawson Hall, each nine stories
high, dominate the extreme southern edge of the complex.
Taylor Hall, five stories, and Thomas Hall, four stories, adjoin
the mirror image high rise structures. The ten-story Stevenson
tower is part of the Lincoln-Douglas-Stevenson complex. Carman Hall, consisting of nine and ten-story towers, is located at
the southeast edge of the campus property and was the last to be
constructed. Carman Hall, named for Miss Ruth Carman, a
faculty member from 1914 to 1953 when she retired, was dedicated on November 14, 1971. Opened for occupancy in 1970,
the two wings are served by a dining service. The hall was
designed to house 816 students. Lawson Hall, named in honor
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of Dr. Elizabeth K. Lawson, opened at the beginning of the 1967
fall quarter and was formally dedicated in February of 1968. Dr.
Lawson was Dean of Women for 27 years prior to her retirement.
The Simeon E. Thomas Hall was dedicated formally with a
dinner on September 28, 1963. Thomas was employed by
Livingston C. Lord, Eastern's first president, in 1906 as head
and sole member of the Department of Social Science. He retired in 1942. Edson H. Taylor was a member of the faculty on
·the day the "Normal School" opened in 1899 and was head of
mathematics until his retirement in 1944. Taylor, for whom
Taylor Hall was named, was acting president of the University
for four and one-half months following the death of Mr. Lord. A
dedication dinner for both Taylor Hall and the .Lantz Physical
Education and Recreation Building was held on September 17,
1966. F~anklyn L. Andrews of the English Department served as
adviser for both the newspaper and yearbook from 1931 until
his death in 1944. Andrews Hall was dedicated on September 19,
1964. Adlai Stevenson I I I, then Illinois State Treasurer and now
( 1974) U.S. Senator, was present at the dedication program for
the Adlai E. Stevenson Memorial Tower on February 18, 1969.
The tower, named for the late Governor of Illinois and U. S.
Ambassador to the United Nations, and father of the Senator,
was opened for occupancy in 1968.
The Gregg Triad was completed in 1966 as a dining hall to
serve the occupants of Ford, McKinney, and Weller halls. It is
named for Raymond Gregg, business manager at the University
from 1934 to 1963.
Even cursory consideration of the building program in the
past several years reveals the variety of projects undertaken
during the relatively rapid expansion of physical facilities.
There were new classroom buildings, nev•' residence halls and
apartment complexes, athletic fields, and facilities for the service
personnel that care for the campus. There were extensive remodeling projects to change old buildings, sometimes larger
than the buildings themselves. In the process of long-term planning, buildings to be constructed in major sections of the campus
were in relation to each other as well as in relation to nearby
older structures. When the classroom buildings and residence
halls south of Garfield Street we re in the ve ry early planning
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stages they were conceived as a unit. Scale models showing the
general shape and size and location of these buildings were
prepared and considered by all relevant agencies, both on and
off-cam pus, before ground was broken for the first building in
the series.
Sheer beauty of a campus is perhaps more difficult to
achieve than functional efficiency. Doudna once expressed the
problem this way: "In the absence of such natural assets as rivers,
gorges, hills and valleys on the land selected for Eastern, we had
to obtain beauty through architecture, landscaping and arrangement of buildings. This we tried to achieve."
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CHAPTER V
A Quarter Century of Student Life
Bv ROGER WHITLOW

BETWEEN FALL, 1949, and summer, 1973, there were 19,967
baccalaureate and graduate degrees conferred at Eastern. The
number of graduates produced during this twenty-five-year
period was more than four times larger than the number of
graduates produced during the fifty years of Eastern's existence
prior to 1949. For between 1899, the year that Eastern was
founded, and 1949, ~here were 4,668 graduates-of whom 983
received two-year normal school diplomas between 1900 and
1921, and another 1,628 received junior college degrees between 1922 and 1947. 1
Like scores of similar state schools in the United States,
Eastern metamorphosed through four stages of name-change
and development. It was first, between 1899 and 1921, the
Eastern Illinois Normal School; in 1921, it became Eastern Illinois State Teachers College; in 194 7, Eastern Illinois State
College; and in 1957, Eastern Illinois University. In spite of
the four different names, however, the primary mission of the
school remained constant, that is, to prepare teachers for
American, particularly midwestern, classrooms. And the excellent reputation that Eastern has earned among public school
administrators suggests that it has accomplished its mission quite
we ll.
1
Information on Eastern graduates supplied by Mr. Kenneth Hesler,
Director of University Relations and Alumni Services.
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In some ways, though, Eastern's last two names have suggested an expanded purpose which was not necessarily reflected
in the curriculum or the academic "attitude" of the student body.
For, while the name Eastern Illinois State College was adopted in
194 7-with the implication that the school's purpose had been
broadened by the elimination of the word "Teachers"-it was
not until 1954 that the Teachers College Board authorized
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees not designed
for teacher preparation. (In fact, as late as spring commencement, 1973, sixty-five percent of the degrees conferred at Eastern were "teaching" degrees.) The first non-teaching degree was
granted to Frank D. Simmons in june, 1955. Two years later the
name of the school was changed to Eastern Illinois University,
though only five years had passed since the first master's degrees
were awarded to Dwight Baptist and Frederick LuAllen at
summer commencement, 1952. The first six-year degree, the
Specialist in Education, was granted to Gail Borton, then Assistant Principal at Charleston High School, in May, 1966. Though
nearly a dozen departmental ten-year plans submitted in 1969
called for doctoral programs at Eastern before the close of the
seventies, 2 the rapid enrollment recession of the early seventies
caused such plans to be shelved indefinitely.

Probably more important than academic purpose in bringing about the last two name changes at Eastern was simply the
rapid growth of the student body. At the close of the Second
World War, Eastern had an enrollment of 331 full-time students. This number rose quickly to 1,430 students by 1949,
shrank back to 1,103 by 1951, then increased every year until it
reached an all-time high of 8,214 full-time students in fall quarter, 1971. At that point, largely because of a shrinking collegeage population in the United States, because of the increasing
cost of attending college, and because of a public coolness toward higher education generally, Eastern's enrollment began
receding once more, until by fall quarter, 1973, it had fallen to
7,517 full-time students. 3
The last quarter century has seen at Eastern, as at most
American colleges and universities, a substantial change in stu2

See Planning for a Decade; 1969-1979.
Appendix entry "Full-time Student Enrollments, 1949-1973."

3 See
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dent attitudes and student life styles, as the students, and the
institutions of which they were a part, struggled for more meaningful definitions of what exactly they were and what exactly
they should try to shape themselves into becoming. In the late
forties and through most of the fifties, student concerns were
largely internal, that is, dealing with such issues as campus elections, guest speakers, musical and dramatic activities, sports,
homecoming, fraternity and sorority events, and the junior
English examination. Occasionally, concerns were voiced about
the post-war tensions being widely discussed in the American
press, and there were campus newspaper editorials on such
matters as the growing threat of the Soviet Union, the promise of
and limitations of the United Nations, and British elections. And
there were appeals for prison reform and articles on the "gag
rule" being imposed upon controversial speakers at Ohio State
University. But, for the most part, students focused on campus
events, and most agreed with the concept in loco parentis,
whereby university officials established social and academic
policies, and students lived and studied by those policies, with
relatively few questions asked.
Generally when students were given additional responsibilities, it was not because they had demanded them, but, more
often, because university administrators and faculty had concluded that such responsibilities were appropriate. This attitude
is well reflected in an Eastern State News "Extra" which, on September 19, 1951, proudly announced: "Students will play a vital
part in the planning of Homecoming this year, according to [a]
general Homecoming plan approved by President R. G. Buzzard." The next year, the News published an editorial which
conveyed the notion that, in fact, university officials were not to
be troubled by any "inappropriate" antics of students. After
describing recent "panty raids" at Southern Illinois and Western
Illinois, the editorial continues:
The wave of such incidents which has been sweeping the
nation recently has brought about a great deal of just criticism of the college male ... Fraternity men in colleges where
no such raids have been held have wondered at just what
could induce fraternities to endanger their standing with the
administration by taking part in these raids. 4
4

Eastern State News, May 28, 1952.
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As the fifties wore on at Eastern, first under the administration of President Robert G. Buzzard, then, after 1956, under the
administration of President Quincy Doudna, the adherence to
Eastern's long tradition of institutional "unity" and "loyalty"
began to loosen slightly. Indeed, though few probably sensed it
at the time, the decade of the fifties was the last in which
university presidents and their students would have the kind of
generally warm and trusting relationship which had been woven
into the fabric of tradition at most American colleges and universities. The sixties were to bring together several vigorous
forces which combined to make campus tranquility only a nostalgic remembrance.
With the sixties came the New Frontier, civil rights, Vietnam, and astonishing university growth. With the Kennedy
years came, first, the idealism of youth eager to attack poverty,
racism, and the complacency which allowed such conditions.
Then, after learning that government machinery moves slowly,
and that human attitudes change even more slowly, many young
people became disillusioned. By 1967 this disillusionment over
the small gains made over poverty and racism was joined and
intensified by both the fear and the bitterness which the expanding American involvement in Vietnam produced in many young
Americans. Added to this already turbulent situation was the
flood to university campuses of new students and new faculty
(many of whom had been students themselves only one or two
years earlier), and the formula for turmoil was complete.
During the decade of the sixties, Eastern's student enrollment grew from 2,723 to 7,277; Eastern's faculty grew from 238
to 617; and Eastern's budget grew from $3,973,884 to
$15,386,161.:; With such unprecedented growth, university administrators, like President Doudna and his staff at Eastern,
found themselves assuming more and more a role like that of
officials of expanding industries. Budgets calling for tens of
millions of dollars had to be prepared and presented to governing boards and defended before legislative committees; the construction of building after building had to be planned and
supervised; massive land acquisition arrangements had to be
~Information
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provided by Mr. Charles Titus, Assistant Director of

managed; an endless stream of prospective personnel had to be
interviewed and, though often not ideally qualified, hired-and
all of this, and more, in addition to the traditional functions of
curricular considerations and ceremonial appearances. The
university presidency, once a long-term haven of respect and
decorum, became for many by the late sixties a position of
harassment and, for some, professional mortality.
Among the many new students on Eastern's campus in the
late sixties were more than 200 who were black, and their presence put the attitudes of the University and in the town of
Charleston to an even greater test. (In 1949-50, there were
six black students on campus; by 1973-74, there were approximately 425. 6 ) While that test was passed, it was not passed
with distinction; and, given the "regional" character of the
school, there is little reason to wonder why it was not. By the
close of the sixties, more than forty percent of Eastern's students still came from eighteen neighboring counties, and most
of those students had never had any encounter with blacks.
Joining with the problem of the racial inexperience of white
downstate students was the generally militant attitude of many
urban black students who, in tune with national attitudes, preferred much of the time to remain among themselves.
In spite of a general defensiveness among many blacks and
whites, however, race relations proceeded tolerably enough,
except for occasional incidents. One of the first such incidents
was the pressure exerted on President Doudna in fall, 1969, by
black students and faculty who demanded the establishment of
an Afro-American Studies Program and, later, an AfroAmerican Cultural Center. After lengthy meetings on the subjects, Dr. Doudna agreed to both demands, and Eastern's
Afro-American Studies Program, under the direction of Dr.
Arlen Fowler of the History Department, was established fall
quarter, 1970. After the first year, Dr. Bill T. Ridgeway of the
Zoology Department assumed the directorship, in which position he contined to build a strong interdiscipfinary program in
the cultural heritage of black Americans. Indeed, Eastern became the first university in Illinois to offer a baccalaureate major
6 Information provided by Dr. Glenn D. Williams, Vice President for
Student Affairs.
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and minor in Afro-American Studies. Dr. Willa Mae Hemmons
succeeded Dr. Ridgeway as director of the program in fall
semester, 1973. The Afro-American Cultural Center, or "Black
House," was established in fall, 1970, in one of the l'a rge homes
owned by the university on Seventh Street, with Curly Bradford
serving as the first student director. Bradford was succeeded as
director over the next three years, first by Robert Perry, then by
Brad Turner.
Two other racial incidents producing tension on campus
were the naming of the University Union in honor of the late Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and the homecoming queen controversy in 1973. ln 1970 the Student Senate passed a resolution requesting that the Faculty Senate recommend to President Doudna that the Union be named in honor of Dr. King. The Faculty
Senate sent the recommendation to its Buildings and Grounds
Committee, the body customarily charged with proposing
names for campus buildings. When, after several months, no
action \Vas taken, the Student Senate, under the leadership of
Speaker Allen Grosboll, renewed its request. Acting upon the
Buildings and Grounds Committee recommendation, the Faculty Senate approved the idea, and President Doudna was so
notified. Explaining, however, that the recommended name
change ran counter to the established tradition at Eastern of
naming buildings in honor of individuals who have made contributions directly to the University, Dr. Doudna refused to
approve the recommendation. The Faculty Senate, using for the
first time a provision in the Faculty Constitution allowing direct
faculty access to the Board of Governors, voted to "override" Dr.
Doudna's decision and carry the issue to the Board. The matter
was taken before the Board of Governors on November 18,
1971, at which time the Board voted unanimously to change the
name of the University Union to the Martin Luther King, Jr.
University Union. The matter was not closed with that action,
however. During the months following the decision, the first two
steel signs placed outside the Union building bearing Dr. King's
name were stolen, and the third, mounted to small concrete
pillars to prevent theft, was smeared with yellow paint and
misshapen, apparently by some large instrument.
Probably the most potentially explosive racial incident to
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occur on Eastern's campus was a controversy which erupted over
the election of a homecoming queen in late October, 1973. A
black candidate, Diane Williams, received the highest number of
votes in the contest, but because of a protest lodged on behalf of
another ca ndidate, Karyl Buddemeier, Miss Williams' vote total
was reduced as a penalty, and Miss Buddemeier was declared the
homecoming queen. The alleged campaign violation which
sparked the protest involved the placing of campaign materials
supporting Miss Williams' candidacy in close proximity to the
voting area-a practice expressliy forbidden by student campaign regulations. Miss Will'iams' sponsor, Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity, argued that anyone could have placed the materials
in the voting area and that the campaign rule holding a candidate and her sponsor responsible for any campaign violation was
unfair, inasmuch as a candidate could be victimized either by her
supporters or by her opponents. The sponsor of Miss Buddemeier, Sigma Kappa sorority, argued, on the other hand, that
the rule, unfair or not, was in existence before the election and
that that was the time to protest its unfairness. Adding to the
already tense situation was the decision of officials in the Student
Activities office not to release the vote totals-a decision which
convinced some black students that there was a general effort to
elliminate the possibility of a black homecoming queen at Eastern. Following a disruption by black students of the homecoming rallly, Student Body President Donald Vogel and Affirmative
Action Officer, Dr. jimmie L. Franklin, met with President Fite,
and after the meeting Dr. Fite announced that there would be no
homecoming queen for 1973.
More widespread than the racial tension of the late sixties,
however, was that between student leaders and the university
administration as the concept in loco parentis came under
stronger and stronger attack. One example of the extent to
which some would go to prevent demanded changes was the
widely publicize d incident involving a student named J a y
Friedheim, who, in the summer of 1968, was asked to leave the
University Union because he was bare foot-and university policy on student dress forbade students from ente ring the Union
or classroom buildings without shoes. Friedheim refused to
leave, and, after a flurry of telephone calls among administrative
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officials, the campus police were called, and Friedheim was
handcuffed and taken to the security office, where he was later
released.
Many among Eastern's administration and faculty strongly
felt that it was a disservice to students to succumb to their
demands for representation on faculty committees, for a systematic program of teacher evaluation by students, for a comprehensive judicial system whereby student infractions would be
adjudicated by other students, for elimination of women's
"hours," for residence hall visitation privileges for members of
the opposite sex, and for numerous other changes in the social
and academic conditions under which students lived. Each of
these demands was eventually, though usually grudgingly, acceded to, however, almost entirely because of the consistent
efforts of Eastern's student government.
The student government at Eastern has been the most reliable single barometer of student attitudes, for the students in
government are elected from nearly all of the segments of the
university student community. 7 A survey of the major issues
before, first, the Student Association and, later, the Student
Senate reveal the general feeling of trust and cooperation between students and university officials during much of the fifties, the increasing feeling of antagonism, even open distrust,
beginning late in the fifties and extending throughout the sixties, and the less intense feeling of mild suspicion of the early
seventies.
During the early and mid fifties the Student Association
cooperated with administrative officials in planning such events
as homecoming, parents day and visits by an impressive succession of scholars and artists. Occasional attempts to make m£tior
changes in university policy as it affected student life were,
however, generally unsuccessful. One such effort, a Student
Association proposal, submitted in fall, 1955, that a studentfaculty disciplinary commiHee be establl ished to adjudicate student infractions, was rebuffed when the Committee of Fifteen
(later named the Faculty Senate) rejected the plan with the
following explanation: "It is our sincere opinion that consideration of student disciplinary problems of a serious nature is a
7
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See Appendix entry "Class and Student Body Officers, 1949-1974."

responsibility which should be entirely in the hands of trained
faculty personnel." 8
Two years later, in January, I 957, under the leadership of
President Robert Marshall, the Student Association renewed its
effort to involve students in disciplinary decisions concerning
other students by approving, along with a new Student Association Constitution which would expand representation on the
Student Senate, a proposal for a Student Court. The Court
would consist of a Chief Justice and four Associate Justices; it
would handle cases dealing with any alleged student offense
other than those "involving sex"; and it \vould send its recommendations in each case to the Dean of Students, who could then
accept, reject, or amend the recommendations. The Student
Court proposal was approved by President Doudna in early
February, 1957.
Student government leaders continued to urge greater student participation in student-affairs policies. In December,
1960, the Student Senate, with Charles Rickert presiding, asked
the Administrative Council to alter the university calendar in
order that fall quarter would close before Thanksgiving vacation, that the final examination period would be extended from
three to four days, and that Christmas vacation would begin
earlier to allow additional free days before Christmas. The Administrative Council and President Doudna subsequently approved the request. In October, 1963, the Student Senate,
through its president, Robert Genetski, vigorously opposed the
"search" provision in the university's housing regulations which
allowed university authorities to search students' rooms. As a
result, Dean of Student Personnel Services, Dr. Rudolph D.
Anfinson, assured the Senate that no searches would be made
without legal search warrants.
One month later, in November, 1963, the Student Senate
began what would become a lengthy series of proposals for the
"liberalizing" of housing regulations. This first proposal called
for allowing students twenty-one years or older to live in housing
without university approval. Dean Rudolph Anfinson announced the next month that such a policy would be instituted
''on a trial basis." During the next eight years, the student gov8

Eastern State News, November 23, 1955.
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ernment, under the leadership of such persons as Robert
Luther, Jackie Bratcher, Carl Greeson, and Ken Midkiff, continued efforts, first, to reduce housing restrictions, then to
eliminate most of them, especialLy "women's hours," altogether.
By fall quarter, 1968, only freshman women had "hours"; by fall
quarter, 1969, only first-quarteT freshman \·Vomen had "hours";
and by fall quarter, 1971, women's "hours" had been completely
abandoned. 9
By the mid-sixties student elections were more openly
ideological, hence more heated. Candidates ran as "conservatives," "liberals," and "radicals," and they reflected quite directly
positions and issues under national debate, in addition to those
of campus concern. Members of the Student Senate became
highly skilled parliamentary tacticians who occasionally gained
leverage from Robert's Rules of Order that they could not gain in
the numbers of fellow-politicians supporting their positions. As a
result of what seemed to some the endless wrangling over parliamentary technicalities, frequent charges were made by individual students, by student organizations, and by the Eastern
News that the Senate was simply "playing government." For all of
its maneuvering, however, the Student Senate, between 1968
and 1972, under the highly effective leadership of Speakers Ken
Midkiff and Allen Grosboll, produced more substantive changes
in student life than had been produced during more than a
decade prior to that brief period . Those turbulent years were
summed up nostalgically in 1973 in an article written for the
Eastern News by Ellen Schanzle, then Student Body President.
She said, in part:
Back in 1968 when I hit this campus as a green, wetbehind-the-ears freshman, the senate was a game people
played on Thursday night . . . There were the typical floor
fights and motions but nothing was too significant and the
administration and students alike tried to ignore the "children at play."
Then one day something just short of a miracle happened. A 30 year old veteran by the name of Ken Midkiff
became the first senate speaker. New faces appeared among
the ranks of the elected representatives-people like Bob
9
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Sampson, Carl Greeson, Keith White, Jack Shook, Jeannie
Loeffler, Jackie Bratcher, Katie Roane, and others. I was
lucky because I became involved at that point too, just in time
to see a metamorphosis that sent my idealism to an all time
high . . .
A new era of student activism sprang up one day and the
walls came tumbling down. The senate became a working and
breathing institution full of new ideas and the where-with-all
to push these ideas through ton-upon-ton of administrative
red tape . . .
What happened? What can we show for our efforts?
We can show: no women's hours; two students on nhe
Councils of Academic Affairs, Teacher Education, University
Development, Graduate Studies; refrigerators in the residence halls; open house policies that went from one open
house per quarter to five per week; a yearly teacher evaluation program to be published; a pass-fail program that continues to be liberalized, student voting membership on search
committees for new administration and staff; faster and more
efficient registration; a far-reaching student court system
whereby a student is tried by his peers rather than by the
administration; a student member from Eastern on the Board
of Governors; and on and on . . . 10
Miss Schanzle, described as "the llast of the activists of the
Sixties," did not allow appropriate credit to student government
leaders prior to 1968. The groundwork for many of the changes
which came one after another during her years in student government had been laid earlier by individuals like Robert Marshall, Donald Arnold, Charles Rickert, Robert Genetski, Robert
Luther, and James Edgar. It was nonetheless true that those
years of which Ellen Schanzle spoke so enthusiastically were
indeed years of change- change which some applauded as
"progressive and vital," change which some viewed as "unnecessarily permissive," but change which no one could den y or ignore.
Change and growth were reflected, too, in the social, athletic, service, religous, and academic organizations on Eastern's
campus. In 1949-50 two of the most important stude nt organizations were the Women's League and the Men's Union. The
10

Eastern News, Augusl 31, 1973.
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Warbln· described the Women's League as an organization wihich
"makes for solidarity of social life and service among women
students,'' and the Men's Union as an organization which
"creates a feeling of unity among the men students." 11
At this time there were four social fraternities and three
social sororities on Eastern's campus, and approximately eighteen percent of the student body belonged to one of these Greek
organizations. 12 The largest social fraternity was Sigma Tau
Gamma (Freel Wolfe, President) with seventy-five active members, followed by Phi Sigma Epsilon (Robert Garner, President)
with sixty-three members, Kappa Sigma Kappa (Martin Tredway, President) with sixty-two members, and Sigma Pi (Donald
Brauer, President) with sixty-one members. Eastern's social
sororities were, for the most part, considerably smaller than the
fraternities. The largest was Sigma Sigma Sigma (Betty Kirkham, President) with fifty-four active members, followed by
Delta Sigma Epsilon (Lou Humes, President) with thirty-two
members and Delta Zeta Ueanne Barth, President) with twentytwo members.
The theme of unity, which had traditionaHy been one of the
chief points of promotion in campus Greek systems, was, in fact,
in 1949-50, being promoted throughout Eastern's campus
community, both inside and outside of the Greek system. Even
the Independent Student Union claimed to be "based on student
loyalty, student representation, and student unity." 13 In addition to the purely social function of drawing together students of
similar basic values, though, the Greek organizations, under the
leadership of the Interfraternity Council and the Panhellenic
Council, consistently made efforts--often by competing among
themselves- to elevate the level of academic achievement at
Eastern, and often with considerable success. In 1949, for example, Eastern's chapter of Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity
received an award for the highest level of scholarship among the
fraternity's twenty chapters for three consecutive years.
Greek life was not all work, however. The first "Greek
Week" on Eastern's campus was held February 23-28, 1954, and
Warbler, 1950, p. 76.
Information provided by Vice Presidem Glenn D. Williams.
13
Warble,., 1950, p. 86.
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its avowed purpose, in addition to providing a great deal of
athletic and social activity, was "to get the Greek organizations to
work together." 14 By the spring of 1954, there were five fraternities and three sororities at Eastern, and their social activities
were summarized in the Eastern State News on April 28 of that
year:
Each organization enters a float and house decoration in
Homecoming contests. Sororities enter members in the queen
contest ... Winter quarter brings sorority teas and parties
for women interested in joining a sorority. Fraternities entertain men at smokers .. . Each organization sponsors an allschool dance and a private dance during the school year in
addition to a stunt night, spring carnival, Greek week, and
ptCOIC.

As Eastern grew during the next twenty years, additional
fraternity and sorority charters were granted; and, while at
many American colleges and universities campus percentages of
Greek membership dropped off drastically during the 1960's,
Eastern's percentage of Greek membership dropped only
slightly. In 1973-74 nearly fourteen per cent of Eastern's student
body still belonged to one of the following fifteen fraternities or
eleven sororities: 15
Fraternities, 197 3-74

Acacia Ueff Hunt, President)
Alpha Kappa Lambda (Louis Shwedas, President)
*Alpha Phi Alpha (Lawrence Corey, President)
Beta Sigma Psi (Paul Meier, President)
Delta Chi (Richard Bard, President)
Delta Sigma Phi (Leslie Moade, President)
*Kappa Alpha Psi (Richard Thomas, President)
*Omega Psi Phi (Rene Hutchinson, President)
*Phi Beta Sigma (Michael Plunkett, President)
Phi Sigma Epsilon (Tom Brown, President)
Pi Kappa Alpha Uay Johnston, President)
Sigma Chi Uon Gosse, President)
Sigma Pi (Phil Negley, President)
Sigma Tau Gamma (Stephen Meents, President)
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Nick Ciaccio, President)
February 17,1954.
Information provided by Mr. William L. Clark, Director of Student
Activities and Organizations.
14
1

EasternStateNews,
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Sororities, 1973-74

Alpha Gamma Delta (Ann Effinger, President)
*Alpha Kappa Alpha (Phyllis Knox, President)
Alpha Omicron Pi (Leann Guengerich, President)
Alpha Sigma Alpha (Sharon Cheatum, President)
*Delta Sigma Theta (Thelma Bonds, President)
Delta Zeta (Holly Hemmingson, President)
Kappa Delta Qill Neel, President)
*Sigma Gamma Rho (Pam Brown, President)
Sigma Kappa Qay Yonda, President)
Sigma Sigma Sigma (Nancy Bacon, President)
*Zeta Phi Beta (Debora Stewart, President)

(*Indicates black fraternities and sororities, all of which were established at
Eastern between 1969 and 1973 .)

Also by 1973-74, there were at Eastern, in addition to the
twenty-six social fraternities and sororities, some 120 other officially recognized organizations. 16 Among this number nearly
forty were academic departmental clubs, eleven \vere religious
groups, five-including the long-standing service fraternity,
Alpha Phi Omega-were devoted to human and civic welfare,
and several dozens of others engaged in a variety of social and
athletic enterprises.
In 1949-50 Eastern's limited radio program operated from
the tower of Old Main , from which it broadcast through station
WLBH in Mattoon. During that year, under the direction of Dr.
Elbert R. Moses, French lessons were presented over the radio,
several adult dramatic productions were broadcast, andjo Waffle Pratt directed a number of children's plays, using for the cast
children from the laboratory schooL During these same early
years Eastern's Ham Club, which boasted making radio contact
throughout the world, assisted in preparing students for the
federal radio license examination. The "Ham Shack" was located on the fourth floor of the Science Building.
By the mid-fifties, the Ham Club, with faculty advisor
Robert Waddell, had nearly twenty members. By that time, too,
the Radio Guild, still operating through station WLBH, was
l 6 See
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broadcasting a daily half-hour program, between 2:30 and 3:00
each weekday afternoon, which consisted of dramatic productions, short story reading, and presentation of cam pus news-a
broadcasting arrangement which continued into the sixties,
even after the Guild moved into its new studio in the speech and
art wing of the new Fine Arts Center. In spring, 1955, a chapter
of Alpha Epsilon Rho, the national television and radio fraternity, was organized on Eastern's campus, and the chapter's first
president was Roan ne Blakaney.
Campus station WELH began operation during the
1963-64 schoo l year, when President Doudna approved a request by several students and faculty members that the radio
station be initiated and that it be funded by student activity fees.
The first WELH studio was located in the Booth Library Lecture
Room, and Larry Stigelbauer was appointed station manager in
1964. By 1965-66, headed by station manager Larry Leslie,
WELH had a thirty-three-member staff, was on the air sixty-two
hours each week, and had a potential audience of nearly 2,000
people. A survey conducted this same year revealed that only
Chicago's WLS was more widely listened to on campus than
WELH. 17
In 1968 WELH moved to its new quarters on the first floor
of the recently completed Coleman Hall. WELH was designed as
a "carrier current" station, that is, its radio signal was transmitted
through telephone lines and could be received only on Eastern's
campus. In January, 1972, however, arrangements were made
for WELH to transmit its signal through the Liberty Cable
Television system, with the result that the station's programs
could then be received throughout the city ofCharleston. Al1so in
1972 WELH became partly self-supporting when it began a
practice of selling commercial time to area merchants. In 1973
the Martin Luther King,Jr., University Union was wired so that
it could receive WELH programs.
Under the leadership of such students as Keith Gaddis,
Betty Boppart, William Lair, Jan Magnuson, l\hrty Mcintyre,
Ronald Stevenson, and Brian Moore, \VELH programming expanded until, by 1973-74, the station was broadcasting seven17

Information provided by Professor Clayland Waite. faculty radio ad-

viser.
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teen hours a day. During 1 hat year WELH began broadcasting at
6:30 each weekday morning, wirh a program of music lasting
until 9:00a.m .. when it signed ofT. The station retumed 10 the
air at 2:00p.m. with "live" programming that lasted until 2:00
a.nl., when a pre-recorded rape of' music began . At 4 :00a.m. the
station signed ofT until 6:;W a.m. Throughout the day. world
news, from United Press International, was broadcast every
hour, and campus news was broadcast at 6:00 p.m. and l 0:00
p.m. In I973 \A/ELH received an award from the Illinois Heart
Association "In Recognition of Distinguished Volunteer Service
in the Fight Against the Heart and Blood Vessel Diseases." 111
Dming its first decade of broadcasting. WELH had the
f(>llowing faculty advisors: Ray Schneider, Ken Hadwiger, Sam
Eiler. and Clayland Waite. In 1973-74 WELH held memberships in the National Association of B.-oadcasters and in Tau
Epsilon Rho , the honorary broadcast fraternity. In a memorandum, <iatecl October 12, 1973, intended to supply the Financial
Vice President of the Student Body with information about the
purpose and operation of WELH, Pml'essot· Clay land Waite,
faculty radio ad visor, said:
WELH is a full)' functioning radio station . It is a carrier
current station which broadcasts specilicall)' !'or swdent list.eners. It is also used a.s a laboratory for students interested in
broadcasting. The station is completely sltldenl managed,
programmed, and controlled with the professional advisement of a faculty member from the Speech-Communication
Department . . .
Depencling on the semester, class schedules, and work
loads of the students, WELH usually has between 50 to I 00
students working on its staff . . . Regardless of hm,· minor
the responsibilities and contributions of any one person, all
efforts are directed at running a professional radio station
that serves the interest of its listening audience.

Publications at Eastern by 1973-74 consisted of a daily
newspaper, the Eastern News, a yearbook, the Warbler, and a
student literary journal, the Vehicle. 19 The oldest of the publications, the newspaper, was established in I 915 and called the
18
19
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Normal School News. It subsequently went through a series of
name changes, first to the Teachers College News, then to the
Eastern Teachers News, the Eastern Stale News, and, finally, beginning spring, 1964, the Eastern News.
Between 1949 and 1974 the Eastern News had a distin-

guished history under advisors Francis Palmer, Kenneth Hesler,
Daniel Thornburgh, and David Reed. It grew from one issue a
week in 1949 to two issues a week in 1968 to three issues a week in
1971, and in fall, 1973, the News became a daily newspaper.
During that quarter century, the News received "All-American"
ratings in the Associated Collegiate Press judging for the following periods of publication: 20
Year
1949-50
1950-51
1960-61
1963-64
1964-65

(second half)
(both halves)
(second half)
(first half)
(second half)

1966-67 (second half)
1969-70 (second half)

Edilor(s)
Harry Read, Robert Sterling
Kenneth Hesler
Dwight Connelly, Kenneth Fish
Jon W. Woods
Tom Hoppin, Ken Noblit,
Steve Gibbs
Bill Moser
Jeff Nelson

Among the especially notable News editors were several who
would later join Eastern's faculty: Harry Read ( 1949-50), who
later became Director of Information and Publications; Robert
Sterling (1949-50), who later became an Assistant Professor of
History; Kenneth Hesfer (1950-51), who later became Director
of University Relations and Alumni Services; Dwight Connelly
(1960-61), who later became Director of Sports Information;
and David Kidwell (1968-69), who later became Director of
Sports Information and Assistant Director of Information and
Publications. 21
In trying to follow the dictum of the News to "Tell the truth
and don't be afraid," a number of Eastern's editors found themselves surrounded by controversy. There were, between 1949
20

Because the Associated Collegiate Press files are not complete prior to
1960, there may have been All-American awards granted in the fifties which
are not listed here.
21
A large number of Eastern alumni have joined Eastern's faculty since
1949. See Appendix for complete list.
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and 1974, two widely publicized "News controversies," both of
which caused a temporary suspension of publication, both of
which brought Eastern's governing board into the matter, and
one of which prompted an investigation by a "blue-ribbon"
committee appointed by lllinois Governor Otto Kerner.
The first of these controversies began in January, 1959,
when the student-faculty Publications Board voted to request
the resignation of student editor Bruce Schaeffer, allegedly
because of consistently inaccurate reporting. Publications advisor, Dr. Francis Palmer, opposed the plan to fire Schaeffer,
who claimed that he \Vas, in fact, being dismissed because of the
strong "anti-administration" position that the News had recently
taken on university policy issues, particularly one issue which
developed because disciplinary action was taken by administrative officials against three students without consultation with the
Student Court.
With the Publications Board and President Doudna on one
side and Dr. Palmer, Schaeffer, and the News staff on the other,
an impasse was soon reached, and publication of the News was
suspended. On January 31, 1959, President Doudna received a
letter from Mr. Alexander Summers, a member of the Teachers
College Board, which, in a mildly threatening tone, said:
The decision of your Publications Board last week raises
several questions which should be of interest to the Teachers
College Board in its February meeting. Because of the many
implications in the decision, I suggest that you be prepared to
make a full report before the Board . . .
I realize how hard it is to put "Humpty Dumpty together
again." Still, nothing better could happen. There is a time for
false pride and there is a time for humility. This is the time for
humility, in iny opinion.

In a letter to Summers, dated February 2, 1959, President
Doudna explained his position by replying, in part:
I point out . . . that the student court was an innovation
last year. It was established on a trial basis. The constitution of
the Student Senate provides that the Dean may refer cases to
the court . . .
In regard to your quotations of Board policy on this
matter, I point out that the action of the Student-Faculty
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Publications Board itself represents student-faculty participation in matters of concern to them. A fact widely ignored by
early stories on the firing of the editor is that six students are
on the Publications Board. Five participated, one being away
for practice teaching. Of these five, three have been members
of the publications staff. The other two voted with the majority.
In the aftermath of the controversy, Schaeffer, the student
editor, remained fired, and Dr. Palmer, the pub1lications advisor,
was replaced by Mr. Kenneth Hesler, who continued as News
advisor through the second majo1· publications controversy, the
firing of News editor Jon Woods in 1964.
Jon Woods, who later claimed that he had spent seven
months and two hundred dollars of his own money in researching alleged "irregularities" in Eastern's vast building program,
wrote a story relating his findings for the December 18, 1963,
issue of the News. 22 News advisor Kenneth Hesler sought a legal
opinion as to whether parts of the story might be judged libelous; he was informed that they could, in fact, be so construed,
and he subsequently prevented the publication of the story.
Hesler urged the Publications Board w fi1·e Woods, but the
Board refused to do so. On January 17, 1964, Hesler resigned
briefly from his position as advisor, and President Doudna fired
Woods that same day. After a brief period of suspension, and
under a new student editor, Constance Schneider, the News
resumed publication .
The issue of the alleged building "irregularities," however,
was not dead. In 1966 two investigations were conducted into
Eastern's building program, one by the Illinois Legislative Audit
Commission and one by a "blue-ribbon" committee appointed
by Governor Kerner. The report submitted to the Governor in
the spring of 1967 revealed that, whi,le some "false economies"
had been practiced in Eastern's construction program, there was
no evidence of illegal activity.
Probably the most distinguished example of investigative
reporting produced for the Eastern News was done by James
Pinsker, who later, in January, 1974, became News editor. Between October II and October 18, 1972, the News carried a
22

See Eastern State News, January 28, 1964.
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series of stories by Pinsker which grew out of his own investigation of the fat content in hamburger being sold in nine Charleston and Mattoon grocery stores. State and federal laws require
that hamburger fat content not exceed thirty percent. Yet, p,i nsker, using a Hobart Fat Percentage Indicator and testing samples of the hamburger being sold in the nine stores on September 28 and October 4, 1972, found that, on at least one of the
two test days, all nine of the stores were selling hamburger with a
fat level that was in violation of the law. In at least one instance,
Pinsker revealed, hamburger was being sold which was fifty
percent fat. The Pinsker stories received statewide attention,
and an investigation of area grocery stores was opened by the
Il!inois Food and Drug Administration.
Indeed the thorough research and careful preparation of
the hamburger stories won James Pinsker the first place award
in the "news writing" category of the 1973 annual newspaper
judging contest of Pi Delta Epsilon. the national honorary journalism fraternity . In that same Pi Delta Epsilon contest the
Eastern Nl'ws won one of the finest distinctions of its history
when, in competition with more than one hundred college and
university newspapers from throughout the United States, it was
judged First in the "ove•·all nev.·spaper" category .
Eastern's yearhook, the Warbler, named by area poet Stella
Craft Tremble, began publication in 1919. The first Warbler,
edited by Gage Carman, was a paperbound issue of 120 pages
which contained sections of school faculty , classes, and sports
activities, as well as a year-long calendar of campus events. The
sense of tradition which had long been a part of the annual
production of the Warbler was summed up at the close of the
64-page fiftieth anniversary history edition, Warbler, 19181968:
On a tiny campus with a child's l·ily pond and a brick
paragon, theW ARBLER began fifty years of service in 1919,
its editor expressing the hope that the student yearbook
might endure the years to come.
Despite a depression and two wars cutting into finances
and enrollment, the book has endured . Its name has never
been changed.
The v\' ARBLER remembers the sunrise of Lake
Ahmoweenah and the blue iris and the gait of a golden re104

triever. Looking through the WARBLER'S pages, we are
members of all past Eastern generations, looking on at campus life through an ivy-framed window of the tower.

The I 949 Warbler was edited by Virginia Bullard and was
bound in gold leather to commemorate Eastern's golden anniversary. About the 1950 Warbler, editor Marie Bell announced: "[The] sty~e of the book was planned to exemplify
Eastern's entrance into her second half century. Modern type set
and make-up were poimed toward this goal." 23 During the next
twenty-five years, under the direction of facuhy advisors Francis
Palmer (until 1959), Daniel E. Thornburgh (since 1960), and
Paula Reynolds (since 1973), the Warbler grew in size from 190
pages in 1950, to 232 pages in I 960, to 384 pages in 1969, to its
largest volume, 448 pages in 1971. Because of budget pressures
and a shrinking student body, the Wa-rbler, in 1973, returned to
a 384-page volume.
ln 1959 the Wa-rbler was dedicated to Napoleon, Eastern's
golden retriever campus mascot for fourteen years, until his
death in 1960. Beginning in 1960, under new advisor Daniel
Thornburgh, the Wa-rbler began adding "sparkle" to its production : "The 'sparkle' came through the use of color pictures,
duotones, and color tint blocks along with the emphasis on
magazine-style layout." In the late sixties, the Wa-rbler and the
Eastern News combined their photography and, later, their business staffs. In I 967 the Warbler used its first fold-out page, an
aerial view of Eastern's campus.24
The Vehicle, Eastem's student literary magazine, began publication in 1959, under editors Fred Miller and Robert Mills
French, though it was not supported by the University until!
1961. At that time Kenneth Hesler and Emma Shepherd became
its facuhy advisors and Joe Bangiolo served as editor. Shortly
after it became university-sponsored, the Vehicle was described
in the Warble-r as a publication which "encourages literary expression through sponsoring a literary contest and publishing
short stories, poems, and various literary pieces written by stu~ 3 Warbler,

1950, p. I 06.
The Warble?· has won the Associated Collegiate Press All-American rating three times since 1960-in 1961, 1964, and 1968. Associated Collegiate
Press records are incomplete prior to 1960.
24
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dents and faculty of EIU." 25 In 1965 Daniel Thornburgh took
over the position of Vehicle advisor, a position which he still held
in 1974. Depending upon funding considerations, the Vehicle,
usually edited by English majors, has published between one and
three issues a year. One of its regular features is the publication of the student work winning the annual Winnie Davis Neely
Award.
Forensics at Eastern has developed during the last twentyfive years into an exceptionally comprehensive and active program of nationwide intercollegiate com petition in extern poraneous speaking, oratory, debate, and discussion. Eastern has maintained affiliations with such regional and national forensic organizations as the Illinois Intercollegiate Debate League, the
Illinois Intercollegiate Oratorical Association, the Interstate
Oratorical Association, the American Forensic Association, and
Pi Kappa Delta, the national honorary forensic fraternity. In
1949-50, under the direction of Dr. Glenn Ross, Eastern had a
highly gifted orator in senior Jahala Foote, who had already
received national recognition in debate and who had, one year
earlier, been judged the outstanding woman debater in the
Mid-Western Debate Tournament. Miss Foote later graduated
from Eastern with high honors. Also in 1950, Eastern won the
Women's and Men's Sweepstakes at the University ofOklahoma.
Throughout the fifties and into the early sixties, under the
leadership of advisors like Dr. Ernest Borman, Dr. Jon Hopkins,
and Dr. Janet Norberg, the forensics program was expanded
and strengthened by such talented student orators as Paul Koester, Dana Johnson, John Jones, Daniel Sherrick, Gail Shadwell,
Danny Miller, Preston Corn, Donald Grigsby, Virginia Zike, and
Carol Todd. In 1965 Dr. Ellwood R. Tame assumed the position
of forensics coach, and Eastern set off on an even further expanded program of forensic competition. 26
Between 1966 and 1973, Eastern sponsored the following
forensics activities for the first time: an Intercollegiate Invitational Debate Tournament, with junior and senior varsity divisions, attracting some thiny schools from eight states; a High
School Invitational Debate Tournament; a High School Indi-
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Warbler, 1962, p. 182.
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Information provided by Dr. Ellwood R. Tame, forensics ad visor.

vidual Events Tournament, with competition in extemporaneous speaking, oratory, and interpretation; a summer High
School Workshop for Debate and Individual Events; and a
Junior College Debate Tournament and a Junior College Individual Events Tournament. 27
During the 1966-67 year, 22 Eastern debaters attended 29
tournaments in 15 states (nearly twice the number of tournaments attended only the year before), with the debaters
participating in 358 rounds of debate with individuals representing 178 other schools from 35 states. That same year Eastern was
host to a British debate team which was visiting American colleges and universities. By 1968-69 Eastern debaters participated
in 429 rounds of debate, of which they won 221 and lost 208.
And during the 1972-73 season, the debaters attended 33 tournaments and participated in 488 rounds, winning 290 and losing
198, for a winning average of 59.43 percent. 28
Since the mid-sixties, Eastern's forensics teams have won
first place at such tournaments as: University of Wisconsin,
1968; Missouri State Tournament (Senior Division and Junior
Division), 1969; Rockhurst Mid-Continent Debate Tournament,
1970; University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, 1972; Indiana
State University, 1973; St. Louis University, 1973; Central
Michigan University, 1973; Purdue University, 1973; a nd , particularly important, Ohio State University, and Iowa State University, 1973.
The forensics talent at Eastern, especially during the last
decade, has been considerable, and the numbers of students
earning individual tournament honors runs to the dozens.
Among those deserving particular attention, however, were
Ronald Kanoski, who won second place at Iowa State University
in 1967 and first place in the Missouri State Tournament in
1969; Richard Whitman (later attended law school at Northwestern University), who won first place at the University of
Wisconsin in 1967, second place at St. Louis University that same
year, and first place at the Missouri State Tournament in 1969;
David Adamso n Ill (later attended law school at Washington
27

Information provided by Dr. Ellwood R. Tame.
Informatio n provided by Professor Charles R. Harrison, Departm ent of
Speech-Communications.
28
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University). who won third place at Iowa State University in
1968, third place at the Air Force Academy in 1970, and first
place at the Rockhurst Tournament in 1970; Henry Batty (later
attended graduate school at Southern Illinois University), who
also won third place at the Air Force Academy in 1970; and
Kevin Sandefur, who won first place at the University of Wisconsin in 1972, and first place at both Central Michigan University
and Iowa State University in 1973.
The year 1973 produced a nearly astonishing number of
first-place ratings for Eastern's forensics competitors. Firstplace awards went that year, for examp}e, to Pat Harvey at both
Indiana State University and St. Louis University; to Michael
Heath at Indiana State, St. Louis University, Purdue, and Ohio
State; to Daniel Lowery at Central Michigan and Iowa State; and
to Rory McGinty at Purdue and Ohio State University. 29
Both the activities of and the facilities for drama, music, and
art have been expanded considerably since 1949. The dramatics
program has been headed for the entire twenty-five-year period
by Dr. E. G. Gabbard, who, since coming to Eastern in 1947, has
directed ninety-six full-length dramatic productions at the University and four productions for the Charleston Community
Theatre.30 As director in the early years of the period, Gabbard,
who opened Eastern's second half-century with the 1949
homecoming production of Arsenic and Old Lace, was able to
cultivate the talent of such students as Mary Patton and Jo
Waff1e Pratt. In 1950 and 1951, Miss Patton was president of
Eastern's dramatics group, the Players, as well as a performer in
two productions: in the spFing play of 1950, she played the part
of Lavinia in The H eiress-Jo Waffle Pratt played Catherine in
that same production and George Pratt played Dr. Stoper-and
for the homecoming play of 1951, she played Agatha Reed in
Goodbye, My Fancy.
During the fifties, the Players performed such plays as
Charley's Aunt, featuring Tom Hashbarger and Tom Timmis;
Dar·k if the Moon, featuring Belle Slifer, Jerry Groff, and Jerry
Harlow; A hie's Irish Rose, with Sheila Hill, Donald Alton, Charles
Ryan, and Barbara Currier; and Time Out for Ginger and The
29

30
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lnformation provided by Dr. Ellwood R. Tame.
See Appendix entry "Drama Productions, 1949-1974."

Crucible, both featuring the especially talented Lawrence Hart,

who went on to a teaching career. Two other highly gifted actors
of this decade were Gregory White and Jack Wayne, both of
whom performed in The Miser, the 1957-58 winter playdirected by Dr. Gabbard with set design by Mr. Theodore
Herstand-and Wayne also performed in that year's homecoming play, The Rainmaker. Gregory White later had the distinction
of performing in the opening production at the Krannert
Center for the Performing Arts at the University of 1Uinois. 31
In summer, 1959, the speech department, which then included dramatics, moved from what is now the McAfee Building
into the new Fine Arts Center. In 1964 the speech department
moved to new quarters in Coleman Hall, and that same year
theatre arts became an independent department. During these
years, the Players continued to perform at least three plays each
year, now in new facilities. In 1959-60 the winter play was the
comedy Born Yesterday, which was directed by Dr. Gabbard with
the technical assistance of Mr. John E. Bielenberg, and which
featured Judy Jones and Robert Hodge, who later became a high
school art teacher near Chicago. Drama at Eastern has always
been well-received, and the 1960 Warbler, in summarizing the
Players' efforts of the prior year, said: "The players gave excellent performances before capacity crowds every night that they
performed."
Beginning about this time and continuing for the next decade, a considerable number of the dramatics students at Eastern went on to pursue careers in professional theatre. Among
the best-remembered were Harryetta Peterka, who later attended the American Academy of Dramatic Art and has been
performing in summer stock productions ever since; Jack Chaplin, who performed at Eastern in summer, 1960, and went on to
Hollywood, where, for several years, he starred in a number of
series; Michael Genovese, who played the role of Stanley in the
1963 homecoming play, a Streetcar Narned Desire Qudy Williams
played Blanche, and Van Watkins played Stella), and who later
joined the resident acting company of the Loretto Hilton
T heatre in Webster Groves., Missouri; Douglas Koertge, who
31
Information provided by Dr. E. G. Gabbard , Chairman, Department of
Theatre Arts.
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went on to complete a Ph.D. and take charge of costuming at the
Krannert Center at the University of Illinois; James Miller, who
later joined the Kingston Mimes Theatre Group in Chicago;
Dan File and Robert Entwistle, both of whom later worked in
theatre in Minneapolis; and Vicki Homann and Max Atkins,
who later joined theatre groups in Chicago. 32
A new feature of dramatics at Eastern was the development,
in 1965, of the Five O'Clock Theatre program, in which plays
were acted, directed, designed, and even written by students. By
the late sixties there was a growing emphasis on Readers'
Theatre for Eastern students, and in 1968 the Warbler underscored once again the traditional invitation, still in force, to all
students interested in drama: "The department welcomes all
students of the university to try out for all shows whether it be
summer productions, Readers' Theatre, musicals or opera held
each spring, the regular performances held each quarter or Five
O'Clock Theatre . . . " 33 In 1972, when the School of Music
moved into the new Fine Arts Center addition, the theatre arts
department, with its staff of six faculty, gained exclusive use of
the Fine Arts Theatre as well as the old band room, which was
redesignated the "Playroom," and which was then used as a
workshop theatre.
Like dramatics, music at Eastern has been taught by, and
has produced, many talented individuals. Led by such energetic
and dedicated persons as Dr. Leo J. Dvorak and Dr. Robert Y.
Hare, Eastern's music program has, during the last twenty-five
years, given the University and Charleston communities hundreds of student recitals, faculty recitals, large-scale vocal and
instrumental performances by Eastern musicians, and guest
performances by many of the most gifted musicians in the world.
By 1949-50, the music department had been headed by Dr.
Leo Dvorak for nine years. During that year Dr. George Westcott became band director at Eastern, a position which he held
until his retirement in 1972, the year in which he received one of
the Faculty Senate's "Distinguished Faculty" awards. Also that
year, the Mixed Chorus, composed largely of music majors, was
directed by Dr. Dvorak; the women's choral group, the
32
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33 Warbler,
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Cecilians, was directed by Miss Isabelle McClung; the Men's Glee
Club, in its first year of performance, was directed by Mr. Earl
Boyd; and the symphony orchestra, which was accompan,ied by
the Cecilians and the Men's Glee Club in the 1950 spring concert, was conducted by Mr. Robert Warner. The symphony
orchestra, which included students, faculty, and town.speople,
experienced rapid growth during that year, from thirty-six
members in the fall to seventy members by the time of the spring
concert. Throughout the fifties the orchestra continued to provide two concerts each year, in addition to performing with the
choruses for other major productions. The Christmas musical
program in 1949, "The Nativity," attracted more than one
thousand area people and featured both the campus elementary
and high school choruses, as well as the Cecilians and the Mixed
Chorus.:H During the years which followed, other music groups
were formed, including the Modern Choir in 1954, the Collegians in 1959, and the Chamber Singers in 1961 .
Under Dr. Dvorak, the long-standing practice developed of
requiring music students to give both a junior and senior recital.
Dvorak also greatly broadened opera productions at Eastern, as
well as music workshops for high school students. Many of these
activities were made especially difficult during the early days of
the last quarter century by the dearth of equipment, facilities,
and funding. Indeed, during the 1949-50 school year the music
program was conducted in cramped quarters on the third floor
of Old Main-where music had been taught since the days of the
Normal School-and in the entire campus elementary school
there was only one phonograph player. 35 In spite of these lessthan-desirable conditions, however, Dvorak and his staff continued to develop outstanding students, and an expanded curriculum as well.
In 1951 the graduate program in music was established
leading to the Master of Science in Education degree, and in
1954 an additional undergraduate program was established
leading to the Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in music. In
1953 Eastern's famous summer music camp was established, and
HSue Andra L<1ckey,
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President Buzzard beams as Dr. Ruth Schrna lhausen holds David " North ," one
of thr> home management house babies.
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Coached by the legendary William Healey, the 1951-52 basketball squad was
the most outstanding in Eastern's history. Undefeated in regular season play,
and winner of the N.A.I.B. pre-holiday wurnamenL at Kansas City, the team
averaged 82.4 poims a game for the season. Shown with Coach Heale y are
Roben Lee, Roger Deuro, Norman "Bud" Patberg, James Johnson, and Tom
Katsim palis.
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An Eastern graduate with an international reputation, John Craft holds
numerous national titles. In 1972 he
placed fifth at the Olympic Games in
Munich, Germany.

All-American tailback Nate Anderson holds every football rushing record at Eastern. In 1973 he
gained 1,261 yards rushing, and
he had a career rushing record of
2,516 yards.
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Student Senator Bob Sampson mans the bull horn to keep order as students
march on the home of President Doudna to protest an increase in dormitory
rates.

Students, faculty, and community leaders look on as student leader Bob Perry
cuts the ribbon, officially opening the Afro-American Cultural Center.

The shovel in the foreground symbolizes the building program during the
Doudna years. This ground breaking ceremony was for the Applied ArtsEducation Center. From the left: Dr. Quincy Doudna, Dr. Mar)' Ruth Swope;
Dr. Walter KJehm; Dr. Martin Schaefer.
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Dr. Dvorak, in an article published two years later, explained the
operation and philosophy of the camp :
The camp program at Eastern centers about the band
and chorus, because these are the organizations which are
most common in the area. The student selects the group of his
interest and is given a week's concentration in tl1at activity.
Sectional rehearsals under the guidance of specialists precede
each day's general rehearsal. Guest conductors are brought in
to direct the large group. These guest conductors are chosen
for their scholarship, musicianship and their interest in the
educational growth of children. Each rehearsal period is presumed to be a learning experience in music, social development and, in particular, in group altitudes. The musical experience is secondary only to the possibilities of growth and
educational development.:J 6

Also during these early years, in keeping with the tradition
of attracting outstanding guest musical talent to Eastern, the
music department sponsored, in March, 1952, a performance
by Miss Herta Glaz, the Austrian-born Metropolitan Opera
mezzo-soprano; and in May, 1954, the music department sponsored an appearance by Miss Mildred Dilling, described as "the
greatest living harpist." 37 Of the many contributions to the music
program made by Dr. Dvorak during his twenty-three years at
Eastern, however, one which inevitably comes to the minds of
those familiar with the performances of that time was the succession of fine operas presented. They were:
1941 Martha by von Flotow
194 7 Th.e Bartered Bride by Bed rich Smetana
1949 Carmen by Bizet
1950Doum in the Valley by Kurt Weill
1951 The Red Mill by Victor Herbert
1953 Martha by von Flotow
1954 Amah/ and the Night Visitors by Menotti
1955 Faust by Gounod
1959 The Old Maid and the Thief by Menotti
1960 The Scaif by Lee Hoiby
36
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Dvorak, "The Eastern Music Camp," Etude (March, 1955), pp.
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Eastern State N ews, April 28, 1954.
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1960 Gianni Schicchi by Puccini
1961 Amahl and the Night Visitors by Menotti38

In 1959 the music department moved into the new
$1,250,000 Fine Arts Center, where, for the first time in years,
those who taught and studied music had adequate facilities
-facilities such as sound-and-film-equipped classrooms,
thirty-five practice rooms, teaching studios, listening rooms, and
a 425-seat theatre. The most significant expansion in music at
Eastern, however, was the establishment in 1963 of the School of
Music, an arrangement designed by President Doudna, Dr.
Dvorak, and the music staff. In announcing the change in structure and name, a School of Music bulletin for April, 1963, said:
Eastern Illinois University has offered academic work in
the field of music since its beginning in 1899. As the need has
developed the University has expanded and enriched its
program of music education . The newest step in this long
history is the creation of a School of Music.
Recognizing the importance of music to every individual,
Eastern has a program of study designed to promote an
understanding of and appreciation of the world's great music,
to develop abilities in and promote understanding of the
techniques of the able teacher, and to integrate musical training with learnings in general education.

The new school was divided into five departments: keyboard,
headed by Dr. Catherine Smith; music education, headed by Dr.
Robert Pence; instrumental, headed by Dr. Earl Boyd ; vocal,
with Mr. John Maharg as acting head; and history-theory, with
Dr. Dvorak as acting head.
Unfortunately Dr. Dvorak was not able to see the School of
Music which he helped to found continue its development, for
he died one year later, in June, 1964. Two of Dr. Dvorak's
former students expressed the thoughts undoubtedly felt by
hundreds when they wrote: "Dr. Dvorak has touched the lives of
many young people who now, growing older, are reaping the
benefits of his work . . . We often find outselves advising young
people on the basis of our past experiences under Dr. Dvorak.

38
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This to us is a mark that will reflect in generations to come-the
influence of a dedicated teacher a nd friend ."39
Following Dr. Dvorak's death, Dr. Earl Boyd was named
acting director of the School of Music until July I, 1965, at
which time the directorship was assumed by Dr. Robert Y. Hare.
Under Dr. Hare, whose title was changed to dean in 1969, the
vigorous program of vocal and instrumental performances has
continued. Among the fine faculty performers at Eastern during the last nine years have been pianists Catherine Smith, Alan
R. Aulabaugh, George Sanders, Karen Sanders, David Appleby,
and Joan Squire; hornists Burton Hardin and Robert Y. Hare;
organist Gary Zwicky; violinist Fethi M. Kopuz; clarinetist Earl
Boyd ; cellist Donald C. Tracy; flutist Robert C. Snyder; trombonist Peter Vivona; and vocalists June Johnson and Delbert
Simon. There have also been musical conductors of distinction,
such as George Westcott (band), John Maharg (chorus), Robert
E. Snyder (chorus), Fethi Kopuz (string orchestra), Harold Hillyer (band), and Peter Vivona (jazz band).
Through Dr. Hare's leadership, numerous curricular and
structural changes have been made; in fact, Dr. Hare's determination to provide an exceptiona,J music program is probably best
reflected in the $1 ,500,000 music addition to the Fine Arts
Center which was completed early in 1973. There have also been
new professional affiliations-such as the affiliations with Phi
Mu Alpha Sinfonia, the national men's music fraternity, in 1966.
and with Sigma Alpha Iota, the national women's music fraternity, in 1968. The Honors Recital Program was initiated by Dr.
Hare in 1966, and since that time there have been Honors performances by such students as pianists Linda Whelan Parker,
Karen Lingler, Jill Poris, Gretchen VanSciver, James Smolko,
and Frieda Proctor; clarinetist Roger Sebby (presently Deputy
Director of Bands at the U. S. Air Force Academy) ; violinist
Kevin Kelly; hornist Ross Kellan; saxophonist Gary Parker;
flutist Paul Schroeder; and vocalist David Hickox . The music
awards program has been expanded in recent years with two of
the most significant awards being the Leo J. Dvorak Memorial
From a letter of condolence writlen to Mrs . Leo J. Dvorak by Mr. and
Mrs . Forest Suycou.
39
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Award and the Outstanding Music Student Award. The recipients of these awards have been: 40
Leo]. Dvorak Memarial Award

Mary Reid
Margaret Foster
Roger Sebby
Alan Arnold
Michael Kurtyak
Karen Lingler
Sam Reese
Valerie Jill Poris
David Drillinger

1965
1966
1967
1.968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

Outstanding Music Student Award

Mark Allen
Roger Sebby
Linda Parker
Robert L. Smith
Karen Lingler
Sam Reese
Valerie Jill Poris

1967
1968
1969
I 970
1971
1972
1973

In 1972,largely because of university budget pressures, the
School of Music was reduced from the five existing departments
to two, the department of musical performance and the department of musical studies. By this time, there were thirty
music faculty members and approximately 230 music majors. 41
Beginning fall semester, 1974, the music program at Eastern
will become part of the university's new School of Fine Arts.
Joining with music and theatre arts in the new School of
Fine Arts in 1974 will be the department of art, which has
grown from a five-member faculty in 1949 to the present
twenty-five. In 1949 only the Bachelor of Science in Education
degree was offered to art majors, all of whom were academically
prepared to teach art at both the elementary and the secondary
school levels. Beginning in 1951, when the graduate program in
art was established and the Master of Science in Education
40
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degree was first offered, and moving through the fifties, additional graduate courses in art were added to the curriculum, as
well as additional undergraduate elective courses. In 1956-57,
art students for the first time had the option of working tow ard
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science degrees, as well as the
traditional Bachelor of Sci ence in Education degree. 42
With the move to the new Fine Arts Center in 1959, the art
program expanded substantially, with the addition of courses in
ceramics, jewelry, drawing, scu lpture, art education, printmaking, weaving, and art history. In 1964, the department of art
joined the College of Letters and Science, and that same year
additional upper-level courses in art history were offered:
classical, medieval, Italian Renaissance, and twentieth century
painting and sculpture. Among the most gifted students of art
developed during this period were such painters as Gaylord
Torrence (also a printmaker), Michael Onken, Juanita Fisher
Turner, Dennis Ringering (also a draftsman), David Pavelonis,
and Michael Riegel; and such sculptors as Karen Rychlewski,
Sig Rennels, an d James Crown. 4 :1
A significant part of the art program at Eastern has been the
Paul Turner Sargent Art Gallery, of which the university Geneml
Catalog 1973 says:
The Paul Turner Sargent Art Gallery in Old Main brings
to the campus exhibitions selected from various areas of the

visual arts. These shows include paintings, ceramics, photography, sculpture, jewelry, prints, textiles-a collection is
usually on display for a three week period. Special lectures
and films related to the exhibitions are scheduled from time
to time. This activity provides important original works for
study in an classes, and adds to the cultural life of the general
student on campus, community and region.H

During the q uarter cent u ry between 1949 and 1974, Eastern produced, in addition to a distinguished record in several
sports, a number of exceptional athletes. In 1949-50, under
42
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Art.
43
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athletic director Charles P. Lantz, Eastern, a member of the
lllinois Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (until 1970, when
the conference was disbanded), competed in intercollegiate
competition in six sports: football, basketball, baseball, wrestling, track, and tennis. Coach Maynard "Pat" O'Brien's football
team in J949 produced a record of t hree wins and five losses,
and the next year the football squad had one of only three
winning seasons of the twenty-five-year period, with a 5-3 record. The other two winning seasons came in 1951 (4-2-2), while
Coach Rex V. Darling temporarily replaced Pat O'Brien, who
was on leave, and in 1961 (4-3-1), under Ralph Kohl, who
coached football at Eastern from 1957 to 1964. 45
While Eastern's football success has been limited, there have
been several outstanding football players. One of the earliest
such players during this period was Ed Soergel, a 1952 Eastern
graduate, who was named all-conference quarterback, who was
named Eastern's Most Valuable Player, and who set a variety of
school passing records during his college career. Coach Rex
Darling, under whom Soergel had played both basketball and
football once said of Soergel: "Through the years I've worked
with hundreds of fine athletes, and quite a few super ones. Ed
falls in the elite category of the great athlete and competitor." 46
After graduation, Soergel played professional football in the
Canadian League, where he was awarded "All-Canada" honors
as a defensive back.
In addition to Pat O'Brien, who coached footballuntil1955,
and Ralph Kohl, football has been coached at Eastern by Keith
Smith (1956-57), Clyde Biggers (1965-71), and Jack Dean (since
1972). Though the won-lost record over the years has not been
impressive, several of the players have been-individuals like
David Cohrs, Ray Fisher, Rod Butler, Val McPeak, Roger Haberer, Ray Schaljo, Paul Fjell, Kenneth Werner, and Ronald
Gustafson. Ray Fisher, for example, was a Charleston native who
4
;; All of the spons records includ ed in this chapter have been provided by
Dr. Torn Karsimpalis, Director of Athletics. Sec Appendix entry "Athletic
Information, I 949- I 974," for a complete listing of wins, losses, and coaches in
all spons for rhe lasrrwemy-five years. For derails about Homecoming events,
see Appendix entry "Homecoming Information, 1949-I973."
46
Observation made by Coach Darling ar a leslimonial dinner held for Ed
Soergel in Yuma, Arizona.
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was chosen All-Conference twice and was selected as a member
of the Peoria Star All-State College Football Team. He later
played professional football for the Pittsburgh Steelers and the
Dallas Cowboys. 47
Two of Eastern's most gifted players, however, were Nate
Anderson, a tailback and probably Eastern's most famous football player, and Willie White, a flankerback. Following a dismal
2-9 season in 1973, a university press release said:
All-American tailback Nate Anderson broke most of his
rushing records he set last year and set a few new ones so that
he now holds every possible record in the rushing category.
His 159 yard performance against \Vestern Saturday
boosted his season mark to 1261 yards, topping last year's
1255 yard record. Earlier this season he passed the career
record of 1526 and finished with 2516 yards.
His single game record of 268 yards was set this year
against St. Joseph, which included an 88-yard touchdown
run, the longest from scrimmage in Eastern history.
Naturally, Anderson also holds all rushing attempts for a
single game, 42; single season, 296; and career, 557.
Senior flankerback Willie White, who held every pass
receiving record coming into the season,just boosted his totals
to a point that it will probably be some time before anyone
tops him.
Willie finished with 2197 yards on 164 catches. A nagging
knee injury kept his production down this season as he ended
with 20 catches for 248 yards. His other records include most
pass receptions in a single game, 15; a single season, 65;
yardage in one game, 195; and yardage in one season, 915. 48

Eastern's basketball history is substantially different from
that in football. Indeed, beginning 1949-50, Eastern had eleven
consecutive winning seasons-between 1949 and 1953 under
Coach William A. Healey, and between 1953 and 1960 under
Coach Robert Carey. With the now-legendary Healey's direction, Eastern established records of 21-5 in 1949-50; 19-4 in
I950-51; and 24-2 in 1951-52. In addition to remaining uncleH Information provided by Mr. David Kidwell, Director of Sports Information.
48
Released by Mr. Harry Read, Director of Information and Publications,
on November 19, 1973.
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feated in the regular I 951-52 season and winning first place in
I.I.A.C. that same year, Eastern's basketball team set a stillunbroken record of fifty-one consecutive home court victories
between February, 1949, and February, 1953.
The 1950 Warbler describes the 1949-50 basketball starting
five-Donald Glover, James Johnson, Tom Katsimpalis, Ray
DeMoulin, and John Wilson-as the "Greatest team in Eastern
history." And with a record of 21-5 it was Eastern's "greatest
team"-for two years. For in 1951-52, following an undefeated
regular season, Eastern was invited, for the second consecutive
year, to the Kansas City N.A.I.B. tournament, where in its opening game against Huron (South Dakota) College, the Eastern
team tied the N.A.I.B. tournament record with a 113-78 win.
Though defeated in the second tournament game, 98-93, by
Morningside (Iowa) College, Eastern nonetheless set an unofficial N .A.I.B. record with a 103-point average for two games. 49
Earlier in that same 1951-52 season, Eastern had won the
pre-holiday N.A.I.B. tournament in Kansas City by defeating
Emporia State (88-74), Regis College (91-79) and Hamline University (76-62). The 195 1-52 team consisted of Roger Dettro,
Robert Lee, James Johnson, Tom Katsimpalis, and Norman
"Bud" Patberg, and it was the first team in the history of I.I.A.C.
to remain undefeated in conference play. In the twenty-sixgame season the Eastern team averaged 82.4 points a game,
while the team's opponents averaged only 65.1 points.
One of the members of Eastern's new "greatest team,"
James Johnson, later became Dean of Students at Eastern.
Another, Tom Katsimpalis, became an assistant to Eastern's
athletic director, John Mas]ey, in 1959; and in 1964, Katsimpalis succeeded Masley as athletic director, a post that he still
holds. Katsimpalis, or"Tomkat," was probably the finest basketball player in Eastern's history. He scored 1,538 points during
his four-year career at Eastern. In 1951-52 he broke his own
record of 35 points in a single game with his 38 points scored
against Central Michigan; he also broke his own season record of
489 points with the 500 points scored during his senior year. He
earned N.A.I.B. All-American honors in 1949; he was selected
as an All-Conference player in the I.I.A.C. for three seasons; he
49
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Information provided by Mr. David Kidwell.

was chosen most valuable player in his senior year; and in 1960
he was inducted into the Helms Foundation Hall of Fame. 50
Other basketball players and teams deserve mention from
the 1949-1974 period-such players, especially, as Dean Brauer,
B. J. Smith (who broke Eastern's single-game scoring r.ecord in
1959, with his 56 points against MiUikin University), William
Guerin, All-American james Ficek, Val Bush, Robert Rickett,
Larry Miller, Greg Beenders, and Scott Keeve. Of particular
interest was Eastern's "Cinderella" basketball team of 1956-57.
At the dose of a 17-13 season, Eastern's basketball team had just
checked in its equipment for the season, when it received an
invitation to the N a tiona! Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
tournament at Kansas City. In Kansas City, to the surprise of
many, the team defeated, first, Highlands University (88-76),
then Villa Madonna (110-78) and Hamline University (88-83).
Though the string of victories was ended in the semi-finals b y a
defeat at the hands of Southeastern Oklahoma (81-95 ), and a
further defeat in the consolation game with Pacific Lutheran
(85-87), Coach Robert Carey's team had advanced further in the
national tournament than any team in Eastern's history, and two
of the Eastern players, Uoyd Ludwig and John Milholland, were
named to the All-Star team of the N.A.I.A. tournament. Milholland had ranked third in scoring at the tournament with 119
points in five games, and Ludwig ranked fourth with I 06 points.
The other three players on the tournament team were Charles
Session, Frank Wolf, and Jerry Hise. 51
In the spring of 1952, Charles P. Lantz announced that,
after forty-one years on Eastern's faculty, he would be retiring in
September of that year. Lantz, described as "the seamy old
baseball genius," had coached baseball for forty of his forty-one
years at Eastern-during which time he coached 387 baseball
games. He had also coached 170 football games at Eastern and
373 basketball games. Lantz, incidentally, was only one of
Eastern's coaches to become legendary in the college sports
world, for he, Rex Darling, and Maynard O'Brien are all members of the Helms Hall of Fame.
During the 1950 season, with third-baseman Jack Whitson
~°K idwell.
~1

Kidwell.
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the leading hitter (.366 batting average) and Wesley Hilligoss the
leading pitcher, Lantz's baseball squad had only a 6-8 season but
nonetheless placed first in the I.I.A.C. Lantz was succeeded as
baseball coach by Clifton White, who, while at Eastern between
1952 and 1956, coached the baseball team to two winning seasons. White was follow·ed by William Rogers (1956-57), Jack
Kaley ( 195 7 -62), and Bill McCabe (since 1962). Under the coaching of McCabe, the baseball Panthers have had seven winning
seasons, and in 1973 Eastern's baseball team placed third in the
N .C.A.A. College Division.
Certainly Coach McCabe's most famous athlete has been
Marty Pattin, who, during his four-year pitching career at Eastern established a record of 20 wins and 6 losses. Also while at
Eastern, Pattin, in 1964, led the nation in strikeouts in the
N.C.A.A. College Division and was selected for the N.A.I.A.
Little All-American second team; in 1965, he established a new
I.I.A.C. record with twenty-two strikeouts in nine innings in a
game with Illinois State; also in 1965, though a shoulder injury
prevented him from playing nearly half of the season, he still
had an earned-run-average of 1.36. Pattin, who has been the
only Eastern athlete other than Tom Katsimpalis to be inducted
into the Helms Hall of Fame, went on to play professional
baseball, where his best year to date has been his 1972 season
with the Boston Red Sox, when his pitching record was 17 wins
and 13 losses. His six-season professional pitching record is 71
wins and 70 losses. During the 1974 season, Pattin will play for
the Kansas City Royals. Other fine baseball players were Tom
and John McDevitt, Gary Wagner (who later pitched for the
Philadelphia Phillies), Val Bush, Nick Balodimas, Gene Vidoni,
Bart Zeller (later a bullpen catcher for the St. Louis Cardinals),
and Randy Trapp.s2
Coached by Maynard O'Brien for twenty-three of the last
twenty-four seasons, Eastern's track teams have established the
most distinguished overall won-lost record of any sport which
has been performed consistently since 1949. Indeed Dr.
O'Brien's track teams have had only two losing seasons in the
past twenty-four. As a result of his distinctions as a coach ofboth
track and cross country at Eastern, O'Brien has been inducted
52
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into the N .A. I.A. Track and Field Hall of Fame; he has served as
a member of the N .C.A.A. Track Coaches' Association, as
chairman of theN .A. I. A. National Cross Country Committee, as
president of the N .A. I.A. Track Coaches' Association, and as a
member of the United States Olympic Track and Field Committee. In addition to his many regional and national honors,
O'Brien, in 1971, received a "Distinguished Faculty Award"
from Eastern's Faculty Senate. Dr. O'Brien has contributed substantiaBy to Eastern's physical facilities as well, by heading both
the committee that planned the Lantz Health, Physical Education and Recreation Building and the committee that designed
the Lincoln Field Stadium. 53
Cross country as an intercollegiate sport was not organized
at Eastern until 1953, when it was coached by Clifton White.
The next year Maynard O'Brien succeeded White, and, between
that time and 1973, teams coached by O'Brien, in addition to
having only two losing seasons, tied for first place in the I.I.A.C.
in 1964-65, won first place in the I.I.A.C. in 1966-67, won first
place in the I.I.A.C. and first place in the N.C.A.A. College
Division in 1967-68, won first place in the I.I.A.C. and first place
in the N .C.A.A. College Division in 1968-69, won fifth place in
the N .C.A.A. College Division in 1970-71, won seventh place in
the N.C.A.A. College Division in 1971-72, and, in addition to
having a perfect 9-0 season, won third place in the N .C.A.A.
Division II in 1972-73. This astonishing string of achievements
was made possible by such extraordinary athletes as Roger Quinlan, John Schneider, and, especially, All-Americans Dike Stirrett, Many Mcintyre, Larry Mayze, and James Skinner.
Coach O'Brien's last twenty-four years as Eastern's track
coach, too, have been years of distinction, and during both the
1972 and 197 3 seasons, the track team has won N .C.A.A. College Division positions-a fourth place finish in 1972, and a
third place finish in 1973. The most famous of "Pat" O'Brien's
track stars-that is to say, the most internationally famous-was
John Craft, the only Eastern athlete ever to participate in the
Olympics. A summary of Craft's athletic achievements is contained in a brief sketch titled "John Craft-How He Trains,"

53
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written by Professor Neil E. Moore of Eastern's physical education faculty:
Best Marks: 100-yards, 9.9; high jump, 6-3; longjump,
24-7; triple jump, 55-5 (indoors), 56-2 (wind-aided). Craft
won the 1967 and 1969 NAIA titles and the 1969 NCAA
College Division Championship. He won the US AAU championship in 1969, 71 and 72 and the 1972 US Final Olympic
Trials with his wind-assisted 56-2. His 55-5 set an American
indoor record, set in winning the inaugural US-USSR indoor
meeting in 1972. Craft won a bronze medal in the 1971
Pan-American Games and placed fifth in the 1972 Olympic
Games, leaping 55-2Y2.

The two other sports in which Eastern has engaged in
intercollegiate competition from I 949 to the present are wrestling and tennis. Wrestling had a slow beginning. In its first year,
under Coach Maynard O'Brien, Eastern had a I-5 record; for
the next two years there was no wrestling team at all; then,
between I 952 and I 954, under Coach O'Brien and Coach John
Nanovsky, Eastern had records of0-6 and 0-5. That all changed,
however, when H. 0. Pinther accepted the position of wrestling
coach in I 954-55. In addition to having winning seasons fifteen
of his eighteen years as wrestling coach, Pinther and his teams
tied for fifth place in theN .A. I.A. in I 960-61: won sixth place in
the N.A.I.A in I96I-62; won first place in the I.I.A.C. in
I 967-68; won first place in District 20 of theN .A.I.A. in I 968-69;
and won thirteenth place in the N.C .A.A. College Division in
I972-73. Among Pinther's outstanding wrestlers were James
Gardner, who, in the early sixties, established Eastern's team
record of the most consecutive pins; Larry Kanke, who, in the
late sixties, won eighteen consecutive matches; and Duayne
Nyckel, who, in the early seventies, set school records with
thirty-one wins in a single year and I 07 wins during his career at
Eastern.
With any discussion of Eastern's tennis teams must, of
course, come a discussion of another of Eastern's legendary
coaches, Rex V. Darling, who has coached tennis at Eastern since
I 945. During his early years on campus, Darling and his tennis
squads had to travel to Mattoon two or three times each week for
practice because Eastern had no courts. Darling trained such
gifted tennis players as Steve Morgan, in the late forties; Dennis
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Konicki, Clark Nelson, and Donald Garver in the mid-fifties;
Jerry Carver, Tom Sterchi, and Jack Worthington in the sixties;
and Bruce Shuman in the early seventies. The tennis teams won
first place in the l.l.A.C. in I965, I966, I967, and I970, in
addition to a first-place win in District 20ofthe N.A.l.A. in I 97I,
and an eleventh-place win in theN .C. A.A. College Division in
I 973. In I 972 Rex Darling became one of only four tennis
coaches ever inducted into the Helms Hall of Fame.
Four sports were organized at Eastern for intercollegiate
competition between I 949 and I 974; golf in I 954, gymnastics in
I 958, swimming in 1959, and soccer in I 963. While these sports
remain relatively "young" at Eastern, not one of them has suffered for lack of distinction. In golf, for example, while Eastern
has had only two winning seasons (in 197I and 1973) in twenty
years, its teams have nonetheless won first place in District 20 of
the N .A.I.A three of the last four years, and in I 973, under
Coach Robert Carey, Eastern's golf team won thirteenth place in
the N .C.A .A College Division. Golf, too, has given Eastern one
of its finest athletes, in Gay Burrows, the former national champion in his native Uganda, who was selected for the N.C. A.A.
College Division All-American second team in I 971, I 972, and
I 973. Burrows, described by Coach Robert Carey as one of the
longest hitters ih college golf, finished the 1973 season in a tie for
fifteenth place in the N.C.A.A. College Division national championship. He has since turned to the professional golf circuit.
Gymnastics and swimming have also given Eastern a
number of All-American performers. In gymnastics, for example, under the leadersh ip of, first, Coach Robert Hussey, and
later, Coach John Schaefer, All-American honors have gone to
Roger Hellinga, Keith Fuerst, and Tom Beusch. The most outstanding of the three, Fuerst, was a three-time All-American
who won two N.C. A.A. Collegf' Division national championships
on the still rings. Also in gymnastics came such team honors as a
first-place win in the N .A.I.A. and a fifth-place win in the
N.C.A.A. College Division in 1971-72, and another fifth-place
win in the N.C.A.A. College Division in I972-73.
Swimming at Eastern has also gained its share of regional
and national attention, especially under Ray Padovan, who has
coached swimming since 1966-67. (William Groves coached
swimming from I 958 until! 965). During Padovan's second year
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as coach, Eastern's swimming team won first place in the
I.I.A.C.; and, since that time, the swimmers have won first place
in the I.I.A.C. (in 1969-70), third place in the N.A.I.A (1970-71),
sixth place in the N.A.I.A. (1971-72), and fourth place in the
N.C.A.A. College Division (1972-73). Eastern's most successful
swimmers have been, in the earty sixties, George Steigelman and
Glenn Anderson; in the late sixties, Harold Tiahrt; and in the
early seventies, Dan Furlan, J on Mayfield, and All-American
Robert Thomas, who set N.C. A.A. College Division records in
the 200-yard backstroke and the 400-yard individual medley. 54
Eastern's most recent sport, soccer, has, in its decade of
existence, shown excellent results, with only two losing seasons.
Coach H. 0. Pinther was succeeded as soccer coach by Fritz
Teller in 1965; and, with such talented players as Robert Harshbarger, Fernando Velasco, and All-Americans Tony Durante
and Gerardo Pagnani, Teller's teams won the N.A.I.A. national
championship in 1969, won first place in District 20 of the
N.A.I.A. in 1970, and won sixth place in the Midwest Soccer
Ranking in 1973.
Also part of Eastern's athletic program are the comprehensive university-wide intramural program under the direction of
Dr. William Riordan and women's athletics, which is under the
auspices of the Women's Recreation Association. Traditionally,
a woman
becomes a member of the Women's Recreation Association by
participating in one activity. Any active member is eligible to
vote, to attend the annualbanquet, to travel to other colleges
for competition and to participate in the sports-days held at
the University. There are twenty-one activities during the
year ... Basketball, softball, and volleyball are organized on
an intramural basis, with teams from residence halls,
sororities and private homes competing. The modern dance
concert and the synchronized swimming show are special
events in which any student may perform. Two awards are
given by the Women's Recreation Association to students who
participate actively in the athletic program for women.~~
In the fall of 1972 President Gilbert C. Fite established the
Diamond Jubilee Steering Committee and requested that the
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committee spend the next year planning and coordinating a
year-long series of programs for academic year 1973-74 in
commemoration of the university's seventy-fifth anniversary.
President Fite outlined his views on the purpose of such a celebration in a memorandum, dated October 19, 1972, directed to
Mr. Kenneth Hesler, Director of University Relations, who
agreed to serve as chairman of the Steering Committee.
As you are well aware, Eastern Illinois University will be
celebrating its 75th anniversary in 1973-74. I believe that we
should take advantage of this Diamond jubilee year to recognize the past achievements of Eastern and its thousands of
graduates, call attention to the current accomplishments of
the university, and to point to a future of even greater service
to higher education in this state and the nation. I envision a
year-long series of events and activities which will meet these
goals.

In addition to Hesler and thirteen faculty members, the Steering
Committee had two student members, Donald Vogel, Student
Body President, and Stanley Harvey, Financial Vice President of
the Student Body.
The committee, which met eighteen times during the next
year, held its first meeting on November 2, 1972. The theme
adopted for the Diamond jubilee Celebration was "75 years: An
Excellent Yesterday-A Challenging Tomorrow." The Diamond
jubilee crest which was later designed by Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Emmerich showed a circular emblem, with the words "Eastern
Illinois University 1899-1974," set against a larger diamond
background.
After a year of planning and coordinating, of making arrangements with agents, entertainers, artists, scholars, and a
yariety of others, the Diamond Jubilee Celebration officially
began on September 30, 1973, with the opening convocation
and distinguished alumni awards presentation. At the noon
luncheon of this opening event, the guest speakers were two of
Eastern's former presidents, Dr. Robert G. Buzzard, then 82
years old, and Dr. Quincy Doudna. Also at the luncheon, a
number of emeritus faculty members were introduced.
Later that afternoon Governor Daniel Walker delivered the
address at the convocation program, and distinguished alumni
awards were presented to A. Glen Hesler of Mattoon, Illinois, a
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retired executive of Quaker Oats Company; Fred E. Newman of
Chicago, a highly successful business executive; Aubert North of
Chicago, President of A. J. Nystrom, a subsidiary of Field Enterprises; Dr. M. Alice Phillip of Chicago, nationally known obstetrician and co-founder of the Cancer Prevention Center in
Chicago, then retired; and Newton E. Tarble of Los Angeles,
co-founder of the Snap-On Tool Corporation, also then retired.
Though Governor Walker had vetoed a $75,000 request to
fund additional Diamond Jubilee activities throughout the
1973-74 school year, the Board of Governors approved the use
of slightly more than $28,000 in the dormant Lakeside Campus
account. This money, along with $8,000 contributed by the
E. I. U. Alumni Association, the $1,000 contributed by the Faculty Senate, the $40,000 supplied by the University Board, and
various monies offered from individual department budgets in
support of programs in their respective fields, allowed a yearlong series of programs of exceptional quality. Among the
lengthy list of such programs were the Preservation Hall Jazz
Band performance, the Henry Mancini Concert, the lecture of
scientist Eric Von Daniken, the poetry reading by Pulitzer
Prize-winning author Gwendolyn Brooks, the lectures of authors Richard Peck and John Barth, the performance of the
original Diamond Jubilee musical composition by composer
Daniel Pinkham, and a lecture by Vanderbilt historian D. F.
Fleming, an Eastern alumnus. 56
There was concerted effort by faculty and students to provide during the Diamond Jubilee year, not simply "entertainment" for the campus community, but the highest quality artistic
and intellectual programs available. This effort well reflected
the spirit long-held by many at Eastern and underscored by
President Fite, who, in his first address to Eastern's faculty in
September, 1971, said:
I do not know what you have in mind for the future of
Eastern Illinois University, but I will not be satisfied until it is
recognized among the very best small universities in the
United States. I declare here and now that true greatness for
this University is my goal.
56
For the entire year's schedule of activities, see Appendix entry "Calendar of Diamond Jubilee Events."
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CHAPTER VI
The Academic Program in the
Third-Quarter Century
By HOBART F. HELLER

IN

ITS third quarter-century, Eastern shared with scores of
other colleges an effort to transform itself from a teachers college to a multi-purpose institution that would be of wider service
to the State. As early as 1944, the Hill-Brownell survey of higher
education in Illinois had reported the ". . . conclusion that the
teachers colleges can provide a better service to the regions they
serve and can strengthen teacher education by frankly becoming
regional colleges." 1 Eastern was more than ready for the wider
service advocated by the Hill-Brownell Report. A tradition of
strength in the academic disciplines was well established in the
early days of Eastern Ininois State Normal School. It was anticipated in Mr. Lord's declaration at his first faculty meeting that a
normal school "should be a seat of learning."
By the time the name was changed to Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College in 1921, with its accompanying authority to
grant a baccalaureate degree for teacher education programs,
courses and department structure resembled those of a liberal
arts college more than those of many normal schools of the
period. Although it was formally a single purpose teacher education institution, it was regarded informally as a regional college.
Many graduated from the teacher education curricula without

As quoted by Robert G. Buzzard to the Teachers College Board, Charleston, Illinois, May 5, 1954.
1
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intention to teach; instead, they entered professional schools or
business or industry. 2 Conversely, some who entered the College
without intending to teach were converted to careers in education.
The change of name to Eastern Illinois State College in
1947 did not of itself change the status of the college from a
single purpose to a multi-purpose institution. This was in part
due to what may have been an oversight in the drafting of the
statute which changed the name. The statute stated that the
purposes under the new name would be the same as under the
previous name; these included authority to confer "such professional degrees as are offered in institutions of like character for
similar or equivalent courses of study." The word, "Professional," was considered significant by President Buzzard, who
was acutely sensitive to nuances of degree nomenclature. Vernon Nickell, Superintendent of Public Instruction, interpreted
the word as meaning that the "academic" degrees, B.A. and B.S.,
were not authorized by the statute. Recognizing that these colleges were ultimately destined for broader service, Dr. Nickell
supported a move to amend the law to permit expansion of
programs and the offering of new degrees. The objectionable
word was removed by the 67th General Assembly in 1951, but
there were other hurdles to be overcome.
The report of the North Central evaluation team in 1952
recognized the continuing single purpose role by commenting
". . . this college deserves a high rating on clearness and scope
of purpose . . . The primary purpose . . . is to provide persons
who have chosen teaching with an integrated general and professional education." 3
The initial vision of the College as a multi-purpose institution was modest. Essentially it was that the informal use as a
regional college be made official by offering a "General College
Program" in which the degrees, B.A. and B.S., could be earned
through programs that would use the courses which existed for a
2
/bid., Buzzard asserted that 25% to 30% of the students were in this
category.
3
Report to the Board of Review of the Commission on Colleges and
Universities, North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools:
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston , Illinois ( 1952), p. l.
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sound teacher education program, but without professional
education courses or student teaching. 4
The additional hurdle was the endorsement of the Illinois
Joint Council of Higher Education, an informal body consisting
of representatives of the then existing six state colleges and
universities. The members of the Coun6l were morally bound
by a memorandum of agreement to seek this endorsement prior
to instituting new programs. President Buzzard, as senior president of the four interested colleges, assumed leadership o f a
movement to secure endorsement. At the meeting of the Council on March 9, 1954, he presented a proposal that Eastern
establish programs to lead to the degree B.A. and B.S. without
teacher preparation . Reservations were expressed by Mr.
Morey, interim president of the University of Illinois. New programs, he stated, should be considered in terms of possible
interference with preparation for teaching, the effect on private
liberal arts coUeges, and the problem of unnecessary duplication
of specialized programs. Later in the day, Mr. Morey supported
a resolution which endorsed the Buzzard proposal.
Reinforced by this action of the Joint Council, on April. 19,
1954, President Buzzard argued vigorously before the Teachers
College Board for a tentative proposal for a curriculum to lead
to the B.A. and B.S. degrees. He argued for it as a necessary step
to meet a situation which he felt was certain to deve lop; he
argued that since Eastern was the only college in a large area of
Illinois it would not compete with private colleges; he argued
that teacher education would be strengthened by permitting the
screening of students who wished to enter that profession and
would ease the pressure upon student teaching facilities; and he
argued that the gene ral scholastic tone of the College might be
enhanced.
Buzzard submitted as principles that the freshman and
sophomore years would be common for both teacher education
students and general college students, thus permitting easy
transfer between the two types of curricula, with transfer into
teacher education permitted no later than the end of the
4
Eastern Illinois Universil)' Bulletin Uuly 1, 1958), p. 90 stated , "The aim
of the general college curriculum is to provide a sound general education and a
measure of specialization to students who wish to use the facilities of the
University and who do not wish to prepare for a career in teaching."
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sophomore year. The Board gave the President sufficient support to cause him to urge the Curriculum Committee to draft a
final proposal. The program was approved by the Committee on
February 17, 1955, and authorized by the Board at its next
meeting. The first graduate with the B.S. degree was Franklin
Simon, a student of business, in 1955.
During much of Buzzard's administration the most daring
prediction of future enrollment was that it might ultimately
reach 2,500 students. It was not until the last year or two that it
was realized that growth would dwarf this estimate. On the day
when Quincy Doudna was introduced to the student body as the
new president, it was stated that it would be his destiny to preside
over the transformation from a small school to a large one.
Indeed, less than a year after he took office an unexpected move
in the General Assembly changed the name from Eastern Illinois
State College to Eastern Illinois University. The looming increase in enrollment required reorganization for decentralization of the academic activities and the change of name provided
its logic.
President Doudna's reorganization plan called for an evolution rather than a sudden implementation of a complete master
plan. Eastern had been organized as a single college with each
academic discipline represented by a department and each of
the special fields, business, home economics, music, art, industrial arts, and physical education also represented by a department. All departments were of equal rank in the college hierarchy.
The first step in reorganization was to combine the departments of the academic disciplines into a College of Letters and
Science ( 1961) which reported through its dean to a newly
created position of academic vice president. The departments of
the special fields were assigned to semi-independent status, reporting directly to the vice president. A schedule was announced
for the transformation of the independent departments into
schools, with each school then charged to develop programs that
would widen the vocational choices of students.
Although the suggestion had been made that music, an,
theatre and dance be combined into a school of fine arts, the
final plan retained art in the College of Letters and Science,
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theatre in the department of speech, and dance in the department of physical education. 5
The independent departments were transformed into
schools in accordance with the plan:
School of Business, 1962; James Giffin, Director.
School of Music, 1963; Leo Dvorak, Director.
School of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, 1964; Walter S. Lowell, Director.
School of Home Economics, 1966; Mary Ruth Swope, Director.
School of Industrial Arts and Technology, 1966; Walter Klehm,
Director.
A school was regarded as consisting of a faculty and the
students who were specializing in the area. Each of the schools
retained its supervision of teacher education in its field, but
developed in addition non-teaching curricula. The School of
Business developed curricula in General Business Administration, Accounting, Management and Marketing, and Computer
Science applications. The School of Home Economics developed
a curriculum in dietetics and a highly successfu~ program in
Home Economics in Business. The School of Industrial Arts and
Technology became one of the pioneers in a program in Industrial Technology. The School of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation embarked upon a program to prepare specialists in
recreation. These non-teaching programs became increasingly
popular.
The problem of organizing for teacher education was approached by President Doudna in a highly unorthodox manner.
Instead of establishing a conventional School of Education, he
created a Faculty of Professional Education under a dean, and a
School of Elementary and Junior High School Teaching. The
Faculty for Professional Education consisted of the departments
dedicated to scholarship and teaching of courses in professional
education. The School of Elementary and Junior High School
Teaching consisted of the faculty of the campus school, the
supervisors of student teaching, and the students specializing in
either elementary education or junior high school teaching.
5

The comments in this section are based in part on recollections of the
writer and in part of memoranda and materials that he placed in the Archives
of Eastern Illinois University at the time of his retirement.
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The logic of the total arrangement for teacher education
was clear. The education of secondary teachers in the academic
disciplines remained the concern of the departments in the
College of Letters and Science; the education of teachers in the
special fields remained the concern of the faculties of those
fields; the education of elementary and junior high school
teachers was placed in an organization dedicated to these teaching fields; the teaching and scholarship in the disciplines in the
field of professional education was intended to be given undivided attention by scholars in these disciplines; and a comprehensive organization for teacher education policy was
created in the form of a representative Council on Teacher
Education. 6 But the unconventional nature of the organization
created difficulties of understanding both on the campus and
with the visitation teams of accrediting associations.
The late fifties and early sixties were hakyon years for
higher education. Prospects seemed limitless. Financial support
seemed readily available for both educational programs and
research. The institutions that had progressed in name from
normal school to teachers college to state college to university
called themselves "emerging universities"; many looked forward with confidence to the offering of doctorates. Some of the
more aggressive attained this exalted stage. In the newspapers
and on television there was talk of "closing college doors" because of surging demand for admission. Colleges expanded to
meet the demand, acquiring add itional land, and building many
new academic buildings, residence halls and student service
buildings. The demand for Ph.D.'s for faculties was such that a
study made by an Illinois Master Plan Study Committee in the
mid-sixties predicted a shortage of faculty for as long as could be
foreseen. 7
Although some aggressive "emerging universities" seemed
at the time to promote growth as an end, President Doudna
opted for controlled growth. He argued for the preservation of a
6A

discussion of the Council on Teacher Education will be found later in
this chapter.
7
Lyman Glenny, executive secretary of the Illinois Board of Higher Education, dissented; he predicted that the shortage would abruptly be turned into
a surplus about 1970. This prediction, which seemed fantastic to the comminee
(of which the writer was chairman) proved amazingly accurate.
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quality faculty, classes of small to moderate size in surroundings
conducive to learning, and for growth held to a rate that would
permit the maintaining of the ideal of academic community. He
drafted and revised charts that would serve as guides to expansion, and he urged admission policies that would keep growth
within the bounds of the charts. One may infer from the following statements in the North Central Association report of 1965
that orderly development was apparent enough to be recognized by the visiting team:
... a program consistent with its objectives, and with the
continuance of the liberal emphasis upon the training of
teachers, bolstered by a sound liberal arts program ...
During 1963-64, 355 classes enrolled between 10 and 25
students, 415 classes enrolled between 25 and 45 students. No
class exceeded 45 students ...
The examining team was favorably impressed with the
high proportion of doctorates held by faculty members . . .
Another plus factor in the evaluation of the instructional
program is the ability of the institution to maintain small
classes ...
Most of the instruction ... is at the undergraduate level,
and faculty competence here is exceptional. The staff is not
only dedicated to teaching but, on the whole, extremely well
trained .
. . . (the students) particularly stressed the fact that students and faculty were a close knit group with much opportunity for student-faculty interaction.
The students are, for the most part, pleased with the
University and particularly appreciate the considerable attention given them by faculty members. Transfer students were
quite articulate about their preference for Eastern Illinois
University. 8

Although there was much talk of a "search for identity" by
the "emerging universities," Eastern did not appear to doubt its
mission, a statement supported by the quotations given above.
The undergraduate curriculum changes during the Doudna
administration did not indicate uncertainty as to mission so
much as a continuous attempt to add viable alternatives to un8

Report of a Visit to Eastern Illinois University. Charleston, Illinois, April
4-7, 1965 for the Commission on Colleges and Universities of the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, pp. 3, 4, 5, 7, I 0.
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dergraduate teacher education. In this, Doudna was continuing
policies initiated by President Buzzard.
President Buzzard had sought, even in the early forties
when Eastern was a single purpose institution, to widen the
range of choices by establishing a number of two-year curricula
to lead to a junior college diploma. The demand to take this
diploma was never great; the largest number in any one year was
nine. Eventually, the diploma was discontinued, but the curricula remained in the catalogue as "suggested sequences." Some
of these are still carried. Because the sequences had been carefully planned so that at their completion students could transfer
readily into standard four-year degree programs without loss of
credit, students continued to enroll, but frequently transferred
to other curricula within the college, eventually graduating with
a baccalaureate degree.
President Doudna vigorously continued the building program. There were times when this involved hard decisions based
upon careful study of the probable trends of academic work. For
example, the science building which had seemed so commodious
when he arrived was soon outgrown. Should additional facilities
be provided in wings added to the original building or in a new
building? If the latter, should the biological science or the physical sciences be moved to the new building? The decision to build
for the biological sciences and remodel for the physical sciences
proved sound, for it conserved land on either side of the science
buildin~ which was later used for wings for the physical science
expansion.
President Doudna's building program had been well coordinated with his enrollment charts. At his retirement he left a
well developed physical plant with buildings still under construction or in an advanced planning state to accommodate the
academic program for ten thousand students or even more. By
that time, however, enrollment was approaching a plateau. This
was due in part at least to the junior college movement. In
theory, junior colleges would offer terminal programs for the
majority of their students and a college transfer program for a
minority. Almost invariably, the proportions were reversed. At
the same time there was insistent demand that the baccalaureate
institutions accept the associate degree as fulfilling the first two
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years of a baccalaureate degree program. Consideration of this
demand dictated a rethinking of curriculum requirements in the
state colleges and universities. Two points of view were advanced: one held that the first two years of college should be
dedicated to general education, which could be done interchangeably in junior colleges and baccalaureate institutions, and
the last two years to specialization; the other held that at the age
of eighteen students should be ready to begin specialization, and
that liberal education should be distributed through the four
years in order that some of the more challenging of the broadening intellectual experiences might come to the student when he
has reached a higher degree of intellectual maturity. Furthermore, the latter view held that specialization often requires more
than two years for orderly development and maturation of ideas
and skills. At Eastern, the second view prevailed; junior college
transfers were placed in the ir chosen programs as their preparation indicated, although an attempt was made to establish liaison
for guidance of junior college students who favored transfer to
Eastern.
President Doudna sought in a number of ways to preserve
the ideal of community. The formation of schools was one of
these means; it was hoped to provide opportunity for students to
associate with groups with common interests and small enough
to foster acquaintanceship. Another means was the creation of
what were called "divisions" of pre-legal studies, pre-medical
studies, Latin American Studies, and pre-engineering studies
which provided for advisement of students in those fie ~ds.
With the rapid growth of the student body, it became increasingly difficult for departments to advise freshmen, especially in view of a developing practice of summer preregistration of new students. Consequently, an academic advisement organization was formed under the direction of William G. Hooper. The office was opened in july, 1965, with a staff
of three; the staff grew to eleven in 1971 and was reduced to
eight in 1973 as the number of junior college transfers increased
and the total enrollment stabilized.
The state teachers colleges of Illinois chose the degree,
Bachelor of Education (B.Ed.), for the programs authorized
when the names were changed from Normal School to Teachers
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College. At the recommendation of President Buzzard, Eastern
changed to the degree Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S. in
Ed.) in 1944.
President Buzzard distinguished sharply between "professional degrees" and "academic degrees," a distinction which
referred both to the nomenclature and to the substance and
purpose of the program which led to the degree. A "professional
degree" should be conferred upon completion of a curriculum
which has as its institutional purpose the preparation of an
individual for an initial position as a practitioner. An "academic
degree" should be conferred for a program in which an individual attains breadth and depth in academic disciplines but in
which vocational aims, if any, are individual rather than institutional.
Consistent with his thinking, every program for teacher
education, whether elementary or secondary or in a special field,
would lead to the degree, Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S.
in Ed.). In this degree, the word "education" would designate
the process of education, not, as so often interpreted, the subject
matter taught in departments of education. And the word "science" would mean systematically organized knowledge; the
word would not be a synonym for "natural science." As the
degrees, B.A. and B.S., were developed at Eastern, as reported
elsewhere in this chapter, the distinction between them was
related to the pattern of liberal education requirements rather
than to the nature of the major or specialization. Other professional degrees were cast in the same form, Bachelor of Science in
Business ( 1963), Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
( 1965), Bachelor of Science in Industrial Technology (1965), and
Bachelor of Science in Recreation (1968). About 1968, however,
there began to be a tendency to depart from the rationale. The
degree, Bachelor of Music, was adopted in 1968 for "performance curricuta." The degree, Bachelor of Fine Arts was approved in 1971, conferred for the first time in 1972, and discontinued after the Commencement of 1973.
The entire degree structure was overhauled in 1972; the
changes reflected rejection of the traditional rationale, if, indeed, it had ever been clearly understood. The degree, Bachelor
of Science in Education, was abandoned for teacher education
programs except those in business education, elementary educa144

tion, special education and junior high school teaching. The
other teacher education programs would now lead to the degrees, B.A., B.S., and B. Mus. with the nature of the major
determining the degree. The professional degrees, B.S. in
Home Economics, B.S. in Industrial Technology, and B.S. in
Recreation were discontinued and the degree B.S. substituted.
Although the degree, B.A., was to be conferred for majors
which are clearly in the humanities, and B.S. for those clearly in
the natural sciences, there was a measure of arbitrariness in the
assignment of degrees to other majors. One can detect, however,
at least intuitive acceptance of the concept of the word "science"
as meaning knowledge organized about a principle or a purpose,
for the degree was designated for curricula in Afro-American
Studies, Environmental Biology, Health Education, Home
Economics, Home Economics Education, Industrial Arts Education, Industrial Technology, Medical Technology, Physical
Education, Recreation, Speech Pathology and Audiology, and
for the cooperative programs in engineering and pre-medicine.
Paradoxically, the degree, Bachelor of Science in Business, was
continued for programs in the School of Business. 9
Eastern did not follow the general education movement so
popular in the thirties and forties. Starting with the first baccalaureate curricula, Eastern required what was called a "core
curriculum" intended to provide depth and breadth through
standard courses in the academic disciplines. 10 Eastern's failure
to foUow the trend brought some external criticism: the report
9
Perhaps the attempt to assign significance to a baccalaureate degree
ought to be abandoned in favor of adoption of a single degree, Bachelor of
Arts, to symbolize only that the recipient has completed whatever requirements are set for graduation from a program normally planned to occupy four
years in the undergraduate college. This would remove ambivalence; it would
give equal recognition to aU, which would be in tune with the egalitarian spirit
of the times; and it would remove the necessity either for arbitrary designation
or esoteric rationale. Indeed, this principle seems to have already determined
that the Board of Governors degree would be B.A.
10 The common requirements in the core were: English Composition, 8
quarter hours; literature, 4 qluarter hours; a laboratory science, 12 quarter
hours; health education, 4 quarter hours; social science, 8 quarter hours;
public speaking, 4 quarter hours; physical education, 6 quarter hours. These
remained the general requirements for the teacher education degree, B.S. in
Ed., until 1961.
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of a pilot AACTE visit to the College in 1953 commented on "the
lack of a coherent pattern of General Education"; and a letter
from the American Association of University Women, an organization whose accreditation was sought by President Buzzard, criticized the lack of a second year of study in the
humanities. 11 When the Curriculum Committee undertook in
1955 to draft a program for the general college degrees, B.A.
and B.S., the general requirements were considered as the
means of differentiating the two degrees. 12 The General Ed ucation movement declined after 1940 and expired by the sixties. In
many colleges it yielded to a pattern of elective distribution
requirements. 13
Early in his administration, President Doudna, while not an
advocate of the general education through survey and interdisciplinary courses, expressed an intention to strengthen the general requirements for Eastern's baccalaureate degrees. He as11

Minutes of the Curriculum Committee, March 2, 1953.
The common requirements were made identical for the two degrees
except that the candidate for the B.A. degree was required to add two years of a
foreign language to the other common requirements. The common retjuirements were: English Composition, 8 quarter hours; freshman literature, 8;
Helath Education, 4; General Psrchology, 4 ; Human Growth and Development, 4; American History or History of Western Civilization, 12; a laboratory
science 12; economics, 4; political science, 4; sociology, 4; advanced courses in
literature, 12; music or art, 12; ph)•sical education, 6.
13
Earl McGrath, "Bring Back General Education," Change (September,
1972) pp. 8-9, 64 called for a revival of the movement. He attributed its demise
in part to the lack of academic prestige in teaching elementary and survey
courses, a condition which frequentl y resulted in their assignment to less
mature instructors. Although McGrath does not mention it, the final determinant may have been the student "revolution," for required courses of any
kind implied authority, and rejection of authority was of the essence in the
revolution. Furthermore, courses that attempted to teach basic concepts were
not compatible with the demand for "relevance."
"Crisis Amid the Calm," Time (October 8, 1973), p. 60 reports a meeting of
University Centers for Rational Alternatives in which Nathan Glazer and
Sidney Hook, among others, argued that it is the responsibility of colleges to set
priorities, and against the "nihilistic tendency" to contend that "all ideas are
equal."
Daniel Bell, in Refonn of General Education (Columbia University Press,
1966) argues that the substitution of the principle of elective distribution
requirements constitutes abdication by the colleges from an important responsibility to have and to implement a conviction about the meaning of education.
12
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serted that Eastern had done very well in specialization and in
professional aspects of teacher education, but not so well in
liberal education. In his initial address to the faculty and students in 1956 he stated as his creed that he sought to develop
"educated persons who can teach" or do whatever else in his
occupation. 14
President Doudna believed that the general requirements
for a degree were the key to fulfilling a promise to develop
"educated persons" who can also "do." As importantly, however,
he believed that education shorul'd be viewed as a continuum and
therefore that the general requirements of a college should be
correlated and coordinated with the high school backgrounds of
the students. Eastern had never set a pattern of entrance course
requirements; as a result, some students entered with backgrounds that were almost wholly "academic," foreign languages,
mathematics, sciences, history, social sciences and literature,
while others entered markedly deficient in these fields. In an
attempt to compensate for these differences, Doudna recommended extensive distribution requirements of college courses
in three broad areas, the humanities, the social sciences and the
sciences and mathematics, these, then, to be modified by granting "exemptions" to students with strong academic high schoo ~
backgrounds.
The theory was sound, but the result was a complex set of
requirements and regulations 15 which created problems in the
14

This aim may not have been as different from Eastern's traditional
purposes as his words indicated. Perhaps he and his predecessors were using
different words to express common aims.
15 The requirements which became effective September I, 1961, were:
Area
Number of quarter hours required
B.S. in Ed.
B.S.
B.A.
12
8
8
English Composition
4
4
4
Speech
12
24
16
Natural Science
Social Science and
32
32
History
20
. 24
16
24
Humanities
36
24
0
Foreign Language
8
8
4
Mathematics
4
4
4
Health Education
6
6
6
Physical Education
(cominued on bouom of nexl page)
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advisement of students but was continued until the entire pattern of requirements was changed in 1972 when plans were
being made for transformation from quarters to semesters.
When other professional degrees, Bachelor of Science in Business, Bachelor of Science in Home Economics, and Bachelor of
Science in Industrial Technology were established, the general
requirements for the professional degree, B.S . in Ed., became
the general requirements of all professional degrees. Since the
change in 1972, general requirements are now uniform for all
degrees, with a distribution requirement of ten semester hours
in each of three areas, humanities, social sciences and science
and mathematics, together with English composition, six semester hours, Health education, two semester hours and speech,
three semester hours.
During the Lord administration and into the early years of
the Buzzard administration, academic decisions had been recommended by a standing committee consisting of the department heads and the dean, Ellen Ford, under the chairmanship
of E. H. Taylor, head of the department of mathematics. President Buzzard soon instituted curriculum committee of nine
members, one from each of eight groups of departments together with the academic dean as chairman ex-officio. The eight
sets of departments were called divisions, but they were not
established as divisions in the administrative sense.
The divisions were: I. Fine Arts; II. Practical Arts; III.
Science and Mathematics; IV. Social Studies; V. Literature and
Languages; VI. Health and Sports Education; VII. Professional
Studies; VIII. Laboratory Schools.
The committee existed in this form until the early years of
the Doudna administration. Doudna theorized that since
academic matters were of all-college interest, the principle of
representation from divisions was inappropriate. He feared that
representatives would be bound to give priority to the special

a

"Exemptions'' were provided for acceptable high school units in science,
history, humanities, college preparatory mathematics, and foreign language.
An acceptable unit was defined as an appropriate course taken in high school
with a grade ofB or A. The exemptions might reduce the total requirements by
as much as 32 quarter hours, although students rarely exceeded sixteen to
twenty hours of reduction.
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interests of their departments instead of being concerned for the
institution as a whole. He therefore proposed a Council on
Academic Affairs, with six members elected by the faculty at
large and three appointed by the President. The Curriculum
Committee held its last meeting on August 7, 1959. The Council
on Academic Affairs held its first meeting on December 4 with
the following membership: Kenneth Damann,James Giffin, Dr.
Jerry Heath, Russell Landis, Glenn Lefler, Emma Reinhardt,
George Rommel, Catherine Smith , and Donald Tingley. Dr.
Damann was elected chairman.
In spite of President Doudna's expressed intention to attain
objectivity through "at large" membership, factions developed
in some of the deliberations of the Council. During the summer
of 1959, President Doudna had requested the department of
education to consider reducing the professional education
courses to the minimum credit required by the certification
statute. When no report had been received in response to his
request, the Council in May, 1960, entertained a motion by a
member to reduce the requirements to 24 quarter hours, the
equivalent of the statutory minimum of sixteen semester hours.
The motion was passed, but it touched off a controversy which
lasted for weeks. The matter was aired in letters in the Eastern
News, communications which were sometimes bitter in tone. 16
Eventually, however, courses were adjusted to bring the content
within the limits.
There was also controversy, but less bitterness, in the framing of rules for selective admission to teacher education. The
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) was critical of institutions that did not practice selective admission. Some members of the Council held that the
grade point average was the vital test; they pressed for setting
the minimum at 2.5, a point which could have limited consideration to only about half of the under-classmen. Others held that
16
lf there is a conclusion, it is probably that no form of organization has
magic to eliminate promotion of vested interests. Perhaps the principle of
representation is, if an ything, least vulnerable, for it offers the securi ty of
confidence that unique points of view and modes of thinking characteristic of
people in sciences, social sciences, humanit ies, and vocational fields will always
be present. This feeling of security might minimize political struggles and
encourage objectivity.
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this would be impractical and unjust in that it would prohibit
consideration of many whose personal qualities might promise
success as teachers, inhibit the development of significant means
of identifying potential competence, unnecessarily limit the
supply of teachers in a period of shortage, and even result in
inflation of grades. Eventually the average was set at 2.1. 17
The Council on Academic Affairs continued for several
years to consider all academic matters, including teacher education policies and rules for graduate study. An N CA TE report
had criticized the lack of a policy body for teacher education;
consequently a Council on Teacher Education was established in
1962 with James Giffin as chairman to recommend policies for
this activity.
As the College of Letters and Science and the several schools
were established, each was authorized to establish a curriculum
committee the actions of which would be submitted to the appropriate Councils for endorsement. This was interpreted by
the North Central Consultant, Robert]. Keller, as unnecessarily
complex, and led to a critical statement in his report.
Credit by examination was proposed in the Curriculum
Committee in 1955. Initially it was suggested that such credit be
recognized only in excess of normal graduation t·cquirements,

but the plan as approved on May 16, 1955, provided that credit
toward graduation could be earned through proficiency examinations in regular college courses without registration or class
attendance. 18
A summer study in Ireland project was proposed in 1967 by
Dr. Yung Ping Chen of the Department of Political Science. It
was offered for the first time in the summer of 1968 \Vith eigh-

17
Means of effective selection for admission to teacher education are still
to be developed. Currently, enthusiasm in the national organizations has
shifted to the teacher education program itself with "Competency Based
Teacher Education" the popular slogan. In some states, research projects are
under way to make a minute analysis of "competencies," an exercise in bad
grammar if not in futility.
18
Statistics summarizing the extent of use of this provision are not available. Little use was made, however, although it would lend itself to the concept
of the "University Without Walls" or to the Board of Governors degree.
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teen students, and has been repeated each summer since that
time. 19
A Latin American Studies program was promoted by President Doudna, who had developed an interest in Latin America
during a two-year experience as consultant to a college in Peru
prior to assuming the presidency of Eastern, suggested a
program in Latin American Studies intended to develop appreciation of the history and culture of that area and to offer
background to individuals for possible careers in foreign service.
The program was. established in 1963, but was discontinued in
1973.
During the early to middle 1960's many colleges moved to
establish honors programs. The North Central Association report of 1965 observed somewhat critically that Eastern had not
instituted such a program. In 1968, a committee drafted and
presented a plan to the Council on Academic Affairs. 20 The plan
proposed that honors sections be established in a number of
freshman courses and that incentives be offered to the Hono rs
Scholars such as favored position in pre-registration and permission to enroll in upper division courses without regard to
normal prerequisites. Criticisms of the plan were expressed,
based upon fear of cost and the argument that a strong student
requires little attention or encouragement while a weak student
needs help. The stated objectives of the honors program were
"(a) to give the truly outstanding student opportunity to explore

various fields of study more widely and in greater depth in a
manner suitable to his talents; (b) to encourage intellectually
gifted students to enroU at Eastern IHinois University; (c) to
create for the outstanding students in residence an environment
highly conducive to scholarly pursu it." Enrollment in the honors
program declined; in 1973 the special honors sections in freshman courses were discontinued.
Eastern adopted a limited plan, effective in 1967-68,
whereby a small number of courses not associated with the major
or other specific requirements could be taken on a pass-fail
basis. The first report showed that forty-seven students had
19 Enrollments

have been as follows: 1968- 18; 1969- 15; 1970- 19; 1971 16; 1972- 15; 1973- 20.
2
°CAA Minutes, March 28 and April 11, 1968.
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exercised the option in courses in sixteen disciplines. No one was
reported as failing, and the actual grade average would have
been 2.8 had regular grades been given. In the second report a
year later, 102 students had participated. Six made grades ofF;
thirty-four would have received actual grades of D had grades
been given. Subsequent reports show that the actual grades for
pass-fail students would have been four-tenths of a grade point
below the average of all grades given to undergraduates in each
period. Since that time, increasing use has been made of the
provision, according to testimony of the personnel in the Records Office.21
Graduate study was being promoted in state teachers colleges as early as the late 1930's. In Illinois, President Walter
Morgan, of Western Illinois State Teachers College, 'vas an
active proponent. President Buzzard was more conservative; for
a long time he held that Eastern was not yet ready ; he advised
students to take their master's degrees in the well established
graduate schools. Eastern was the last of the four colleges under
the Teachers College Board to institute a master's degree program.
The first recorded discussion of graduate study by the Curriculum Committee appears in the minutes for September 25,
1950. On October 2 of that year, President Buzzard appeared
before the Committee to outline a philosophy for a program to
lead to the professional degree, Master of Science in Education
(M.S. in Ed.). He proposed that professional application rather
than research should be central. It is recorded in the minutes for
October 23 that "a pattern 50% in subject matter, 25% in professional education and 25% as a contribution to culture" was
suggested. A program for the master's degree was presented to
the Board and approved on January 22, 1951. The program
was planned as an in-service program for teachers. Its integrating principle appeared unconventional when compared with
traditional graduate study in the academic disciplines. The term
21

The results of such experiments as the honors p rogram and the PassFail option are consistent with those in other colleges; they illustrate a growth
of egalitarianism in the sixties and seventies. Honors programs which are often
denigrated as "elitist" tend to decline in popularity, while the Pass-Fail system
and orher attempts to avoid comparisons of students with each other and with
assumed standards grow in popularity.
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"graduate" was avoided-it was called "advanced professional
study."
The plan premised that three groups of courses might
contribute to an integrated program for mature intellectual,
professional and personal growth of the teacher:
Group I would consist of three courses in educational
theory built on concepts from philosophy, history, and
psychology.
Group II would offer the student an opportunity to select
six or seven courses specifically related to his work as a teacher.
The rules permitted the student to concentrate the Group II
courses in one department or to cut across department lines
-the determinant was the significance of the "package" as a
whole. 22
Group III was also unconventional; it was intended to provide intellectual and cultural enrichment through new experiences unrelated to the teaching field, and thereby to enhance the
total stature of the individual as a teacher. For this group, the
student elected two or three courses from a number of courses
designed especially for this purpose. These courses were
characterized as "mature but not advanced"; there were no
prerequisites, but they were intended to challenge the mature
individual by bringing him new insights in areas which were
unfamiliar. Among the courses, Music in History, drafted by Leo
Dvorak, was intended to introduce individuals without background in music to an understanding and appreciation of music
in the development of western civilization. Calvin Countryman
planned a similar course in art. Russell Landis of the Industrial
Arts Department offered a course which introduced students to
such topics as book binding, history of typography, history of
printing, the contribution of graphic arts to culture. Charles H.
Coleman, Eastern's noted Lincoln scholar, offered a course on
Abraham Lincoln intended not only to give an understanding of
Lincoln and his thought but through reading of contrasting
Lincoln biographies to give a foundation for critical reading of
biography in genera. Group III courses were regarded as a
"labor oflove" of the individuals who taught them, reflections of
their own cultural and intellectual interests.
22

The rules governing Group II resembled the concept of a "contract"
which is currently in vogue in "university without walls" plans.
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This master's degree program was described as "terminal,"
not in the sense of finality but rather in the sense of being
significant in itself rather than requiring further degree study
for its fulfillment. The North Central Association report of the
team visit of December 15, 1952, commented on the program
as follows:
This program is well conceived, carefully planned, and is
being developed in accord with sound educational objectives
well within the reach of the faculty and compatible with the
physical facilities of the College. Since all twenty department
heads hold either the Ph.D. or Ed.D. degrees and with only
two exceptions all sixty-eight professors and associate professors hold the Doctor's degrees, the faculty is well qualified
academically to offer advanced trainingP

The first master's degrees were a\\'arded in the summer
commencement of 1952 to Dwight Baptist and Frederick Luallen. Twenty-one individuals took the degree in 1953 and thirtytwo in 1954. Thereafter, growth was continuous. 24
Policies for master's degree study were framed by the Curriculum Committee until September 9, 1959, when the Council
on Graduate Studies was formed. 25 Lavern Hamand was ap-

23
Report to the Board of Review of the Commission on Colleges and
Universities, North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools:
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois, (1952), p. 7. John Emens and
Ronald Thompson constituted the visiting team.
24
A report from the Graduate Office, March 8, 1971 gave a history of
enrollments in graduate study from 1965 to 1970 as follows:

25

Fall Term

Full Time
Equivalent

Per-cent
Increase

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970

!53
190
221
278
394
488

24.2
16.3
25.8
41.7
23.9

The First graduate council consisted of Judd Kline, Chairman, Donald
A. Rothschild, Walter Scruggs, Charlotte Lambert, Kevin Guinagh, appointed
by President Doudna, with Hobart F. Heller ex-officio.
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pointed as the first graduate dean in 1961. Although the
master's degree program was included to be an all-college
program, it tended to be regarded by the academic departments
as discipline-centered. There was a trend toward concentrating the Group I I courses in a single department and regarding
them as a "major." The departments tended to assume a
proprietary interest in the students. The expression "advanced
professional study" yielded to "graduate study." Frequently,
students and advisers sought to use Group III courses to
strengthen the major. Soon there was criticism of the pattern
as not providing a sufficiently intensive m<Uor, and departmental programs to lead to the degrees Master of Arts and
Master of Science were established. 26
From the outset, it was recognized that Eastern's tradition in
teacher education indicated extension of graduate work to include professional programs to prepare school administrators
and guidance and counseling personnel, and that the facilities
of the institution could support the development of sixth-year
programs leading to recognition be'yond the master's degree.
Northern Illinois University had suggested the Certificate of
Advanced Study as the appropriate symbol for completion of a
sixth-year program. Eastern planned initially to follow this practice, but after a recommendation of the North Central Association in 1965 adopted instead a degree, Specialist in Education
(Ed. S.)
The first Specialist program approved was in school administration ( 1967). A program in guidance and counselling
was submitted to the Board at the same time, but was not approved. In 1966, Dean Robert J. Keller, of the University of
Minnesota, acting as consultant on behalf of the North Central
Association, recommended that Eastern was better equipped to
offer the guidance and counselling program than that in administration, and urged that it be resubmitted. The program,
26 M.A. programs were: Art (1970); Economics (1968); English (1966);
French (I 968); Geography (1967)*; History (1963); Mathematics (1963);
Music (1963); Political Science (1968); Psychology (1970); Spanish (1968)*;
Sociology (1969)*. M.S. programs were established in Botany (1966); Chemistry (I 967); Physical Education (1968); Physics (1966)*; Speech Pathology
( 1966); Zoology ( 1966). (Programs marked (*) were discontinued or suspended in 1972.)
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and a program in instructional media, were given approval in
1971. 27 The first candidate to receive the Ed. S. degree was Gail
Borton in 1966.
Faculty strength in the academic disciplines and in certain
of the special areas led the University to develop a set of
guidelines for programs for preparation of junior college
teachers on the sixth-year level. These guidelines were endorsed
in principle by the Boards, but no program reached the stage of
Board approval. Dean Keller had also recommended that consideration be given to doctoral programs for college teacher
preparation. This recommendation was never implemented.
Two professional master's degree programs were established,
Master of Business Administration (1 968) and Master of Science
in Library Science ( 1969). Each has had wide appeal.
As the University moves into the difficult days of the seventies, the graduate programs are being re-examined, both locally
and by the boards. By actions of the Board of Higher Education
on April 13 and June 14, 1972, the Master of Arts programs in
sociology, geography and Spanish, the Master of Science
program in physics, and the M.S. in Ed. programs in foreign
language, social science and theatre arts were "suspended"
and the M.S. in Ed. program in biology deleted. These actions
followed a self-survey and recommendation by the Council on
Graduate Studies.
The period of continuous expansion in higher education
climaxed sometime between 1968 and 1971, the year when
President Gilbert Fite assumed office. It has become his destiny
to lead the University into an era in which conditions will be far
different from those of the third quarter-century of Eastern's
history. Several minor changes and one major change in the
academic pattern were initiated almost at once. The Faculty for
Professional Education had been changed to The Faculty of
Education and The School of Elementary and Junior High
School Teaching disc on tin ued as a separate entity in 1969. The

Robert J. Keller, Report of a Consultant Service to Eastern Illinois
University, Charleston, Illinois, May 12-13, 1966 for the Commission on Colleges and Universities of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools.
27
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Faculty of Education was now changed to The School of Education, with Harry Meregis as Dean, effective in 1972.
A major change initiated by President Fite was a change
from the traditional quarter calendar to a semester plan, effective in 1973. Eastern had changed from quarters to semesters for
a two year period in the second decade of its history. The reasons
for the rapid change and return were not stated by Coleman and
thus may be assumed as having been lost. Both President Buzzard and President Doudna proposed similar changes but withdrew the proposals.
President Buzzard proposed to the Cuniculum Committee
in 1941 and again in 1948 that the College change to the semester plan. He argued that it would make Eastern conform to the
practice in the majority of colleges, that it wou ld simplify problems of teacher certification by having Eastern's credits conform
to the formulas of the certification law, and that there would be
economy in having two registrations each year instead of three.
His proposal met strong opposition. The arguments con, as
recorded in the Minutes of the Curriculum Committee, included the following: the quarter plan provides a natural setting for seasonal courses and activities in the biological sciences
and in physical education and athletics; student learning is promoted if they carry four courses at one time as compared with
five or six; a quarter is a better period than a semester for the
maturation of a course; the quarter plan lends itself better than
the semester plan to efficiency and effectiveness of student
teaching; the quarter plan gives a more favorable opportunity
for students to make a fresh start after a period of low
achievement. 28
President Doudna proposed in his inaugural address that
Eastern reorganize its curriculum and courses on the semester
plan and operate under the trimester plan which was then being
pioneered by the University of Pittsburgh. His purpose was to
achieve greater utilization of plant by year-around operation
a~d to encourage students to accelerate their programs and
graduate in less than three years. Again there were objections.

28

Curriculum Committee Minutes, September 29, 1941 and February II,

1948.
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Two trimesters were deemed too short for an academic year,
and three were considered as putting too many students under
undue pressure for an effective educational experience. President Doudna abandoned the proposal in favor of a counterproposal to establish a full fourth quarter. He remarked later
that this fulfilled his purpose of year-around operation probably
better than the trimester plan. 29
The semester plan as established at Eastern conforms to a
current vogue for starting the academic year in August, shortening the traditional standard semester by a few days, closing the
semester before Christmas, extending the winter vacation, and
closing the spring semester somewhat earlier than the traditional late May or early June. A radical change in college calendar requires a reorganization of courses and curricula and consequently presents an opportunity for a thorough reexamination of educational values and beliefs. The changes
were planned during the 1972-73 year. At least one fundamental change was made in that there was a complete restatement of
the general requirements for the baccalaureate degrees.
Looking toward the future, there are many problems which
weigh heavily on the mind of President Fite and the minds of
college and university presidents everywhere as they seek to
provide educational leadership. Teacher education, the predominant educational activity of Eastern even while the University was making every effort to develop alternate career opportunities, is affected by a growing surplus of teachers in every
field and on every level. Since students who attend Eastern are
usually motivated to seek an education that prepares for avocation, the decline in employment opportunities for teachers dictates redoubling of efforts to develop alternate curricula and to
provide vocational counselling for college students. President
Fite is acutely conscious of this need. 30
Demands are being made by state legislatures everywhere
for retrenchment in the state coneges and universities and for
accountability expressed on a balance sheet of productivity. Inflation which, in spite of occasional optimistic predictions by
29
The North Central Association report for 1965 commented favorably
on the plan for year-around operation.

30
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Interview with President Fite, August 9, I 973.

politicians, is bound to accelerate because of scarcities and of
increasing world-wide demand, makes budget making an uncertain process and the passage of appropriation bills increasingly
difficult.
The year of Eastern's Diamond Jubilee not only coincides
with the end of an era in higher education, it marks the end of an
era in American life. ]t was a reckless, carefree period characteri,z ed by a popu lar illusion, or perhaps delusion, that the
world's resources are infinite and that money is the key to perpetual abundance. It is in the very year of the Jubilee that the
public is beginning to understand some of the realities that a few
prophets have been warning against since Malthus: resources
are finite-it is on]y the totality of expectations, desires, and
demands of people in an exploding world population that is
infinite. Extrapolation of present trends indicates that we are
entering an era of scarcity that promises hardships equal to or
greater than those of the Great Depression, but with less prospect of recovery. The current effort of so many forces to keep
money income in pace with or ahead of rising prices is ultimately
futile and destructive. It is one of the important challenges to
colleges to nurture the development of citizen-leaders who will
identify values which include stewardship of the planet and
individual restraint in the interest of something bigger than self.
And the vital part of the challenge is to do this before it is too late.
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CHAPTER VII
Presidential Search and the
Appointment of Gilbert C. Fite
Bv DONALD F. TINGLEY

DuRING the summer of 1970 rumors persisted that President
Doudna would resign by the end of the summer. Coming from
off-campus and from "usually reliable" sources, these rumors
caused some concern among the faculty that they might have
little or no voice in choosing Doudna's successor. Accordingly
Eastern's Faculty Senate instructed their newly-elected chairman, Donald F. Tingley, Professor in the History Department,
to make inquiry about the matter. Tingley went to Springfield to
talk to Dr. F. H. McKelvey, executive officer of the Board of
Governors of State Colleges and Universities. The meeting was
unsatisfactory. McKelvey, always cautious and secretive, advised
the faculty to "wait until the time comes." Tingley replied that
the faculty had too often "waited until the time came" only to
find that the issue had already been decided and that they were
determined that this should not happen in the impending presidential search. Without the cooperation of Dr. McKelvey, however, little could be done and although there was a continuing
discussion of the matter in the Faculty Senate, the matter went
unresolved through the remainder of the summer session.
The long-awaited announcement came on August 12, 1970.
President Doudna had informed the Board of Governors in
executive session on June I 0, 1970 that he would retire in the
fall of 1971. Doudna chose to make the public announcement at
the summer commencement, rendering the excellent com-
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mencement address of Professor John Buenker and the awarding of the degrees anti-climaxes. 1 The following morning Senate
Chairman Tingley sent off a memorandum addressed to Dr.
Ben Morton, Dr. Frederick McKelvey and the members of the
Board of Governors, addressing both Morton and McKelvey
because the latter was being replaced by Dr. Morton and it was
unclear who was at the helm at the moment. Tingl'ey wrote:
As you doubtless know, President Doudna announced
his impending retirement last evening. The selection of a new
president will be the most important item concerning Eastern
next year, I have examined the Board resolutions on the
selection of a president at Northern and Western. While these
may have been appropriate on those campuses, I find them
totally unacceptable for use here.

Tingley went on to point out that while at Western the
procedure had been to choose a faculty member from each
undergraduate school or college, this would constitute a serious
unrepresentation at Eastern. He noted that the School of Industrial Arts and Technology had eleven faculty members while the
College of Letters and Science had 249. Tingley also recommended that there be student representation on the committee. Tingley further suggested that the Executive Officer and
the presiding officer of the Board of Governors meet with the
executive committee of the Faculty Senate and the Faculty Personnel Committee at the September Board Meeting which was to
be held in Charleston to exchange ideas on the selection and
com position of the search committee. 2
Dr. Morton was prepared to move on the issue immediately.
Having noted the discussion in the Senate minutes, he wrote to
Tingley on August 14 pointing to th~ urgency of the matter and
asking for suggestions from the Senate. Morton's letter crossed
with that of Tingley and so he telephoned and after this conversation drafted a letter announcing the retirement of Doudna
and asking for nominations. This letter was subsequently sent to
university administrators across the country. Morton also
iMinutes of the Board of Governors, September 9, 1970, pp. 2-4.
Tingley to Dr. Ben Morton, Charleston, Illinois, August 13, 1970. Copies

2

of all letters and documents cited in this chapter are in the Archives of Eastern
Illinois University.
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drafted a resolution to be presented to the Board of Governors
at the September Board meeting. The resolution called for a
committee of the Board to evaluate candidates and submit recommendations to the Board. To insure participation by the
University Committee he suggested an eleven-person committee as follows: a member of the Faculty Senate who is not an
administrative officer to serve as chairman, three tenured teaching faculty members elected by regular full time academic faculty, a vice president to be selected by that group, a member of
the Council of Instructional Officers other than a vice president
to be elected by that group, a department chairman elected by
department chairmen, two members of the student senate to be
chosen by that group, and two representatives of university
employees not represented by any of the above. All of these were
to be chosen not later than October 1, 1970. 3
There was provision for joint meetings of the Board and
University committees. Dr. Morton was designated to serve as
secretary for the University committee as well as the joint committee. The University committee was charged with considering
all the applicants and reporting to the board conclusions on the
administrative, educational, scholarly and other qualifications of
the candidates. The draft report barred consideration of anyone
of the staff of the University. The resolution invited faculty and
others to submit names to the Board. 4
On September 8, Board Chairman Royal A. Stipes, Jr., Mr.
Howard Phalin, Mr. Charles Davis, Mrs. Marion Lamet, and Mr.
Leland Webber of the Board of Governors met with the Faculty
Senate to discuss the resolution which was to be presented to the
Board. The com position of the prospective committee was
changed somewhat at this meeting. Tingley, after consulting
with various faculty, had asked Dr. Morton to increase the
number of teaching faculty to seven. The number was increased
to five. In the meantime, the staff in the student personnel area
3

Ben Morton to Donald F. Tingley, Springfield, Illinois, August 14, 1970.
See also F. H. McKelvey to Donald F. Tingley, Springfield, Illinois, August 20,
1970. Donald F. Tingley to Faculty Senate, August 31, 1970, Draft Resolution
dated 8/18/70 and draft letter announcing the retirement of President Doudna
in Eastern Illinois University Archives. Donald F. Tingley to Faculty Senate,
August 31, 1970.
4
Draft Resolution dated 8/17/70.
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had complained that they were not specifically represented in
the committee so provision was made to add one person from
that part of the university. A representative of the Alumni Association was provided for. The provision barring applicants
from within was removed. The meeting was a pleasant one and
there was substantial agreement on both sides. It seemed that
both groups were relieved each to find the other cooperative.
The resolution was presented to the Board of Governors the
following day and passed unanimously. Subsequently, a student
group headed by Ken Midkiff, speaker of the Student Senate,
complained to Dr. Morton that the students were underrepresented. Dr. Morton agreed to enlarge the student representation to five with the stipulation that the two provided for
in the original resolution would be voting members while the
three additional members would be ex-officio who could debate
the issues in meetings but could not vote. 5
Dr. Morton had prepared a set of criteria for candidates for
the presidential position. Personally the candidates could not be
over fifty-five years of age, must be in good health, and hold an
earned doctorate from a recognized university. The evaluative
criteria mentioned substantial and meaningful experience in
college teaching or other endeavor, ability to carry out administrative functions, ability to work effectively in a complex system,
and awareness of historical and current trends in education, and
be flexible and practical. Later two more items we re added:
ability to relate to faculty and students and to inspire others to
a high level of achievement. 6
The next order of business on the campus was to hold
elections in the various areas to determine the composition of
the committee. The Faculty Senate elected their chairman,
Donald F. Tingley, to chair the search committee. The teaching
faculty voted and the ten highest vote getters were declared
nominated. In the run-off election, Max Ferguson, professor of
zoology, P. Scott Smith, professor of physics, William B. Keppler, professor of zoology, Lynn Edgar Trank, professor of art,
5

Minutes of the Board of Governors, September 9, 1970, pp. 2-5. Donald F.
Tingley LO Faculty Senate, August 31, 1970.
6
Eastern Illinois University, Presidential Search Criteria, September II,
1970.
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and Catherine A. Smith, professor of music were elected. The
vice presidents picked Harley Holt, Vice President of Business
Affairs, to represent them. The Council of Instructional Officers picked Walter Lowell, Dean of the School of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. The department heads elected
Donald Moler, Department of Guidance while the nonacademic deans picked Sam Taber, Dean of Student Academic
Services. The civil service personnel selected Beverly Sterling,
dietician at the Gregg Triad and Robert Dudley,janitor at Lantz
Gym and President of the American Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees. The students chose Sue Campbell, a
senior physical education major and Robert Perry, senior sociology major as their voting members. Both had been active in
student affairs. Miss Campbell had participated in the Student
Senate while Mr. Perry had been a force in the Afro-American
Association. The ex-officio student members were Jack Shook,
senior psychology major, John Metcalf, senior English major,
and Ray Pranske, senior sociology major. Paul Foreman of the
Charleston public schools represented the alumni of Eastern. 7
On October 9, 1970, Chairman Tingley notified the Committee of an impending meeting with the Board Committee on
October 29 at noon. Congratulating the members of the committee on their election, Tingley asked them to meet on October 20
to find areas of agreement prior to the meeting with the Board
Committee. Several issues arose at the October 20 meeting. The
Student Senate had sponsored a referendum which indicated a
student belief that the President should be elected for a term not
to exceed four years. The Committee split on the issue. The
students generally supported the idea of a stated term or at least
the idea of periodic review of the performance of the President.
The administrators on the committee generally took a contrary
view while the teaching faculty generally stood somewhere between, taking the view that the President should be accountable
but questioning a set term. It was decided that the press could
7
Glenn D. Williams to Donald F. Tingley, October 13, 1970; Donald A.
Kluge to Faculty Senate, September II, 1970; Roger Whitlow to the Faculty,
September 18, 1970; Flyer to all faculty on the election, September 29, 1970; P.
R. Moody to Donald F. Tingley, September 22, 1970;Jack Terndrup to Donald
F. Tingley, October 21, 1970; A list of the full committee by category is in the
University Archives.
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attend meetings except when specific candidates were discussed.
In closing the meeting Tingley pledged, "Every voice on this
Committee is equal to every other voice . . . "Students had been
concerned about being under-represented on the Committee.
The Eastern News applauded the chairman's statement saying
that it "substantially lessens any fears students may have had
before that they might not be fully and equally represented." 8
The Board Committee came to Charleston on October 29
for the firstjoint meeting with the University Committee. Mr.
Phalin presided and Ben Morton was present at the meeting.
Morton outlined the search procedures that were being followed. Morton sent notices of the vacancy to university presidents, scholarly journals, and heads of systems. From these came
nominations of candidates. Once a name had been submitted,
Morton wrote to the prospect asking if he were interested and, if
so, to submit credentials. Morton suggested that the Chairman
appoint a sub-committee to do the initial screening. This committee was appointed consisting of Donald F. Tingley, Beverly
Sterling, Robert Perry, P. Scott Smith, and Harley Holt. Thus
each category from the Committee was represented. Mr. Phalin
remarked that it was essential to establish just what Eastern
wanted for a President. There was a heavy concensus, especially
among the students and faculty representatives that Eastern
needed a scholar for its next president. The feeling was expressed that this side of the University had been neglected and in
consequence had lost a number of good young faculty members
who had moved elsewhere. Perhaps the most important event of
the meeting was that the University Committee was reassured by
Board members that their voice would be paramount in the
selection process. Mrs. Lamet stated the proposition: "What we
are talking about is what kind of president do we need at this
point in time; all we (the board members) can do is help the
school (Eastern) make the choice." She added a warning, "If the
next president doesn't work out, remember you are the people
who chose him." Such statements tended to allay the fears of the
University Committee but the Eastern News, in an editorial,
doubtless expressed the questions of many:
8

Donald F. Tingley to Presidential Selection Committee, October 9, 1970;

Eastern State News, October 23, 1970, pp. I, 3; October 27, 1970, p. 4.
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Although the board members have on several occasions
made efforts to relieve the fears of members of the University
group who still doubt the board's sincerity, we have yet to hear
any definite promises that the board will irrevocably accept
the University group's recommendations.
We hope that promises are not necessary and that whatever group of candidates for president the University committee arrives at, the board group will accept.
Likewise, we also hope that the 'doubting Thomases' of
the University committee will direct their efforts toward
choosing the best candidates possible. 9

The joint Committee instructed Ben Morton to draw up a
timetable for the selection process and a statement of procedures. The schedule was as follows: completion of the nomination process, December 15, 1970; completion of the initial
screening by January 1, 1971; acquisition of dossier on all candidates, January 25; final screening of candidates to 10-15 names
by February 1, 1971; completion of final interviews by March 1,
1971, selection of final three to five candidates by March 15,
1971 with final selection to be made at the April board meeting.
All materials came first to the Central Office in Springfield.
These were forwarded to the campus immediately. The subcommittee of five screened them before sending them to the
whole Committee. Interview dates and logistics were arranged
through the office of the Board of Governors .10
Eventually some 140 persons applied for the position. The
Committee agreed that if any candidate got four no votes from
the subcommittee carrying out the initial screening, that candidate would be eliminated from further consideration. In any
such group of candidates there are always some who are obviously unfitted for some reason or another. It was felt that if four
out of five of the subcommittee believed that a candidate was
unsuitable that his chances of acceptance by the full Committee
was unlikely and in this way considerable time would be saved.
Taking those remaining in the "possible" file, the Committee
9

Ben Morton to Board Committee, Springfield, October 9, I 970; Eastern

News, November 6, 1970, pp. I, 3, 4.
' 0 Ben Morton to Messrs. Phalin, Davis Webber, Tingley and Mrs . La met,
Springfield, October 30, 1970; Minutes of Presidential Search Committee,
December 8, 1970.
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members arranged their top twenty choices in order of preference. The first choice then got 20 votes, the second got 19 and on
through the list until the twentieth choice got one vote. The votes
were totaled and the top twenty vote-getters were presented to
the joint meeting of the Board Committee and the University
Committee held at the LaSalle Hotel in Chicago on February 15.
The Board group felt the list was too large and asked the University Committee to cut the list to ten. This was done. The ten
candidates were located in five states. Their academic training
represented six fields. Two were trained in zoology, two in
political science, two in literature, two in philosophy and one
each in sociology and history. From these six were chosen for the
initial interview. It was decided that there would be a preliminary interview by both the Board Committee and the University
Committee. After this three nominees would be presented to the
full Board meeting. From these the Board would choose the
next president of Eastern. 11
Interviews started on February 26, 1971 and lasted through
March 19. The procedure was for the candidate to meet with the
University Committee who asked whatever questions they
deemed appropriate. The candidate had lunch with the vice
presidents of the University. Later he was taken around the
campus to see whatever he chose and then a reception was held
with the department heads, and members of the particular
academic discipline of the candidate, academic deans, faculty
senate, faculty personnel committee, some students, and civil
service personnel. At the same time the candidate also saw the
Board Committee at some point in his visit. 12
By the time the interviews were held, one of the candidates
had withdrawn for the reason of having been appointed to a
presidency elsewhere. Another candidate was added to take his
place. Otherwise the interviews came off as scheduled. After the
interviews, the Board Committee rejected one of the candidates
primarily for the reason that he seemed to them to be brash. At
this point the field was narrowed by vote to the three top candi11
Minutes of Presidential Search Committee, December 8, 1970. Eastern
News, December 15, 1970, p. 13;January 12, 1971, p. I; February 5, 1971, p. I;

February 19, 1970, p. I.
12
Donald F. Tingley to Academic Deans, February 23, 1971, Schedule of
Interviews in University Archives.
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dates. Two of the candidates were from out of the state and one
was from Illinois. The Board decided that further inquiry
should be made. A delegation consisting of Chairman Tingley,
Robert Perry, and Mr. Phalin was designated to travel to Oklahoma and California to derive what further information could
be found about the candidates.
At this point the student members of the Committee became somewhat unhappy about the situation. The candidate
rejected by the Board was the youngest candidate. He had made
a very favorable impression on the students and some of the
faculty. The students, in a letter to Dr. Morton, demanded the
reasons for his rejection. Fearful that their other choices would
also be rejected, they asked to be put on the agenda at the April
meeting of the Board of Governors. The students commented,
"Although we recognize the fact that the Board of Governors
has final authority in the selection of the president, we are the
ones who will be living day to day with him and we are the ones
who are going to receive either the most benefit or the most
harm from the new president." The students also announced
that they were sending a second student on the western trip,
expenses to be paid by the Student Senate. Sue Campbell was
added to the "travelling squad" for the tripY
Morton, always open and candid, replied moderately to the
students. He gave some of the reasons for the removal of the
candidate and commented, "I would respectfully call your attention to the fact that the University Committee's selections of the
top 20, 10 and 6 have all been accepted by the Board Committee.
Also the Board Committee has now accepted three of the four
top choices of the University Committee for the final selection
process." Morton welcomed the addition of Sue Campbell to the
travelling group. 14
Considerable information was gained by the trip west. Some
information was gained that was unfavorable to the candidates
but generally the findings sustained the earlier judgment of the
University Committee that they had found good candidates. On
13

Robert Perry, Sue Campbell, Jack Shook, Ray Pranske, and John Metcalf to Ben Morton, Charleston, March 26, 1971.
14
Ben L. Morton to Campbell, Perry, Shook, Pransky and Metcalf, March
30, 1971.
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each of the campuses visited Mr. Phalin sought out administrators, particularly in the areas of finance, Tingley talked to
faculty members who knew the candidates. Bob Perry sought
out various black constituencies while Sue Campbell talked to
other student groups. By this means a variety of information was
garnered. Each submitted his findings to the Board Committee through Dr. Morton. 15 On April 6, the candidates and their
wives came to the campus for further interviews. Receptions
were held for the wives of the three candidates by the Eastern
Dames Club. During the following day the candidates met with
the Board in Springfield where the Board was meeting at the
Sheraton Motel. The student members of the University Committee went to Springfield, eager to know the results of the final
selection process. In line with their request Dr. Morton arranged
a late evening meeting with the students, Chairman Tingley, and
the Board. The name of the Board's choice was not divulged but
the meeting was a pleasant one.
On April 8 at the open meeting of the Board, Mr. Phalin
presented to the Board the name of Professor Gilbert C. Fite,
George Lynn Cross Professor of History at the University of
Oklahoma. Professor Fite was elected fourth president of Eastern Illinois University by unanimous vote of the Board. President and Mrs. Fite were called into the meeting room to receive
the congratulations of the Board and others present. Subsequently a press conference was held with reporters from newspapers, radio, and television present. 16
President Fite received his Bachelor and Masters degrees at
the University of South Dakota, his doctorate was in history,
granted by the University of Missouri in 1945. He had taught at
the Wessington Springs College in South Dakota, University of
Missouri, and had been appointed assistant professor of history
at the University of Oklahoma in 1942. Since 1968 he had held
the post of George Lynn Cross Research Professor of History.
He had served on the University Senate there and was its
chairman for one year. He had been d irector of the American
15

See note of Donald F. Tingley in University Archives.

16

Daily Mail, Olney, Illinois, April 16, 1971, p. 8; Coles County Daily
Times-Courier, April9, 1971, p. !;journal-Gazette, Mattoon, Illinois, AprilS,

1971, p. 1.
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Studies Research Center, H yderbad, India in 1969-1970. He
had received research grants from the Ford Foundation, Guggenheim Foundation, American Philosophical Society, and the
Social Science Research Council. He had served on the Board of
Trustees of Wessington Springs College and Phillips University.
At the time of his appointment, Fite was the author or coauthor
of fifteen books and numerous articles, largely on historical
subjects. His specialty was in the history of agriculture in the
United States. 17
In the press conference, Fite commented that he did not
look upon himself as an administrator but as an "educatorscholar and will provide leadership in that capacity." Subsequently, Fite commented that he believed in student participation in decision making, student evaluation of faculty, small
classes, recruitment of minority students and service to the
community. Fite remarked, "The University has a definite function in serving the society that supports it. It is not an island unto
itself. " 18
The decade of the 1960's brought unparalleled growth to
higher education in the United States and a period of great
turmoil, and sometimes chaos and violence. In 1960 in Illinois
the total enrollment in public colleges and universities reached
96,000. In 1970, 325,000 students enrolled in Illinois colleges.
In 1961 the General Assembly appropriated for public higher
education $127,500,000 while a decade bter the figure
amounted to $643,000,000. With this spectacular growth buildings appeared on college campuses like mushrooms and the
demand put pressure on the graduate schools to produce
enough qualified faculty members. Particularly the smaller colleges and universities were sometimes reduced to hiring marginal professors who would not have been considered at other
times. Sometimes the need for new buildings was ill-considered
and structures were completed that were not really needed. In
many instances hasty and shabby performance by architects and
contractors caused problems. 19
Coles County Daily Times Courier, April 9, I 971 , p. I.
joumal-Gaulle, AprilS, 1971, p. I.
19 Board of Higher Education, A Mastn Plan for Higher Education in lllinois:
Phase Ill-An Integrated Stale System (May, 1971 ), p. 3, hereafter referred to as
Master Plan: Phase //I.
17

18
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With this came student demands for a larger voice in their
own education and a demand that universities be the agencies of
social change. This all developed during a time of great frustration caused by a government that seemed unresponsive to public
needs, a society in which abject poverty existed in the midst of
plenty and a seemingly endless and futile war in southeast Asia.
Faced with college administrations that were traditionalist advocates of the ivy-covered tower of the status quo, student demands often flared into riots and violence as frustration and
despair mounted. Nearly every college campus saw some violence, fanned by the ineptitude of campus police, and national
guard units. These were culminated by tragedies at Kent State in
Ohio and Jackson State in Mississippi in which students were
kiUed by national guard units and local police.
Although Eastern experienced protest against the Viet
Nam war, sooial injustice, and the Kent and Jackson State killings, the protests were entirely peaceful and non-violent due to
the adeptness and perception of student government leaders
like Jackie :Bratcher, Carl Greeson, Keith White, Jack Shook,
Bob Perry, Ken Midkiff, Bob Sampson, John Metcalf, and Ellen
Shanzle. These and many other devoted student leaders and a
few liberal faculty members with the aid of the United Campus
Ministry staffed by Father John Franklin, the Reverend Tom
Seals and the Reverend Jack King, were able to provide avenues
of social protest without violence. Eastern, nonetheless, had to
pay the price of legislative anger along with those campuses
which were disrupted.
These and other factors led to dark days for higher education. The public, legislators, and government officials became
disenchanted with the violence and skyrocketing costs of education. Richard J. Ogilvie was elected Governor of Illinois in 1968.
Exhibiting all of this disenchantment and a strong streak of
anti-intellectualism, the Ogilvie administration began to turn
higher education around. Much good was destroyed as the attempt was made to curtail the public universities. 20
Governor Ogilvie appointed a personally ambitious and
2
°For the politicizing of higher education in Illinois see Samuel K. Cove
and Carol Everly Floyd, "Illinois," AAUP Bulletin (September, 1973) pp.
287-292.
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inexperienced young political scientist, james B. Holderman, as
executive director of the Board of Higher Education. By chance
Holderman's father was Republican county chairman in Grundy
County. Under Holderman's leadership the BHE, established
as a coordinating body by the legislature, became the primary
antagonist of higher education in Illinois when, for the first
time, higher education in Illinois became politicized. Regarding
education as having primarily a vocational purpose, the BHE
staff assigned roles to various universities which virtually precluded growth or new directions. "Master Plan-Phase I II," the
document setting forth the roles, ordered Eastern to "concentrate on strong undergraduate programs with some development at the Master's level." Teacher education, traditionally
Eastern's role, was to be limited. Replete with eye-catching
phrases like "Collegiate Common Market," the plan recommended a maximum enrollment for Eastern at 9,600 in 1970. It
is significant that Ogilvie and the leaders of the educational
bureaucracy were products of the private universities. 21
As budgetary pressures began to mount, higher education
was reduced to cost accounting procedures by the HoldermanOgilvie policies. Formulas for funding higher education
were worked out which reflected the rapidly rising enrollments of the 1960's but which could not be applied to static
or declining enrollments such as the universities faced in the
1970's. There was much talk of accountability and professors
were judged largely by their "credit hour production." Classes
were cut if there were fewer than 15 students in an undergraduate class or 5 students in a graduate class. This virtually
eliminated some fledgling programs which had not had time to
mature and some necessary traditional programs in areas like
foreign languages. The validity of a program was not examined.
The only question asked was whether the course or program was
economically feasible. It had once been a truism in the Illinois
General Assembly that an attack on higher education was political suicide. Now legislators joined in the hue and cry to cut
budgets, curtail alleged radicalism on campuses, and make institutions accountable to the prejudices and anti-intellectualism
of the times. 22
21
22

/bid., p. 290.
/bid., p. 291.
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Among the time-honored concepts of American democracy
are the tenets that public education should be free and that
education is a basic right in a democratic society. The Holderman regime discarded these basic American ideas. Tuition at
Eastern increased from $40 per quarter for a full-time student
in 1967 to $210 per semester in 1973. Eastern's student clientele
traditionally had come from the lower-middle class. Higher tuition and dormitory rates forced many of these students out of
the universities into the j unior coJIJeges. Most disastrous of all,
however, was the centralization of control of higher education
into the hands of the bureaucracy of the Board of Higher Education. The BHE emasculated the governing boards and the
university administrations lost virtually all controt over budgets
and curriculum. 23
It was in the midst of this crisis in higher education President Fite arrived on the campus of Eastern Illinois University.
For fiscal year 1971, President Doudna had requested a budget
of $20,223,143. The BHE staff slashed the request to
$17,393,767 and the legislature cut this further to $17,184,673
for the period July 1, 1970 to June 30, 1971. This was the last full
year of the Doudna Administration. For fiscal year 1972 (July 1,
1971 to June 30, 1972) Doudna asked for $19,961,000. This was
cut by the BHE, the Governor, and legislature to $16,402,890.
This was the figure with which President Fite must operate for
his first year. 24
Prior to the arrival of President Fite, several steps had been
taken to meet the crisis. President Doudna eliminated salary
increases for faculty and civil service, cancelled new and vacant
faculty positions, curtailed equipment purchases and library
additions, removed all faculty telephones, and cancelled all faculty professional travel. Later in the fall President Fite was able
to restore some modest salary increases. These conditions prevailed for the next two years. In fisca l year 1973, there was a
slight increase in the budget but it was still under the figure for
fiscal year 1971. In 1972 Daniel Walker ran against Richard
Ogilvie for Governor. Although Walker promised in his cam1

23 Eastern
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John H. Morrissey Lo Donald F. Tingley, CharlesLOn, Illinois, Onober
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paign to restore the cuts in higher education made by the Ogilvie
administration, the figure for fiscal year 1974 remained at
$17,063,035 still below the figure for 1971 despite an inflationary spiral that increased costs of operation and left faculty and
staff less well off financially than they had been despite miniscule salary increases. 25
The new philosophy of the Board of Higher Education tied
budgets to enrollment. President Doudna had emphasized limited and orderly growth but nonetheless enrollment had
grown steadily for two decades. Enrollment reached its peak in
the Fall of 1971 with a head count of 8, 790 students despite the
fact that President Doudna had turned away some 325 prospective students during the Summer of 1971 because of the budget
cut. During the years between 1950 and 1970 not much emphasis was placed on recruitment because the supply of students
seemed inexhaustible and because of the limitation on enrollments dictated by the Board of Higher Education. In the fall of
1972, enrollment became a problem and the head count dropped
to 8,607. In 1973 the figure dropped more drastically to
8,035. President Fite made an effort to reverse the negative
attitude toward recruitment and public relations but the trend
toward declining enrollments was nationwide and institutions of
higher education everywhere were scrambling for their share of
the declining college-age population. 26
In his first address to the faculty on September 23, 1971
President Fite called for grea tness for Eastern and suggested
that this depended largely upon the faculty. He remarked:
The most distinguished president cannot make an eminent University. It is not within his power to do so. He can
provide stimulus and leadership which will be very important,
but in the final analysis only the faculty can provide the
programs, teach the students, expand the knowledge through
research, and perform the public service which our society
demands and deserves.
Describing the primary purpose of the University, Fite continued:
25 Eastem

News, Seplember 24, 1971, p. 7.
Memorandum from Glenn D. Williams, Oclober 23, 1973. Eastern News,
Seplember 24, 1971, p. 7; Seplember 14, 1973, p. I.
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... I believe the chief purpose of the University is to train
the minds of students. This involves helping students to learn
how to think and reason for themselves and encouraging
them in the discovery and assimulation of new knowledge.
Universities do many other things, all of which are highly
important. They provide physical training which is a legitimate and vital function for personal development. Universities also provide food and lodging, and even entertainment.
But mainly universities were established to develop the mind.
If this is true, faculty members must be engaged primarily in
teaching and students in learning. To fulfill this function the
University must be a place where all ideas can be explored and
tested, and where the search for truth goes on in an atmosphere of freedom, peace and order.

Fite \Vent on to call for faculty research as a responsibility and as
an asset in good teaching. Fite noted that the future of Eastern
depended upon the willingness of the people to support higher
education and to provide for its financing but warned, "All of
the money in the world in the hands of narrow-minded, unimaginative, tradition-bound people will accomplish little or
nothing." 27
.
At his inaugural at the spring commencement on May I 9,
I 972, Fite took a positive approach to education in an address
entitled "What's Right in Higher Education." Fite suggested that
in spite of the massive criticism that had been heaped on higher
education there was much to be commended. He spoke of the
wide support of education through financial aid, continuing
education projects for adults, innovation in curriculum, wider
opportunities for learning, and new teaching methods. Fite
spoke of the necessity of private fund raising for Eastern, service
to the students through good teaching and a better library,
service to the community through the expertise available for
adult education, workshops and special projects, and sponsored
faculty research as major goals of the University. 28
Several events changed the face of education at Eastern.
The staff of the Board of Higher Education recommended
curtailment of teacher education programs and had evidenced a
27
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growing belief in the notion that laboratory schools were superfluous parts of those programs. An abortive hearing :was held on
the subject on Eastern's campus on March 8, 1971. A wide
variety of persons testified on behalf of the contiimation of the
Buzzard School at Eastern. Holderman became weary of the
testimony and abruptly ended the hearing some three hours
earlier than scheduled. Subsequently a subcommittee of the
BHE recommended dissolution of the Buzzard School and the
Board of Governors concurred. A plan was set forth to phase out
the institution over a two year period, its closing being scheduled
for June 1, 1974. This brought a considerable dislocation.
The school had a long and honorable history and many staff
members had provided long service. President Fite promised
that tenured members of the staff would be absorbed into the
University but non-tenured faculty we,-e dismissed. 29
Another major dislocation occurred on February 17, 1972
when the Board of Governors eliminated compulsory physical
education for the University. This created problems because the
service courses had served to strengthen the major program.
President Fite opposed the move on humanistic grounds, saying
that this would mean elimination of "loyal and efficient members (of the faculty) whose only mistake is that they have performed good and faithful service and have developed one of the
strongest schools of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
in the state." 30
In the fall of 1971 President Fite appointed a Program
Review Committee, chaired by Vice President Moody, to study
the entire operation of the University and to make recommendations to strengthen the University both academically and administratively and to find where economies might be made. The
Committee recommended a shift to the semester system with an
eight week summer term. This recommendation, one of the few
to be accepted immediately, was put into effect in September,
1973. A number of graduate programs were phased out and
recommendations were made for increased funds for research
and research professorships. Several recommendations were
made for consolidation of academic units and elimination of
29
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several posts in the non-academic of the administration. It was
recommended that the soaring costs of the Computer Center be
curtailed and a call was made for the raising of private funds for
the University. 31
Changing social attitudes were reflected on Eastern's campus. Effective fall semester, 1973 dormitory residents were
given 24 hour open house privileges and a wing of Stevenson
Hall was set aside for coeducational living for an experimental
period, open only to juniors and seniors with the understanding
that prospective residents discuss this life style with their parents. Further change was brought about by the Board of Governors permission for possession and consumption of alcoholic
beverages on campus. This policy, adopted on November 16,
1973, allows liquor to be consumed "in dormitories, married
students' living quarters, overnight facilities in the universities'
unions and such other areas that may be designated by the
individual universities. " 32
The Board of Governors approved a plan to provide a
presidential home for Eastern's presidents in 1972. Previously a
living allowance of $3,600 per year had been provided for the
presidents. The Eastern Foundation purchased a home at 1112
Coolidge for $83,370 which was leased to the University for ten
years at which time the house would be paid for and would be
deeded to the University by the Foundation. Because of extravagances at Southern Illinois University, an investigation was
launched into all presidential homes at Illinois universities. The
home at Eastern was found to be within permissible costs and
legally acquired and financed. 33
Fite inaugurated two major administrative reorganizations
in 1973. The first of these combined the departments of Art and
Theatre with the School of Music into the School of Fine Arts.
He believed this would be effective administratively but, more
importantly, would provide for more interdisciplinary activity in
the area of the Arts. A search was instituted for a dean of the new
school. On November 15, 1973, Fite announced that the areas of
31
Report of the Program Review Committee to the Pn,sident, March I, 1972;
Eastern News, March 19, 1972, p. 8.
32 Eastern News, April 30, 1973, p. I; November 16, 1973, p. I.
33
Eastern News, September 13, 1972, p. I; January I 0, 1972, p. 4; April II,
1973, p. I; April 13, 1973, p. 3.
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records, registration, and advisement would be transferred
from the Vice President for Student Services and put under the
leadership of Dr. Peter Moody, Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs. This change had been recommended by the
Program Review Committee and was carried out after the perennial problem of registration had been especiany bad at the
beginning of fall semester, 1973. 34
During the summer of 1973 Dean James Giffin of the
School of Business and Dean Lavern Hamand of the Graduate
School announced their resignations effective September 1,
1974. Search committees were instituted to fill these key posts.
President Fite indicated that he hoped the new dean of the
School of Business would assume a leadership role in the continued growth of the School and also in providing public service
to the community. Fite expressed the belief that the dean of the
Graduate School should be a key person not only in the traditional role of the post but also in fund raising and the promotion
of faculty research. 35
In December, 1972 the Board of Governors Bachelor of
Arts degree program was instituted on Eastern's campus. This
systemwide program was conceived as a non-traditional program for working adults. Major requirements were eliminated,
and the residence requirement was set at a minimal 15 semester
hours. Seeking to recognize that it is possible to learn outside a
traditional classroom, provision was made to give academic
credit for non-academic experience. During its first year some
200 persons entered the program. Many of these, including
Major General Frank Elliott, were military personnel at Chanute
Air Force Base. Others included registered nurses, teachers,
business persons, and civil service personnel. 36
Following charges of discrimination by women and various
minority groups, principally Blacks, provision was made for an
affirmative action officer on Eastern's campus. Dr. Jimmie L.
34
0ffice of the President, Proposal for a School of Fine Arts, June 21,
1973; Gilbert C. Fite to Departments of Theater Arts, Art, Musical Studies, and
Musical Performance, May 9, 1973; Report of the Committee on the School of
Fine Arts, submitted to President Fite, April 26, 1973.
35 Harry Read, News Release, July 2, !973,July 18, 1973.
3 6 Board of Governors, Administrative Guidelines for the Board of Governors Bachelor of Arts Degree Program, December 20, 1972.
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Franklin of the history department was appointed the first
affirmative action director. In line with the trend to offer better
opportunities for minorities, Dr. Willa Hemmons, a sociologist,
was appointed as the first full-time director of Afro-American
Studies program. 37
The year 1973 marked the beginning of Eastern's Diamond
Jubilee. An opening convocation was held on September 30,
featuring an address by Governor Daniel Walker and the awarding of Distinguished Alumni Awards to Newton Tarble, Fred
Newman, Aubert North, Dr. M. Alice Phillips and Glen Hesler.
At this ceremony Dr. Fite commented "by its Alumni you shall
know the institution." This convocation inaugurated a yearlong series of events in which nearly every department of the
University participated. 38
During his first three years in office, President Fite brought
several positive changes to Eastern. His emphasis on the role of
the faculty and his call for renewed dedication to scholarship
and teaching were greatly needed. The challenges facing Eastern and higher education in general were immense in the 1970's.
Fite was faced with the problem of the budget and declining
enrollments in a situation where it was possible to get money only
for those things which had been done in the past and nothing for
any new program or direction. Facing the financial problem and
fighting a rear-guard action with the Philistines made it difficult
to spend much time on the creative side of the University.
Eastern has provided education, scholarship, and public service
for seventy-five years through crises and problems and she will
continue to meet the challenges of the future.

37
Eastern News, August 8, 1973, p. 1; September 5, 1973, p. 1; September
17, 1973, p. I.
38 Eastern News, September 19, 1973, p. 3; September 26, 1973, p. I.
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CHAPTER VIII
Epilogue of Anecdotes
By DONALD F. TINGLEY

INSTITUTIONAL history contains so many statistics and references to committees that it seems bloodless, but behind all of that
are living, breathing human beings who have all of the virtues
and vices. As Eastern has grown, many of the colorful characters
that have inhabited its "walls and towers" have been lost to sight.
Once every student foible, every discomfiture of a faculty
member or administrator was known campus-wide immediately
because everyone knew everyone else. But at some point in the
population growth much of this intimacy of an academic family
was lost. Every faculty has its share of the colorful, the inept, the
luckless individuals, and Eastern has had its share. Students
expect their professors to be a little weird and the colorful are
the ones remembered best. Perhaps a few recol'l ections of some
of the lighter moments of Eastern's past will reward the reader
who has had the perseverance and loyalty to the alma mater to
read through our recitation of facts and figures about buildings,
curriculum, budgets, and enrollment growth or decline. 1
Dr. Buzzard was respected for his insistence on faculty
quality and campus development, but we loved him best for
other reasons; because he dared to doze off during dull speakers
at campus events, and old timers will remember his love of good
food and the delightful meals that he and Mrs. Gaertner con-

1
The events in this chapter must go unanotated because documentation is
not possible. The editor, without apology, presents these yarns as folklore and
not history.
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cocted for Board dinners, the faculty Christmas party or indeed
on any excuse. At the faculty Christmas dinner, the highlight
came with the parade of the turkeys. Lines of students, waiters
for the evening, bore golden, steaming turkeys aloft to the
carvers at the individual tables. One such evening a luckless
waiter did the unthinkable. He dropped his turkey. Mrs. G.
hustled the turkey back to the kitchen, dusted it off (and probably the waiter too) and it was brought back resplendant in a new
bed of parsley, hardly the worse for wear. Dr. Buzzard remarked, graciously, if inaccurately, "My wasn't it lucky that you
had a spare."
All of those meals were perfection. Mrs. G. would tolerate
no less. This was true of every meal she served whether it was a
special occasion or a regular meal on the line at the University
Union. Mrs. G. insisted that a meal had to be served hot or it was
ruined. If an organization or a person scheduled a meal at 6:30,
everyone was expected to be in their seats ready to be served at
6:29. There was a story, possibly apocryphal, that she once
lectured the Governor of Illinois on the virtues of promptness
when he was late for one of her meals. Mrs. G. iri the interest of
this perfection was a hard taskmaster. She worked hard, turned
out good food, and expected each of her employees to work
equally hard and efficiently. There is a story about a student
named Ben Ward, lovable but not swift, who felt the lash of her
tongue when he failed in some task. After it was over, Ben
grumbled, "Now I know why they call her Mrs. G. It stands for
Geezus."
All will remember E. Glendon Gabbard, Gabby to most, in
his highest pitched best, screaming at his cast, "Project, Goddamit, project." Others will recall Dean Heller playing the piano,
Dick Oglesby's cowboy hat, and the time that Ray Plath won the
"Ugliest man on Campus" contest, a dubious honor usually
reserved for a student. Others will recall the sparkling and
urbane wit of Kevin Guinagh. Once someone asked Kevin how
many Latin majors he had . Kevin sadly replied, "Once I had two.
Now I have one, and you, being a philosopher, will know that the
difference between one and zero is infinitely small."
Can anyone who took history or sociology forget the first of
Bill Wood's lectures that they sat in. Bill would get excited about
what he was talking about and leap to his feet, walk to the
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blackboard and take a piece of chalk. The uninitiated student
would seize his pencil, expectantly, ready to write down the new
and specific wisdom that was about to appear on the blackboard.
Bill would put a dot on the blackboard and carefully draw a circle
around it. Then he would walk back to his chair and start
lecturing again. This was his only visual aid and we never figured
out quite what it meant.
In the same corridor, one could hear Glenn Seymour and
Raymond Plath competing with their lectures in decibels increasing by geometric progression. Most observers felt that Seymour
had the better of the competition. Many will remember Seymour
talking to crowds filling the gymnasium. He would ostentatiously set aside the microphone, saying, "I don't need this thing."
And he didn't. The quality of Seymour's voice is the subject of
another story. One Sunday afternoon in the early 1950's
Seymour had been asked to address the Logan County Historical Society in the village of Elkhart. Seymour took along Dr.
Charles Coleman and Dr. Leo Dvorak for company. They arrived in Elkhart but could not remember where the meeting was
to be held. Dr. Dvorak remarked, "It doesn't matter Glenn. You
are in the right county. They can hear you."
In the simpler and more gracious days of the past, Dr. and
Mrs. Buzzard had the custom of calling on all new faculty members each fall. For the new faculty wife this often was a traumatic
experience, because many lived in the converted army barracks
on the south campus or in whatever substandard housing was
avilable in town. The amenities of life were largely missing in
these families who were just out of World War II or graduate
school. The visits, usually on Sunday afternoon, were llmannounced. Everyone wanted to make a good impression so until
one's turn had come, the family could not relax. There is an
undocumented story about such a visit to John and Helen Rezatto, a lively and irrepressible couple. John taught voice in the
music department. According to the oft-told story, the fall quarter dragged on and as each succeeding Sunday passed, it had
become a family joke that whenever some member of the family
was in some state of undress, to call out, "The Buzzards are
coming." Dulled by this cry of wolf, they came to doubt that the
presidential visit would ever come off. But, as the story goes, one
Sunday, John was relaxing and Helen called, "Dear, the Buz183

zards are here." John, assuming it was another false alarm, came
dancing out of the bedroom in his underwear, singing, "The
Buzzards are coming. The Buzzards are coming." And, lo, there
they were. Needless to say, John retired hastily. The story may
not be true, but it was told so often that it gained a kind of
currency that justifies its retelling here.
Others will remember with respect Coach Pat O'Brien;
perhaps the night that Pat was working at the scorer's table at a
basketball game and an irate player rushed to the table to protest
something. Pat rose to his full bulk and said, "If you don't go
back out on the floor, I will pinch your head off." The player
retreated. Others will remember the time when the football team
was dressing for a game and Pat looked around and noticed that
his quarterback was missing. Inquiry turned up the fact that the
quarterback was downtown in jail because hurrying to the field
house, a little the worse for wear, his car had failed to negotiate
the turn from Sixth Street into Lincoln and had crossed onto the
campus and hit the flagpole, bending it over so that the top was
inches away from the front window of the President's office. Pat
was displeased.
And speaking of displeasure, there was the time that Dr.
Charles H. Coleman, scholar's scholar and Lincoln devotee,
heard that a feckless young professor of radio had produced a
program on the dubious story of Ann Rutledge on Lincoln's
birthday. The radio studio was in the tower of Old Main. Charlie
liked to keep the facts straight on Lincoln and the story of the
romance with Ann long since had been disproved to his satisfaction. Charlie heard about the radio program after it was over but
raced up the steep flight of steps to the studio. When Charlie
finished with the young professor, the latter knew the full and
true story of Ann Rutledge as well as most of the principles of
historical scholarship.
Another occasion of discomfiture came when Harris Phipps
of the Chemistry Department tried to change the oil in his large
eight cylinder Chrysler. Something went wrong and two pistons
came through the side of the engine. Charles Tucker, equipment man in the Chemistry Department said with a chuckle,
"Don't worry about it, Dr. Phipps, now you have a six." Dr.
Phi1pps replied, "Charles, it isn't funny." This ended that
conversation.
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They still tell the story in the School of Education about the
time Dr. Arthur U. Edwards was scheduled to show a film in his
class and the Audio- Visual Department failed to send him a
take-up reel for the projector. Art Edwards was undaunted by
this. He simply ran the film through the projector. and into a
waste basket-and returned the film to Audio- Visual in that very
container.
And all willl remember business manager Raymond Gregg
as the custodian of the keys. It was well known that Ray Gregg
took care of every item of state property down to the smallest
item as if it had been his own. One of the rules had it that each
faculty member, when going away for the summer, had to turn
in all of his university keys and then check them out again in the
fall. Enforcing the rule became more difficult as time passed.
One summer Gregg put out the usual instructions only to be
confronted by Fred Armstrong, economist, who said, "This is
ridiculous. I never lose a key." And taking out a huge ring of
keys, he continued, "Just look at this. Here is one from Michigan
State, one from Arizona State, one from Oklahoma State, and
one from Southern Illinois University." As Armstrong continued through a long list of keys from each of his previous
teaching posts, Gregg was convinced that his view of the irresponsibility of all faculty was confirmed.
And who in later times will forget President Doudna's penchant for flashy clothes. There was his green suit, his plaid
cumberbunds, his EIU letter jacket and his unorthodox white
commencement robe which some wag insisted he had ordered
from the Ku Klux Klan headquarters in Atlanta. On one occasion when Doudna was involved in some controversial issue, he
appeared at a meeting of the Board of Governors in especially
resplendent garb. Paul Stone, Chairman of the Board, said,
"Well Quincy is next on the list in all his sartorial splendor."
Doudna replied, "If I'm going to be laid out, I thought I might as
well be ready." Doudna's quick wit was well known. As the BHE
put ceilings on university enrollments, Eastern, in 1970, exceeded their quota by two students. Doudna remarked at the
meeting of the Board of Governors on the situation. "At first we
didn't know what to do with these two students-either shoot
them or expel them. Then I decided to send them to the staff of
the BHE because they are the only institution of higher learning
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in Illinois without a ceiling on enrollment. Both students are
admirably qualified because they are under 25 years old." The
remark was widely reported in the press. At the next BHE
meeting Holderman asked Doudna where he was sitting for
lunch. Doudna said he really didn't know. Holderman remarked: "I asked because I mean to put some ground glass in
your mashed potatoes."
Also from this period many will recall the legend of Tingley
lecturing in double-lotus position from the top of the classroom
desk. This legend persisted and students claimed to have witnessed this spectacle long after Tingley could no longer cross his
legs, and after the history department moved into Coleman
Hall where the desks were so flimsy, they would not support a
human body. Some may also remember the time when Syndergaard and Tingley were burned in effigy side by side in front of
Blair Hall. Burning football coaches in effigy is commonplace
but only at Eastern could it have happened to a couple oflovable
history professors.
No account of Eastern would be complete without mention
of the Phantom who periodicaliy impaled a watermelon on the
spike atop of McAfee Gym or the Black Knights of the Embarass,
a loose-knit fraternal group who gave the dean of students a bad
time for a decade with their symbol, the Falstaff shield, and their
legendary "beer busts" at Doc Yak's slough and the Air Tight
Bridge. Somehow something was lost when the time came that
the daring thing to do was to smoke grass and the administration
was content if the students only got drunk.
In his first address to the faculty, President Fite spoke of the
crucial nature of the quality of the faculty in determining the
greatness of the university. Older faculty members will recall
faculty meetings in the Buzzard days when President Buzzard
would speak of the faculty and its relationship to the University.
Invariably in this situation Dr. Earnest Stover of the Botany
Department would rise and remind the president, "The Faculty,
sir, is the University." Eastern has always had many interesting,
colorful, and devoted faculty members who were great scholars
and teachers. This is still the case, but those who knew the
institution in the decades under consideration in this volume will
always feel the loss that occurred as Stover, Coleman, Seymour,
Thut, Reinhardt, McAfee, Cavins, Edwards, Scruggs, and
Guinagh retired from the faculty.
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APPENDIX A
Cam pus Construction Since 1956
Compiled by Harry Read
Building

Completed
Cost

Date

General Revenue Funds:

Buzzard Labaratory School
Fine Arts Center
Telephone and Security Building
Lantz Building Addition
New Boiler

$2,000,000
I ,250,000
75,000
825,000
385,000

1958
1959
1966
1967
1967

$4 ,535,000
Universities Bonds Funds:

Life Science Building, Addition
and Greenhouse
Clinical Services Building
Coleman Hall
Physical Plant Building
Lantz Physical Education Building
Applied Arts-Education Center

$1,768,700
465,500
I ,09 I ,058
225,415
2,860,000 1
1,915,288
$8,325 ,961

00
-.J

1

App. 50% of cost is being met from student fees

1963
1964
1964
1965
1966
1966
1967

APPENDIX A-(Continued)

00
00

Building
Illinois Building Authority
Funds:

Booth Library Addition
Coleman Hall Addition
Applied Arts-Education Center
Addition
Water Tower
Heating Plant Addition
Lantz Building, Phase III

Cost
$2,171,100 2
1,825,000
646,500
188,300
643,500
386,447

Completed
Date
1968
1969
1969
1969
1970
1971

$5,860,847

Revenue Bond Funds:

University Union
Ford, McKinney, Weller Halls
University Apartments
Pemberton Hall Addition
Thomas Hall
Andrews Hall
University Apartments, Phase II
Gregg Triad
Taylor Hall
University Union Addition (first)

$ 975,000
1,590,000
500,000
600,000
2,500,000
2,400,000
311,247
500,000
3,185,393
925,000

1957
1958
1959
1962
1963
1964
1966
1966
1966
1967

2,950,000
2,000,000
850,000
5,000,000
1,200,000

Lawson Hall
Stevenson Tower
University Apartments, Phase III
Carman Hall
Stadium

1967
1968
1968
1970
1970

$25,486,640
Illinois Building Authority
Funds:

Fine Arts Addition
Physical Science Addition

$1,941,542 3
3,340,000 4

1973
1973

$5,281,542

BUILDINGS IN PLANNING STAGE IN 1971
Capital Development
Board:

Physical Plant Addition

$ 459,125

1974

University Union, Phase III

$3,717,202

1974

Revenue Bond Funds:

2

3
4

Includes $67 I, I 00 federal grant
Includes $191 ,542 federal grant
Includes $1,000,000 federal grant

APPENDIX B
Occupancy of Major Buildings, 1974
Com piled by Harry Read
FINE ARTS CENTER: School of Music, Departments of Art and
Theatre Arts (School of Fine Arts scheduled to become operative
in 1974 and will include Music, Art, Theatre Arts).
CHARLES P. LANTZ HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND
RECREATION BUILDING : Health Education, Recreation,
Physical Education.
LIFE SCIENCE BUILDING: Division of Life Sciences, Departments
of Botany and Zoology.
CLINICAL SERVICES BUILDING: Department of Speech Pathology and Audiology, Speech and Hearing Clinics, Health Service.
CHARLES H. COLEMAN HALL: Departments of History,
Economics, English, Foreign Languages, Philosophy, Political Science, Sociology-Anthropology, Speech-Communication.
APPLIED ARTS-EDUCATION CENTER: Educational Psychology
and Guidance, School of Home Economics, School Industrial Arts
and Technology, Division of Life Sciences (Audio-Tutorial Program)
PHYSICAL SCIENCE BUILDING: Departments of Chemistry,
Geography-Geofogy, Physics, Psychology.
FLORENCE McAFEE GYMNASIUM: Physical Education.
FRANCIS G. BLAIR HALL: School of Business.
LIVINGSTON C. LORD ADMINISTRATION BUILDING: Admissions, Administration, Advisement Center, Purchasing, Business
Office, Registration, Records Office, Sargent Gallery, Mathematics, Graduate School.
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STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING: Computer Services, Duplicating,
Foreign Student Advisement, Housing, Residence Hall Food Services, Student Activities and Organizations, Student Services and
Administration, Placement, Veterans' Services, Affirmative Action Office, Financial Aids.
MARY J. BOOTH LIBRARY: Main Library, Audio-Visual, Self-Study
Materials Center, Library Science Department.
BOOTH HOUSE: Civil Service Office.
BUZZARD HOUSE: Counseling and Testing.
TELEPHONE AND SECURITY BUILDING: Security Staff and
University Telephone System.
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR: UNIVERSITY UNION: Office of
Arrangements, Features include ballroom, dining facilities, meeting rooms, recreation rooms.
BUZZARD LABORATORY SCHOOL: Housed University Laboratory School until 1974 phaseout; now scheduled to house AudioVisual, Special Projects, portions of Home Economics, School of
Education, Art Department Sculpture Room.
RESIDENCE HALLS AND CAPACITIES: Pemberton Hall, 201;
Ford, McKinney and Weller Halls, 450; Thomas Hall, 438; Taylor
Hall, 592; Lincoln Hall-Douglas Hall-Stevenson Tower Complex,
748; Andrews Hall, 480; Lawson Hall, 480; Carman Hall, 816;
University Apartments 154 apartments for married students.
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APPENDIX C
Student Leaders and Organizations
Compiled by Roger WhitlO\v

CLASS AND STUDENT BODY OFFICERS, 1949-1974*
1949-50
Pres.
V.P.

Srnior
Howard Barnes
Robert Olson

Sec./Treas.

Jeanne Ashby

junior

Suphomorr

Max Reed
William Sargent
Leonard Bujnowski Larry Mizener
Ma1jorie Fox
Earlena Davies

Frrshma11
Kenneth Brauer
Hnbert Gibson
Iris Rinehart

Student Council President -James Grindler
1950-51

Pres.
V.P.

Steve

Sec/Treas.

~ lorga n

Gail Luhn>p
Belly Nixon

T uck Wagner
Larry Mizener
Nancy Worner

Tom Katsimpalis
Herbert Wills
Margie Herman

Tom Hanley
Richard Reynolds
Pat Longstreth

1\:orman Patberg
David Cohrs
Marilyn Macy

Moe Ashley
James Salmons
Midge Seaman

Marrin Chilovich
Lois Dent

Delwin Geri<"ke
Kenneth Ludwig

Jan jump

Lorna Pt'llY

Student Council President -.John Greathouse
1951-52

Pres.
V.P.
Sec.iT re as.

Larry Mizener
William Sargent
Carolyn Doan e

Donald Henderson
i\large Herman
Beu y V.'orland

Studenr Counci l President- John Schnarr
1952-53

Pres.

Richard Davis

V .P.
Sec .rr reas.

Tom Katsimpalis
.Jeanene Morford

John Simmons
David Cohrs
Pa1 Major

Student Council President- Ray Snyder
1953-54

Pres.
V.P.
Se c./Treas.

Cha1-lcs Younger

Ga ry Fowler

William Meyers

Donald Holmes

Lucy Muchmore
Ann Hardin

Kay Whitmore
Vi cki Waller

Bruce Knicler
Shirley Hope

Philip Stuckey
Marie Esker

Student Council President- Charles Younger
*Information supplied by the Office of the Director of Student Activities and Organizatio ns.
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1954-55

Pres.
V.P.
Sec.
Treas.

Kenneth Ludwig
David Winters
Joyce Hunter
Mary de Werff

William Meyer
Daniel Sherrick
Jo Wondrok
Helen L. Branson

Lloyd Ludwig
Philip Stuckey
Joan Young
Pat Mezo

Daniel Cleary
John Puff
Barbara Hires
Leonora Seaman

Student Association President- Herbert Alexander

1955-56

Student Association President- Daniel Sherrick

1956-57

Student Association President- Robert Marshall

1957-58

Student Senate President- Donald Arnold

1958-59

Student Senate President- John Huffman

1959-60

Student Senate President- Roben Bruce

1960-61

Student Senate President- Charles Rieken

1961-62

Swdent Senate President- C:laibourne Dungy

1962-63

Student Senate President- Robert Millis

I 963-64

Student Senate President -

1964-65

Student Senate President- Robert Luther

1965-66

Student Body President- Robert Luther

1966-67

Student Body President- jeff Benning

1967-68

Student Body President- James Edgar

1968-69

Student Body President- Jackie Bratcher

1969-70

Student Body President- Kenneth Miller (resigned)
Carl Greeson
Student Senate Speaker- Kenneth Midkiff

1970-7 I

Swdent Body President- Larry Stu fOe
Jack Turndrup
Student Senate Speaker- Kenneth Midkiff (through Winter Quarter)
Allen Grosboll

I 97 I -72

Student Body President- Jack Marks
Student Senate Speaker- Allen Grosboll

1972-73

Swdent Body President- Mike Goelz
Student Senal~ Speaker- Allen Grosboll (through Winter Quarter)
James Price

1973-74

Swdent Body President- Ellen Schanzle (resigned)
Donald Vogel
Swdent Senate Speaker- Robert Crossman

Robert Genetski
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APPROVED STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, 1973-74*
Acacia (Social Fraternity)
Accounting Club
Afro-American Association
Alpha Beta Alpha (Lib1·ary Science)
Alpha Epsilon Rho (Speech)
Alpha Gamma Delta (Social Sorority)
Alpha Kappa Alpha (Social Sorority)
Alpha Kappa Delta (Sociology)
Alpha Kappa Lambda
(Social Fraternity)
Alpha Omicron Pi (Social Sorority)
Alpha Phi Alpha (Social Fraternity)
Alpha Phi Omega (Service Fraternity)
Alpha Sigma Alpha (Social Sorority)
American Chemical Society
(Student Affiliate)
American Institute of Physics
(Student Section)
American Marketing Association
Andrews Hall Association
Association for Childhood Education
Association of Industrial Technology
Association of International Students
Badminton Club
Bands
Concert Band
Marching Band
Baptist Student Union
Beta Beta Beta
(National Biological Society)
Beta Sigma Psi (Social Fraternity)
Botany Club
Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Gold
Carman Hall, North
Carman Hall, South
Christian Collegiate Fellowship
Christian Science Organization
Circle K
College Democrats
College Republicans

Collegiate Business Women
Concert Choir
Council for Exceptional Children
Data Processing Management Association
Delta Chi (Social Fraternity)
Delta Mu Delta (Business
Administration)
Delta Psi Kappa
(Women's Physical Education)
Delta Sigma Phi (Social Fraternity)
Delta Sigma Pi (Commerce and Business
Administration)
Delta Sigma Theta (Social Sorority)
Delta Zeta (Social Sorority)
Douglas Hall Council
Eastern Art Students Association
Eastern Film Society
E.l.U . Folk and Square Dance Association
Eastern News
Eastern Veteran's Association
E.l.U. Sports Parachute Club
Economics Club
English Club
Environmental Conservation
Organization
Epsilon Pi Tau (Industrial Arts)
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Ford Hall Council
Gamma Theta Upsilon (Geography)
German Club
History Club
Hockey Club
Industrial Arts Club
Interfraternity Council
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
junior High Majors Club
Kappa DeJta (Social Sorority)
Kappa Delta Pi (Education)
Kappa Mu Epsilon (Mathematics)
Kappa Omicron Phi (Home Economics)
Latin Club
Lawson Hall Council
*Information supplied by the Office of the Latter Day Saints Student Association
Director of Student Activities and Organi- Lincoln Hall Council
zations .
Mathematics Club
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McKinney House Council
Men's Physical Education Majors Club
Music Educations National Conference
Music Teachers National Association
National Art Education Association
National Broadcasters' Association
Navigators
Newman Community
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
Omicron Delta Epsilon (Economics)
Orchestra
Panhellenic Council
Pemberton Hall Organization
People Encouraging People (PEP)
Phi Alpha Eta (Women's Scholastic)
Phi Beta Lambda (Business)
Phi Beta Sigma (Social Fraternity)
Phi Delta Kappa (Professional)
Phi Epsilon Kappa (Men's
Physical Education)
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia (Music)
Phi Sigma (Biological Science)
Phi Sigma Epsilon (Social Fraternity)
Pi Delta Epsilon Qournalism)
Pi Kappa Alpha (Social Fraternity)
Pi Kappa Delta (Forensics)
Pi Omega Pi (Business)
Pi Phi Delta (Oral Interpretation)
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science)
Pre-Med Association
Psi Chi (Psychology)
Residence Hall Association
Russian Club
Scuba Club
Sigma Alpha Iota (Music)
Sigma Chi (Social Fraternity)
Sigma Delta Psi (Athletic Fraternity)
Sigma Eta Lambda (Speech Correction)
Sigma Gamma Rho (Social Sorority)

Sigma Kappa (Social Sorority)
Sigma Pi (Social Fraternity)
Sigma Sigma Sigma (Social Sorority)
Sigma Tau Delta (English)
Sigma Tau Gamma (Social Fraternity)
Ski Club
Society for the Advancement of Management
Sociology-Anthropology Club
Spanish Club
Stevenson Tower Residents' Association
Student Association for Recreation
Student Education Association
Students for an Awakened Society
Student Governmen~
Student Home Economics Association
Family Services Group
Home Economists in Business and
Dietetics Section
Freshman-Sophomore Education
Junior-Senior Education Group
Student International Meditation Society
Student Organization for Latin Americans
Tau Kappa Epsilon (Social Fraternity)
Taylor Hall North Council
Taylor Hall South Council
Thomas Hall Council
University Board
University Council for the United Nations
Varsity Club
Wanafuzi Afri-jamaa
Warbler
WELH
Weller Hall Council
Women's Physical Education Club
Women's Recreation Association
Young Democrats of Eastern Illinois
Zeta Phi Beta (Social Sorority)
Zoology Seminar
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PUBLICATIONS EDITORS, 1949-1974*
Eastern News

1949--50
1950--51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959--60
1960--61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66

Harry Read, Robert Sterling
Kenneth E. Hesler
Jack Rardin
Bill Danley
Bob Bain (until December), Audree McMillan
Clare Emmerich (until January), Bob Borich
Jim Garner
Russ Herron
Jack Ryan
Bruce Schaeffer (until January - paper suspended remainder of year)
Rex Walker
Dwight Connelly (until March), Kenneth Fish
Kenneth Fish
Jon W. Woods
Jon W. Woods (until January - paper suspended two
weeks), Constance Schneider
Constance Schneider (until December), Tom Hoppin (until
March), Ken Noblit, Steve Gibbs
Ken Noblit, Steve Gibbs (fall), Ken Noblit (winter) , Bill
Kaczor (spring)

1966-67 Bill Moser
1967-68 James Bond (resigned), Mike Baldwin (fall), Bill Kaczor
(winter-spring)

1968-69 David Kidwell
1969--70 Jeff Nelson
1970--71 Bill Warmoth (fall), Leslie Engelhart (winter), Rod Greene
(spring)

1971-72 Chris Benignus, Tom Hawkins (fall), Gordon Britton
(winter), Marty Spitz (spring)
Rose Ann Robertson (fall), Roger Kerlin (winter), Janine
Hartman (spring)
1973-74 Jerry Idoux (fall), Dann Gire, James Pinsker (spring)

1972-73

Warbler

1950 Marie Bell
1951 Libby Cochran
1952 Margy Potter
*Information supplied by Professor Daniel E. Thornburgh, publications advisor.
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1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
I 966
I 967
1968
1969
1970
197 I
1972
1973
1974

Delores Wilson, Ann Hardin
Virginia Ostergen, Cecilia Shay
Patty Walker, Jane Dasenbrock
Carol Lee Wagner
Jim Garner
J. W. Oglesby
Jim Shipley
Marilyn King
Carmen Muirhead, Mary Schori
Sharon Grabbe, Dene Love
Ann Hofman
Bob Mander
Gerald McCarty
Ann Meeks
Mike Baldwin
Roger Perkins, Jan Gerlach
Caryl Dagro, Diana Hughes
Diana Sluder
Julie Weiler
Arthur Sandberg, Pat Cummins
Gayle Gleichman, Chris Benignus
Sharon Hicks, Darryl Brooks, Kathy Abell

Vehicle

1959-60 Fred L. Miller, Robert Mills French
1960-61 Joe Bangiolo
1961-62 Christine McColl
1962-63 Larry Gates
1963--64 Daun Alan Legg
1964-65 Elaine Lance
1965-66 Bill Moser, A vis Eagleston
1966-67 Anthony Griggs, Cathy Jo LaDame
1967-68 Samuel J. Fosdick, Jr., Janet Nelch, Astaire Pappas, James
T. Jones
1968-69 James T. Jones, Paula Bresnan, Nick Dager
1969-70 Nick Dager, Mike Dorsey
1970-71 JayS. Trost
1971-72 VernaL. Jones
1972-73 Catherine M. Stan ford
1973-74 Jann Breisacher
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APPORTIONMENT OF STUDENT ACTIVITY FEES, 1973-74*
Apportionment Board ............................. $ 7,165.00
2,000.00
Art Board ....................................... .
86,000.00
Men's Athletic Association ......................... .
29,397.00
Eastern News .................................... .
10,300.00
Forensics ........................................ .
13,015.00
General Music .................................... .
36,000.00
Health Service .................................... .
19,250.00
Intramurals ...................................... .
8,900.00
Players .......................................... .
6,400.00
Radio-TV Board ................................. .
9,352.00
Student Senate ................................... .
58,000.00
University Board ................................. .
3,000.00
Vehicle .......................................... .
35,151.00
Warbler ......................................... .
16,070.00
Women's Rec. Assoc. .............................. .
Total ............................................. $340,000.00
*From Minutes of March 24, 1973, meeting of the Apportionment Board.

DRAMA PRODUCTIONS, 1949-1974*
Arsenic and Old Lace
Fall 1949
Winter 1949-50 The Doctor in Spite of Himself
Spring 1950
The Heiress
Fall 1950
Goodbye, My Fancy
Winter 1950-51 The Towneley Play
Spring 1951
You Can't Take It With You
Fall 1951
Fashion
Dark of the Moon
Spring 1952
Fall 1952
Charley's Aunt
Winter 1952-53 Madwoman of Chaillot
Love Rides the Rails
Fall 1953
Winter 1953-54 The Barretts of Wimpole Street
Fall 1954
Abie's Irish Rose
The Crucible
Spring 1955
Our Town
Summer 1955
Fall 1955
Time Out for Ginger
Death of a Salesman
Spring 1956

*Information supplied by Dr. E. G. Gabbard, Chairman, Department of
Theatre Arts.
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Summer 1956
Night of January 16
The Tender Trap
Fall 1956
Wimer I 955-57 Cradle Song
Candida
Spring 1957
Summer 1957
The Happy Time
The Rainmaker
Fall I 957
Winter I 957- 58 The Miser
Tea and Sympathy
Spring I 958
Our Brothers
Fall 1958
Wimer I 958-59 The Empero1·'s New Clothes
The Adding Machine
Spring I 959
Deep are the Roots
Summer 1959
Fall 1959
Winter I 959-60
Spring 1960
Summer I 960

Fall 1960
Wimer I 960--61
Spring 1961
Summer 1961

Fall I 961
Wimer I 961-62
Spring 1962
Summer 1962

Fall 1962
Winter I 962-63
Spring 1963
Summer 1963

Fall 1963

Puss in Boots
Antigone
The Old Maid and the Thief
Born Yesterday
Inherit the Wind
Mrs. McT!ting
Picnic
The Little Foxes
The Gang's All Here
The Skin of Our T eeth
Civil War ObseTvance
See How They Run
Time of Your Life
All My Sons
The Male Animal
R.U.R.
Angel Street
Arms and the Man
Male Vs. Female
6 Characters in Search of an Author
The Girls in 509
Yankee Yams and Ring Tail Roare1·s
A Raisin in the Sun
A Midsummer Night's Dream
Tartuffe
R ebecca
Bus Stop
The Thurber Camival
The Crucible
A Streetcar Named Desire
The Importance of Being Emest
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Wimer 1963-64 Purlie Victorious
Spring 1964
Summer 1964

Fall 1964
Winter 1964-65

A Shamrock and a Shillelagh
Tl'ahouse of tht' August Moon
The Merchant of Venice
The Man Who Came to Dinnn
The Devil You Say
The Visit
Take Her, She's Mine
A Child is Man
Oh Dad, Poor Dad .

I Diary
Spring 1965
Summer 1965

My Fair Lady
The Beautiful People
Plenty of 6 to 5
Good Woman of Setzuan
Fall 1965
The Firebugs
Bridge of San Luis Rey
Winter 1965-66 Look Homeward, Angel
Othello
Spring 1966
james and the Giant Peach
Tin)' A lice
Summer 1966
Pop: A Happening
A View From the Bridge
Lady Precious St1·eam
Fall 1966
Waiting.for Godot
As You Like It
Winter 1966--67 After the Fall
In White America
Spring 1967
Brigadoon
Summer 1967
Orpheus Descending
Dark of the M oon
In Violence
Fall 1967
Undn· Milkwood
Luv
Winter 1967-68 Feiffer!.'!
Spoon River Anthology
Spring 1968
Cosi Fan Tutte
Summer 1968
The Apollo of Be/lac/
The Virtuous Island
Androcles and the Lion
Orestes
Fall 1968
The Fantastick.s
Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde
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Winter 1968-69

U.S.A.
Marat/Sade
Spring 1969
The Little Foxes
Summer 1969
Halfway Up the Tree
Our Town
Martian Chronicles
Fall 1969
Summertree
The Stranger
Winter 1969-70 Macbeth
Telemachus Clay
Spring 1970
An Enemy of the People
Summer 1970
Little Mary Sunshine
Lysistrata
Threepenny Opera
Fall 1970
The Serpent
An Evening of D.H. Lawrence:
Rockinghorse Winner/In Love
Winter 1970-71 Henry V
Hollow Crown
Spring 1971
The Sound of Music
Summer 1971
S torytime '7 I
Tom jones
The Death and Life of Sneaky Fitch
The Front Page
Fall 1971
Magic Food
Winter 1971-72 Heartbreak House
You're a Good Man Charlie Brown
The Miser
Spring 1972
The Rimers of Eldritch
Came Blow Your Horn
Summer 1972
The Night Thareau Spent in jail
You Can't Take It With Yau
Fall 1972
Adaptation/Lovers
john Brown's Body
Winter 1972-73 Scrapbook Number I
The Crucible
Spring 1973
Herstory
Fiddler on the Roof
Summer 1973
A Company of Wayward Saints
The Family Show
The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-Inthe-Moon Marigolds
Fall 1973
Images in Ebony
Spring 1974
Canterbury Tales
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APPENDIX D
Athletic Information, 1949-197 4*
Compiled by Roger Whitlow
Football

1949-50
1950-51
1951-52
1952~53

1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958--59
1959--60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969--70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

Games
Won

Games
Lost

3
5
4
2
1
2

5
3
2
7
8
6
6
7
8
6
6
7
3
7
7
6
5
6
6

3

2
0
2
2
2
4
1
2
3
3
1
2
4
2
2
4
1
2

5

7
8
6
9
9

Games
Tied

2

1

Coach

Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Rex Darling (O'Brien on leave)
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Keith Smith (deceased)
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Ralph Kohl
Clyde Biggers
Clyde Biggers
Clyde Biggers
Clyde Biggers
Clyde Biggers
Clyde Biggers
Clyde Biggers
Jack Dean
Jack Dean

*Information supplied by Dr. Tom Katsimpalis, Director of Athletics.
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Basketball
Games Won

Games Lost

1949-50
1950-51
1951-52

21
19
24

5
4
2

1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
I 964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970--71
1971-72
1972-73

16
17
11
17
17
17
14
13
10
11
8
11
18
7
6
9
13
10
18
20
10

9
6
10
8
13
9
9
12
13
12
16
12
7
18
18
16
13
15
9
10
16

Coach

William A. Healey
William A. Healey
William A. Healey
(Undefeated in regular
season)
William A. Healey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Rex V. Darling
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
John Caine
Don Eddy
Don Eddy
Don Eddy
Don Eddy
Don Eddy
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Baseball
Games
Won

Games
Lost

1949--50
1950--51

6
10

8
5

1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958--59
1959--60
1960--61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968--09
1969--70
1970--71
1971-72
1972-73

7
11
14
12
8
4
7
14
19
18
17
15
23
15
9

8
3
6
13
15
15
13
15
12
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]4

18
13
13
25
19
27

II

10
10
7
8
17
17
7
14
20
12
II

13

Games
Tied

Coach
C.P. Lantz
Henry Miller
(Lantz on leave)
C.P. Lantz
Clifton White
Clifton White
Clifton White
Clifton White
Bill Rogers
Jack Kaley
Jack Kaley
Jack Kaley
Jack Kaley
Jack Kaley
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Ben Newcomb
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe
Bill McCabe

Track

194~50

1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963--64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
.1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1071-72
1972-73

Wins

Losses

5
5
5

2

I

4

6
5
6
3
2
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
1
4
3
2
4

Ties

Coach

Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
John Lewis
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O 'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O 'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien

I

0
0
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
2
3
2
0

Indoor Track (first season, 1966-67)

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

Wins

Losses

1
6
3
2
4
4
4

3
0
1
2
0
0
0

Ties

Coach

Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard

O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
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1958-59
1959-60
1960--61
1961-62
1962-63
1963--64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

Swimming (first season, 1958-59)
Coach
Wins
Losses
William Groves
0
5
William Groves
6
William Groves
I
8
William Groves
10
3
William Groves
12
1
William Groves
4
8
William Groves
5
7
Paul Wheeler
10
0
Ray Padovan
1
10
Ray Padovan
4
9
Ray Padovan
11
3
Ray Padovan
10
3
Ray Padovan
9
5
Ray Padovan
6
5
Ray Padovan
4
5
Wins

1949-50
1950--51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960--61
1961-62
1962-63
1963--64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970--71
1971-72
1972-73
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6
2
2
1
8
4
6
12
10
6
7
8
5
5
6
6
7
11
2
2
6
10
8
'9

Tennis
Losses
Coach
4
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
8
10
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
9
Rex V. Darling
4
Rex V. Darling
8
6
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
2
Rex V. Darling
4
Rex V. Darling
3
Rex V. Darling
4
Rex V. Darling
3
Rex V. Darling
5
Rex V. Darling
7
Rex V. Darling
7
4
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
6
Rex V. Darling
2
10
Fritz Teller (Darling on leave)
7
Rex V. Darling
Rex V. Darling
6
Rex V. Darling
2
Rex V. Darling
5
Rex V. Darling
6

Golf (first season, 1953-54)

1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

Wins

Losses

1
0
0
1
5
2
6
6
4
2
5
6
6
4
4
4
5
11
6
6

6
7
9
9
5
11
8
10
10
12
12
10
7
8
9
7
5
7
6
2

Coach

Ties

2

1
2

Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
H. 0. Pinther
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
H. 0 . Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0 . Pinther
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey
Robert Carey

Gymnastics (first season, 1957-58)
Wins

1957-58
1958-59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966--67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

Losses

0
0
4
5
8
2
7
5
6

6
8
5
5
3
7
7
6
12

8

8

6
5
7
5
10
7

9
10
8
7
5
5

Coach

Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Brandt (Hussey on leave)
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
Robert Hussey
John Schaefer
John Schaefer
John Schaefer
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Wrestling
Wins

1949--50
1950-51
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56
1956-57
1957-58
1958--59
1959-60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967--68
1968--69
1969--70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

Losses

Ties

Coach

5

Maynard O'Brien

6
5
7
3
5
6
4
2
2
2
2
4
2
6
5
7
11
9
7
10
5

Maynard O'Brien
john Nanovsky
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
Robert Eudeikis
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0 . Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H . 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H . 0. Pinther
H. 0 . Pinther
H. 0. Pinther
H. 0. Pinther

no team
no team

0
0
2
5
6
4
6
10
10
9
7
6
9
9
6
8
6
8
12
6
15

2

Cross Country (first season, 1953-54)
Wins

1953-54
1954-55
1955--56
1956-57
1957-58
1958-59
1959--60
1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963--64
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5
4
1
6
4
7
4
4
4
5
4

Losses

0
0
4
5
3
4
4
3
2
3

Ties

Coach

Clifton White
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Maynard O'Brien
Ma ynard O'Brien

1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73

Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard
Maynard

2
3
3

6
7
8
9
10
4
7
7
9

I

2
4
I

2
0

O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien
O'Brien

Soccer (first Season, 1963-64)

1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74

Wins

Losses

4
2
7
7
6
6
13
7
5
7
7

6
4
3
4
5
2
5
6
4
4

Ties

I

3
1
2

Coach
H. 0 . Pinther
H. 0 . Pinther
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
Fritz Teller
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APPENDIX E
Most Significant Exhibitions In The
Sargent Gallery Since 1949*
Compiled by Roger Whitlow

1949-50

Modern American Painters from Museum of Modern Art
Jewelry and Glass by Frances and Michael Higgins
1950-51 Paintings from the University of Illinois Permanent Collection
Contemporary Mexican Artists- prints, watercolors, oils
Kansas Artists- Prairie Watercolor Show
1951-52 Italian Masterpieces- American Federation of Arts
Ohio State Faculty Show
Contemporary American Painting from the Nelson Gallery
1953-54 Textiles and Ceramics from Cranbrook Academy
Grandma Moses - Gallery St. Etienne
Abstractions in Needlework by Mariska Karasz
1954-55 Religious Prints from Durer to Rouault
Photos of Ansel Adams

1955-56
1956-57

State of Mind- paintings from the Museum of Modern Art

1957-58

A University Collects - American Federation of Arts
Fourteen Painters and Printmakers- American Federation of
Arts

1958-59

Americana - Early American Craftsmen
Southern California Painters

1959-60

Mid-West Designer Craftsmen
University of Michigan Faculty Show
Painting in Post War Italy- American Federation of Arts
Contemporary Design in Commercial Furnishings

Contemporary Furniture Exhibition
Primitive African Sculpture
Four Artists of the American Scene- Ford Motor Co.

*Information provided by Professors Calvin Countryman and William J. Mitchell,
Department of An.
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1960--61

Boris Margo, Painter (with lecture)
University of Illinois Faculty Show

1961-62

Contemporary Collage- Bertha Shaeffer Gallery
Development of Painting - Midtown Galleries

1962-63

Abstract Expressionism in the West -San Francisco Art Institute
Brazilian Printmakers- Smithsonian Institution
Arts of Southern California: Designer Craftsmen

1963-64

Museum Purchase Fund- American Federation of Arts
Savelli Constructions and Collages- d'Arcy Galleries

1964-65

University of Iowa Faculty Show
Josef Albers- Smithsonian Institution

1965-66

Fifty Years of American Art- American Federation of Arts
Fred Nagler; Religious Paintings
Contemporary American Drawings- Smithsonian Institution

1966-67

One Man Show of Harold Gregor's Works
Waldo Pierce Paintings

1967-68

One Man Shows by Nicholas Vergette, painter, and Milton Sullivan, sculptor, of Southern Illinois University faculty (with lectures).

1968-69

Illinois Photography; People in Illinois.
American landscape: A Living Tradition, American Federation
of Arts
New Directions in Printmaking
Watercolor USA

1969-70

American Ceramics Annual
One Man Show of Paintings by Ralph Wickiser (with lecture).

1970--71

Swedish Painting
Artists of New Zealand

1971-72

Know What You See- Illinois Arts Council
Artists Abroad - American Federation of Arts
Felheim Collection of Artists- University of Michigan

1972-73

Marsden Hartley - 99 Drawings
Contemporary Prints by Noted American Artists
Paul T. Sargent Memorial Exhibition
The Monotype: An Edition of One- Prendergast, Walkowitz,
Avery, Phillips
Prints and Drawings by Lovis Corinth
Realism and Surrealism in American Art

1973-74
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APPENDIX F
Homecoming Information, 1949-1973*
Compiled by Roger Whitlow
Date

Queen

November 5, I949
November 4, 1950
October 20, 1951
October 25, 1952
October 17, 1953
October 30, 1954
October 22, 1955
October 20, 1956
October 26, 1957

Betty Kirkham
Jeanetle Morford
Margie Herman
Elaine Myers
Marilyn Harris
Earlene Petty
Joan Young Kenny
Peggy Frew
Clare Roeslein

October 11, 1958

Barbara Baggett

October 10, 1959 Jan Vulgamott
October 15, 1960 Sally Adkins

Football Scores

Theme

"Onward Eastern"
No theme
"Dreams"
"Out of this World"
"These Twenty Years"
"Comics on Parade"
"Moments Musical"
"Welcome, Mr. President"
"Great Events in
Great Years"
Lincoln-Douglas Debate
Centennial
No theme
No theme

15
21
27
7
2
6
33
21
13

Nonhero Illinois 6
Northe rn Illinois 7
N. W. Missouri 21
Southern Illinois 22
N. E. Missouri 7
Southern Illinois 20
Indiana State 13
Evansville 29
Western Illinois 21

Eastern 8

Southern Illinois 29

Eastern 6
Eastern 8

Northern Illinois 38
Southern Illinois 52

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

October
October
October
October
October

14,
20,
26,
I7,
23,

1961 Jan Kidwell
1962 Susie Sunkel
1963 Cora Goley
1964 Judy Bartlett
1965 Nancy Wells

October 8, 1966

Mary Kay
Syndergaard

October 28, 1967
October 19, 1968
November I, 1969
October 17, 1970
October 30, 1971
October 7, 1972

Clare Conlon
Jackie Pagliai
Libby Baker
Kathy Goetz
Sandy Book
Cyndi Blair

October 27, 1973

No queen

"TV Charact,ers"
No theme
"Roaring Twenties"
"Golden Anniversary"
"The Hysterical World
of Advertising"

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

20
7
0
23
8

Famous American
Historical Events
"Songs of the 60's"
No theme
"Fables & Fairytales"
"Songs of the 60's"
"TV Commercials"
"Around the World in
80 Days"
"An Excellent Yesterday,
A Challenging Tomorrow"

Eastern

0

Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern
Eastern

12
28
6
20
32
11

Eastern 34

*Information supplied by the Office of the Director of Student Activities and Organizations.

Northern Illinois 20
Hope College 26
Northern Illinois 43
Illinois State 25
Western Illinois 28

Ill inois State 0
Western Illinois 7
Bradley 37
Western Illinois 44
Illinois State 29
S. W. Missouri 2 1
Illinois State 38
St. Joseph 14

APPENDIX G
Eastern Graduates Who Have Joined Eastern
Faculty since 1949*
Compiled by Roger Whidow
Anderson, Eulalee
Arzeni, Charles B.
Atchison, Mary E.
Aten, Dennis W.
Atkins, D. Ferrel
Atteberry, Martha L.
Barford, Judith
Bolin, Daniel J
Brookfield, Martha
Brooks, Herbert L.
Buffington, Rodney H.
Burcham, Donald
Butler, Ronald L.
Campbell, Betty J.
Chapman, Stanley
Christman, Earl
Clark, Gary L.
Clark, William L.
Conley, John
Cooley, Jerry L.
Cooley, Nick
Cooper, Alice M.
Cougill, Dennis
Craft, John M.
Crewell, Nancy J.

David, Joyce E.
Doe melt, Martha J.
Downs, Dale D.
Dudczak, Craig
Eads, Hannah
Enochs, Doris
Enochs, Richard G.
Epling, Brenda
F·lake, Janice L.
foor, Stephen
Foust, Delbert D.
Fraembs, Frank A.
Fredericks, Bessie M.
Card, James G.
Gaskill, Mary L.
Giffin, James F.
Green, Norma C.
Griffin, Raymond V.
Griffith, Jerry
Grove, Stephen D.
Gueldner, Gary L.
Haberer, Roger L.
Hackler, George

*Includes faculty assistants and residence hall counselors. Information supplied by the Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
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Hemken, Brenda S.
Hencken, Louis V.
Hesler, Kenneth E.
Hockman, Dan M.
Holley, Janet F.
. Hooser, Richard L.
Jensen, Kristan
Jester, John E.
Johnson, James E.
Karr, Dennis F.
Katsimpalis, Tom
Kendrick, William D.
Kidwell, David
Kniskern, Edna
Knott , James F.
Kohanzo, Keith
Kowalczyk, Keith
Lackey, Oren F.
Land saw, Floyd A.
Lanman, Marjorie
Lasky, Lynnette J.
Laurent, Nancy
Lawson, Dorothy M.
Leathers, Ronald M.
LeDuc, John W.
Lindberg, Phillip
McAthur, G. A.
McConnell, Guy R.
McCutcheon, Gail B.
McDevitt, Thomas E.
McFarland, Harland G.
McKee, Donald L.
McPeak, Val. G.
Miller, Beverly B.
Miller, Charles E .
Miller, Karen
Minick , Richard D.
Morrisey, John H .
Motley, James D.

Murry , D. Jeanette
Neal, Shirley W.
Nelms, Howard F.
Noland, Carol
Oglesby, Marilyn
Owens, Barbara L.
Owens, Wayne S.
Ozier, S. Jayne
Patrick, Patricia A.
Pettypool , Charles E.
Pierson, Gerald G.
Pinther, Evelyn
Pullen, Elmer M.
Queary, Ruth S.
Rang, Mary
Read, Harrison
Reynolds , James J.
Richardson, Rachael G.
Roberts, John L.
Robertson, Kathryn W.
Ruddell, Janet C.
Ruddell, Paul F.
Samp, Raymond
Sanders, Carol
Sanders, Claud D.
Schenke, Pamela
Schmidt, Cinda L.
Scott, Colonel W.
Settle, Phillip M.
Sexton, Carl N.
Shade, Marvin
Shank, Kathlene Lowry
Shepherd, Maurice D.
Shull, Carl E.
Smith, Carolyn G.
Smith , Norman D.
Smitley, James
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Sparks, Sue C.
Speer, John M.
Spencer, Joyce A.
Sterling, Beverly
Sterling, Robert W.
Stoner, Sue B.
Strader, Gayle
Stuebe, JoAnne
Sunderman, William
Sutherland, Janel
Taber, Samuel J.
Tammern, Jimmy R.
Tingley, Donald F.
Titus, Charles W.
Tucker, Charles F.
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Vaughan, Charles R.
Vogel, Virginia L.
Waddell, Leyla
Weaver, Thomas L.
Weasel, Shirley A.
White, Alan
Whitley, L. Stephen
Wigley, Mary L.
Wilson, Mary
Winkleblack, Robert G.
Zachary, Jerry D.
Zane, Marion L.
Zike, Raymond J.

APPENDIX H
Calendar Of Diamond Jubilee Events
Com piled by Roger Whitlow

SEPTEMBER
19

20
27
29-30

29
30

Preservation Hall Jazz Band
EIU Diamond Jubilee Program
Audubon Program, "Florida's Cypress Sanctuary"
Parents' Weekend; Diamond Jubilee Opening Convocation
(29) Football game, Chicago Circle, 2 p.m. Henry
Mancini Concerts 7 and 9:30
(30) Opening Convocation Luncheon, 12 noon,
Union Ballroom: Convocation program, 2:15 p.m.,
Lincoln Stadium, Gov. Daniel Walker, featured
speaker; Presentation of Distingu,ished Alumni
Awards
Special showing, Lantz Building, sports paintings by
Dr. Carl Shull
Parents Weekend/Convocation Concert (Robert
Snyder)

OCTOBER

5-6
11
16

17
19-21
20
26

Dr. Fletcher Watson, Harvard University, Physics
Lectureship
School of Education Symposium
Mark Twain On Stage, John Chappell
Lecture, Eric Von Daniken (Chariot of the Gods)
Homecoming Play (Twelfth Night)
EIU Student Government Symposium
Homecoming Concert (Mac Davis)
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OCTOBER-Continued

26-28
27

29
30

Homecoming Play (Twelfth Night)
Homecoming Parade, 9 a.m .; Alumni Art Show, Class
Reunions, 1923, 1933, 1943, 1948, 1953, 1963; Football game vs. St. Joseph's, 1:30 p.m.; Homecoming
dances
Audubon Series, "Kentucky Out of Doors"
Hal Middlesworth Day Qournalism)

NOVEMBER

2- 3

5--6
7-9
12-13
13

Gwendolyn Brooks, Pulitzer prize-winning poet and
Poet Laureate of Illinois; Coles County- EIU Reading Council
San Francisco Mime Group
Minnesota Dance Theatre, residency program, University Board, Women's Physical Education
Women's Symposium : "You've Come A Long Way
School of Education Symposium

JANUARY

21

Oberlin Conservatory of Music Choir

FEBRUARY

8
20
20
20-21

Richard Peck, author, Library Science Lecture
Max Morath, pianist-singer-comedian
Audubon Program, "Galapagos"
School of Education Symposium

MARCH

5
5-6
6

21-22
27-28
30
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John Barth, novelist, English lectureship
Edson H. Taylor Symposium, speaker, Lola May,
mathematician
Premier performance of original composition written
for Diamond Jubilee Year, Daniel Pinkham, composer
School of Education Symposium
School of Business Symposium, Dr. John Mee, Indiana University
Diamond Jubilee Barbershop Show

APRIL

2-3
4-5
3-9
9
16-.18
24

24-25

26-28
29-1

Home Economics Symposium
Afro-American Studies film, Martin Luther King: From
Montgomery to Memphis.
Canterbury Tales, musical drama, Department of
Theatre Arts, School of Music
Audubon Series, "Yosemite, An Ecological Visit"
Roscoe F. Schaupp, Lecture in Library Science, Dr.
Jesse Hauk Shera, Case Western Reserve University
Audubon Program, "The Land Nobody Wanted"
History Symposium, Dr. D. F. Fleming, Vanderbilt
University, EIU alumnus, noted historian, R. H. Ferrell, historian, Indiana University and Dr. Donald
Shepherdson, Eastern alumnus and historian
Jubilee Presentation of Community Theatre
Jose Greco in residency, University Board, Women's
Physical Education

MAY

3
5
12

Political Science Lectureship, John Stoessinger, City
University of New York
President's Concert
Spring Commencement
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APPENDIX I
FulJ-time Student Enrollments (Fall Sessions), 1949-1973*

Compiled by Roger Whitlow
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1430
1369
1103
1154
1221
1596
1917
2085
2162
2405
2507

1960
1961

2723
3173

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973

3240
3595
4414
5032
5394
6100
6658
7277
7997
8214
8028
7517

Full-time-equivalent
figures (not available
prior to 1956)
2109
2186
2452
2628
2815
3289
3321
3696
4522
5158
5558
6264
6872
7522
8278
8464
8307
7716

*Information supplied by the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Kevin Guinagh, educator, scholar, wit and author was head of the
Department of Foreign Languages at Eastern Illinois University from
1934 to 1962 when he resigned the position to devote full time to
teaching Latin and Spanish. Dr. Guinagh holds the doctorate from the
University of Pittsburgh. He retired in 1964 and now lives in Temple
Terrace, Florida. Dr. Guinagh is the author of numerous books and
articles.
Hobart Heller came to Eastern Illinois University in 1931 as professor of mathematics. He retired in 1967 after serving 36 years in
various administrative positions including Dean of Men, Dean of Faculty , and Vice President of Academic Affairs. Upon retirement, Dr.
Heller returned to his native state of Pennsylvania where he has continued to be active in the field of education and currently is Professor at
Large at Bloomsburg State College. He holds the doctorate from
Columbia.
Robert Hennings has been professor of history at Eastern Illinois
University since 1962. He holds the A.B. degree from Oberlin
College and the M.A. and Ph.D. from the University of California,
Berkeley. He previously taught at the University ofKentucky and is the
author of articles in the Pacific Historical Review, California H istorica1
Society Quarterly, and Essays in Illinois History.
David J. Maurer has been professor of history at Eastern since
1962. He holds the B.A. degree from Beloit College and the M.A. and
Ph.D. from the Ohio State University. Currently he is Chairman of the
Faculty Senate at Eastern and a Vice President of the Illinois State
Historical Society. He is the author of a chapter in Essays in Illinois
History.

Harry Read is Director of Information and Publications at Eastern, a position assumed in 1964. He graduated from Eastern and
taught in the Marshall, Illinois High School. He was editor of the
Charleston Courier for thirteen years. He is the author of a number of
articles in various magazines.
Donald F. Tingley came to Eastern as professor of history in 1953.
He holds the B.S. from Eastern and the M.A. and Ph.D. from the
University of Illinois. He is the au thor of articles and reviews in several
historical and educational journals.
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Roger Whitlow, educated at Illinois Stale University and the University of Iowa, has been in the English Department at Eastern since
1967. He has been chairman of the Faculty Senate and has published
several articles and bibliographies and the book Black American Literature: A Critical History (Nelson-Hall, 1973 ).
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